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Preface. 

The field investigations for this paper were carried out mainly i n  the 

summer of 1932 and during a few shorter visits to the area in 193 r and 

1933. The laboratory research was done in the Mineralogical and Geolo

gical Institution of the University of Upsala during the winters of 1933-
1934 and 1934-1935. The final preparation of the paper was made in 

the autumn of 1935. 
In presenting the results of my investigation I wish to express my 

gratitude to all those who have promoted my work. In the first place my 

most sincere thanks are due to my teacher and friend Professor H. G. 

BACKLUND, Director of the Upsala institution. During the years I have 

been working there, employed most of the time as assistant, he has dis

played a never failing interest in my investigations and has greatly facilit

ated my work by placing at my disposal the excellent equipment of his 

institution, At any time ready to enter into a discussion, he has further 

by his vast experience been able to make valuable suggestions concerning 

the problems encountered in the course of my research. Finally, I am 

indebted to him for publisbing my paper in the Bulletin of which he is 

the editor. 

Dr. J. E. RICHEY and Dr. W. Q. KENNEDY of the Geological Survey 

of Scotland have most obligingly undertaken the tedious task of revising 

the manuscript from a linguistic point of view. It is a great pleasure to 

me to express my gratitude to them for this kind helpfulness and further 

to Dr. RICHEY for the great hospitality that I enjoyed in his borne during 

a visit to Scotland in 1932. · In that respect my thanks are also due to 

Professor E. B. BAILEY and Dr. G. W. TYRRELL of Glasgow University, 

who gave much valuable advice in planning my excursions to the tertiary 

intrusives of N.W. Scotland. 

I am also indebted to my friend Dr. S. G. W. WAHLUND, Director of 

the Statistical Office of Stockholm, for a discussion in connection with the 

statistical treatment attempted on p. I 5 I ff. 
The chemical analyses presented in this paper were executed with 

great skill by Dr. NAIMA SAHLBOM. The microscopical slides - about 

200 in number - were prepared by Mr. A. R. ANDERSSON, Mr. E. KARLS-
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SON, and Mr. W. PLAN. Finally, my wife helped to read the proof-sheets. 

To them all I wish to express my best thanks. 

For financial support I am further indebted to the LILJEWALCH and 

LÄNGMAN foundations. 

In the text below the numbers within round braekets refer to the 

list of references on p. 258 and to the page of the paper quoted respec

tively. The numbers within square braekets refer to specimens. 



I. Methodological re marks. 

A. Laboratory methods . 

The refractive indices were determined on optically oriented thin see

tians by means of standardized liquids of immersion, the indices of which 

were, immediately after every determination, checked by the method of 

total reflection. The intervals of the liquid series were generally about 

o.oos, and, as the index to be determined could always be endosed be

tween two successive liquids, the error of measurement does not surpass 

± O.OOJ. 
The determinations of birefringence were made with the aid of a 

BEREK compensator, the thickness of the thin sections being directly mea

sured with an ocular screw micrometer. 

For works with the universal methods a FEDOROFF stage of LEITZ' 
construction was used. The determinations of optic axial augles were 

always carried out according to the universal methods, and, when not 

otherwise stated, the feJdspar determinations were based on complete FEDO

ROFF stage measurements. 

For the microphotographs, which were all made by the author, a 

micro-polarising apparatus of LEITZ' construction was used. Only for the 

photographs of Figs. 4 and r 8 a Leica camera mounted directly on the 

microscope was made use of. 

The specific gravities of the rocks analysed were determined with the 

aid of a WALKER-LA TOUCHE balance. 

B. Some remarks concerning the interpretation of plagio

clase determinations. 

In estimating the modal mineral composition of a rock from its che

mical analysis and by aid of the microscopical investigations, the plagio

clase generally forms a very important basis for the calculation, as in most 

cases its chemical composition may be ascertained closely by the optical 

methods. There are, however, some difficulties in respect even to that 

method and they are connected with the potassium content of the plagio-
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dase which must not be neglected . This potassium content cannot, so 
far ,  be determined by optical methods, but ALLING ( 1 92 1 ,  p. 249) on the 
basis of a comprehensive statistical study deduced the probable ortbodase 
content in plagiodases of different compositions. According to his results 
the average orthoclase percentage should be : in albite 6 %, in o !i godase 
8 %, in andesine 7 %, in labradorite 6 %, in bytownite 4 %, and in anor
thite 3 %. ALLING emphasizes that these values are not exact, but he  
considers - and rightly so - that they give a better approach to the 
real composition than would result if  the potassium component were ignored 
altogether. The determinative curves of the plagioclases are, however, 
based on two components only, viz. anorthite and albite, and the question 
arises as to how the probable orthoclase content is to be fitted in. There 
are three possibilities : 

I: The anorthite content indicated by the curves is accepted as the 
actual one. In that case the albite content is obtained by sub
tracting the probable orthoclase content from the remainder. 

2 :  The proportion Ab : An indicated by the curves is accepted as the 
actual one and the percentages found are recalculated on a sum 
= roa minus the probable ortbodase content. 

3: The albite content indicated hy the curves is accepted as the ac
tual one. In that case the anorthite content is obtained by sub
tracting the probable ortbodase content from the remainder. 

lt may appear that these details are of no practical importance, but 
an example will show that such an opinion cannot be justified . Suppose 
that a plagioclase has been determined as Ab50An50 by the aid of some 
optical method. According to ALLING it is Iikely to contain 6 % ortho
elase silicate, and its actual composition will then be Ab44An5o 0r6 , Ab47 
An47 Or6 or Ab5oAn44 Or6 depending on which of the three methods of cal
culation is adopted . The consequence of such a difference in calculating 
a rock analysis will be readily realized, if we consicler that in the two 
extreme cases the quotient Ab: An will come out as o.88 resp . I.I4, that is, 
a difference of no less than 26% of the mean value. 

From these considerations we find that it is quite necessary to decide 
how the calculation is to be made. ALLING points out emphatically that 
only the method given as no. 3 above is correct and, consequently, is of 
the opinion that the curves give an indication of the actual albite content .  
His  reasons for this opinion are stat ed as follows: » An im portant f act, 
which needs to be emphasized, is that in using the conventional extinction 
curves of the text-books to determine the percentage of the soda compo
nent in a plagioclase, i t  is not possible to determine the percentage of the 
l ime and potash members with anywhere near the same accuracy. The 
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reason for this fact is that the isogonic Iines are nearly paraHel to the 
potash-soda side of the triangle » (loc. cit. p. 2 5 I ). I must confess that I 
am at a loss to understand this argument. The very fact that the isogonic 
Iines are paraHel to the potash-soda side of the feldspar triangle must in 
my opinion lead to a condusion contrary to that arrived at by ALLING, 
viz. that the extinction angles are almost entirely controHed by the anor
thite content, whereas the mutual proportions of the alkali si l icates are of 
very little influence. 

As a matter of fact, however, a solution of this problem can hardly 
be arrived at by theoretical considerations. The point is simply to find 
on which basis the current determinative diagrams are founded. If they 
are constructed according to the anorth ite content the values derived from 
them must indicate the actual anorthite percentage and vice versa. It has 
been pointed out by REINI-IARD ( I 93 I' p. r o s )  that these curves are often 
rather inaccurate, owing to the variable and unknown ortbodase content ,  
but th is fact does not affect the question now under consideration . The 
only way out is to scrutin ize the original plagioclase analyses, upon which 
the curves are based, and in table I the most important of these are 
brought together. The table consists of four different parts . In the upper
most one the analyses are given and immediately below the proportions 
of feJdspar silicates derived from them in using all CaO , Na20 and K20 
available. In the third part these proportions are recalculated to a sum 
of r oo ,  and , finally, at the bottom of the table the rests and deficiencies , 
that result from the calculation are listed. Notwithstanding a few minor 
irregularities , which will be considered below, it is quite evident that the 
anorthite percentages , with which the different feldspars have been plotted 
in the diagrams, are those actually found by analysis and not the sums of 
the anorthite and ortbodase contents, as argued by ALLING. Thus the 
fact should be stressed that the results gained from the common plagiodase 
curves indicate the anorthite percentage . If allowance shall be made for a 
certain ortbodase content it must be considered as replacing the albite . 

A glance at the analytic material , Iisted below,  is sufficient to bring 
out its heterogeneity, and in several cases it seems not to be quite reliable 
- a fact that was already emphasized by REINHARD ( I 93 I ,  p. r o6) . Nor 
does it appear that the anorthite percentages have been calculated in a 
uniform way, for one may observe that the » official » value may sometimes 
be in accordance with the value of the upper part of the table, sometimes 
with that of the middle part. lt is true that this inconsistency, and also 
the fact that there is sometimes a slight deviation of the >>official>' value 
from that actually derived from the analysis, will hardly introduce any great 
error, as the deviations are, as a rule, fairly small. Nevertheless these 
details should be taken into consideration .  The analysis XI of the table 
is of special interest, as its deviation from the theoretical feldspar com-
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Table J. 
Analyses and feldspar silicate proportions of the plagioclases on which the 
current curves of plagioclase determinations are based. See text above .  
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I. Albite from Morro Velho. Analyst G. TSCHERMAK (TSCHERMAK 1 903). 
Il. Albite from Amelia. Analyst ERBEN and CEIPEK (ERBEN and CEIPEK 1 90 1 ). 

III. Oligoclase-albite from Soboth . Analyst SMITA (BECKE 1 90 I  p. 68). 
IV. Oligoclase-albite from Wilmington. Analyst TECLU (BECKE I 90 I  p. 56). 
V. Oligoclase from Bakersville. Analyst SPERRY (PEN FIELD and SPERRY 1 888 p. 325). 

VI. Oligoclase from T�vedestrand . Analyst TERTSCH (TERTSCH 1 903 p. I 69). 
VII .  Andesine from Hohenstein. Analyst GROSSPIETSCH (BECKE I 922 p. 32). 

VIII .  Labradorite from Labrador. Analyst CLEMENT (SCHUSTER r 8 8 r  p. I 83). 
IX. Labradorite from Kamenoi-Brod. Analyst SCHUSTER (Ibidem p. 1 84). 
X. Bytownite from Naerödal. Analyst LUDWIG (Ibidem p. 203). 

XI. Anorthite from Vesuvius. Analyst RosT-HOFFMAN (KRATZERT 1 92 I  p. 487) . 
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pos1t10n is very conspicuous. The value 97 % An, which is allotted to it in 
the text-books, was obtained by KRATZERT as a mean of the values which 
result, when the different oxides of the analysis are taken as basis for the 
calculation. These values vary from 94 % to IOO %, and KRATZERT gives 
the mean value of 97 %. As, in the middle part of the table the analysis 
shows an albite percentage of J.o, this is the only case where one might 
suspect that the anorthite value was obtained by subtracting the albite 
percentage from I OO. However, KRATZERT points out emphatically that 
in the calculation Na20 and K20 were taken together as one component 
in contrast to the lime molecule. 

II. lntroduction. EarHer investigati ons in the area. 

The Hällefors dike is situated in the province of Södermanland in  the 
southern part of Middle Sweden. It extends from the neighbourhood of 
Lake Nedingen in the parish of L Mellösa in a westerly direction to the 
immediate vicinity of the great Lake Hjälmaren . Its total length is no 
less than 40 km. , and its average width about one km . The W€Stern end 
of the dike is situated about 30 km. in a north-east direction from the 
eastern end of the Breven dike which has previously been investigated by 
me (KROKSTRÖM 193 2  a) . Both dikes strike east-west and are thus paraHel 
to the great fault-lines of  central Sweden. For about 2/3 of its total length 
the dike falls with in the geological map-sheet Hällefors (KUGELBERG 1 864) , 
the remairring westernmost part being found within the map-sheet Säfsta
holm (SIDENBLADH 1 864) . 

The part of the dike falling within the Hällefors sheet is everywhere 
very weil exposed and also stands out fairly weil in the topography. On 
the Säfstaholm sheet the exposures are generally rather scanty and ,  with 
the exception of the easternmost parts , they proj ect only slightly above 
the general leve! of the country. 

The dike was first mentioned in the literature by KUGELBERG and 
SIDENBLADH in the description of the above-mentioned geological map
sheets . They gave a rather summary description of the megascopical 
character of its rocks , stating only that they consisted mainly o( augite , 
labradorite and chlorite with some titaniferous iron ore and sometimes apa
tite. A chemical analysis was given in each paper. KUGELBERG (loc. cit. 
p. zo) pointed out that the rock was generally coarse-grained, but that it  
sometimes exhibited a fine-grained development leading to a porphyritic 
texture, as the feJdspars often retained their !arge size. He also recorded 
a characteristic j ointing in some of the rocks. 
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In 1 877  TöRNEBOHM ( 1 877 ,  pp .  1 5 - 1 7) gave a samewhat more de
tailed description of the rocks and proposed the name » Helleforsdiabas » .  
He seems to have paid attention only to the coarse types with abundant 
secondary chloritic matter, which are referred to below as Hällefors dole
rite, and explicitly states that the name proposed should be attached only 
to these types. He seems to have considered the dike to be of a rather 
uniform composition and made no reference to the porphyritic types -
nor did be mention the rather wide distribution of olivine dolerites of the 
Åsby type. On the contrary, be  mentioned the discovery of a specimen 
with fresh olivine in such terms that it  must be concluded that he con
sidered it rather an exceptional occurrence. The microscopic description 
of the types studied is excellent, and in many cases I have only been 
ab le to confirm his statem ents . In a later p a per (I 882 )  be again mentioned 
the Hällefors dike, and spake also of the porpbyritic rocks , which be 
regarded as occupying marginal positions in the dike. This statement is 
altogether at variance with the actual relations and, as a matter of fact, one 
gets the impression from TöRNEBOI-IM's treatise that be gained his ex
perience mostly by microscopic investigations, but bad very l ittle oppor
tunity of studying the field relations. 

III. General pe trological s tructure of the dike. 

When trying to give a petrological description of the Hällefors dike, 
great difficulties are met with . As a matter of fact, only one of its many 
rock types may be considered as sufficiently weil defined from a petro
logical point of view, viz. a typically ophitic dolerite of  about the same 
characters as the Åsby dolerite of Dalecarlia. This type of rock, with a 
few exceptions, occupies the whole western part of the dike and farther 
eastwards it forms a fairly broad and surprisingly eonstant and unbroken 
zone, which always represents the outer boundaries of the dike (see map, 
PI. l). Inwards it is almost everywhere substituted by a narrow zone of 
coarser grain,  the rocks of which show unmistakeable affinities to those of 
the outer zone and in spite of some minor deviations (see p .  1 43 )  must be 
considered as belonging to the same main group .  At a few localities 
(see p. 1 44) the actual boundary between the two types is exposed, and 
the contact is so sharp and well defined that we are forced to postulate 
two different intrusions having taken place in rapid succession . Quanti
tatively these two types of marginal dolerites may occupy abo�tt 2/3 of the 
present area of the dike. 

The area inside these rocks is extremely complicated in structure. In 
the easternmost parts it  is almost exclusively occupied by a rock that I 
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have narned Hällefors dolerite - which is quite in accordance with TöRNE
BOI-Il\r's proposal - and which in  spite of great variations may well be 
dealt with as a unit. In the middle parts , however, a great many transi 
tional types come in ,  leading i n  their extreme development to markedly 
porphyritic rocks . The mutual relations of these - the Hällefors por
phyrites - and the Hällefors dolerites are practically impossible to decipher, 
as will be evident from the detailed description . In all probability, how
ever, the porphyrites and the Hällefors dolerites represent extreme members 
of the same rock series. The relations are still further obscured by strong 
alterations of a late magmatic kind that have mainly affected the porphy
rites, giving rise to albitic rocks , but which may be traced sometimes also 
in the Hällefors dolerites. 

In accordance with the general structural arrangement outlined above, 
the results of the investigation are presented as follows . Firstly, the mar
ginal dolerite tagether with its contact modifications and some exceptional 
types belonging to the same group are described . Secondly, a general 
description of the Hällefors dolerites and porphyrites is attempted, and 
the effects of late magmatic alterations are discussed . After a descrip
tion of some peculiar rocks of more restricted occurrence the mutual 
field relations of the main types are outlin ed and a few conclusions are 
drawn as to the probable mode of intrusion of the dike. With reference 
to the petrological and chemical data a general discussion of the magmatic 
evolution is given and further a comparison of the Breven and Hällefors 
dikes is attempted. The treatise is concluded by a chapter on faulting 
zones within the dike and a few words on the age relations of the great 
dike-intrusions of Middle Sweden . 



IV. Petrological description.  

A. The marginal series. 

a.  The mottled dolerite. 

1. N o rmal development. 

Megascopically the predominant type of the marginal dolerite shows 
a very characteristic black-and-white mottlin g (Fig. I) eaused by the strong 
contrast between the dark mafic minerals and the plagioclase which has 
in these rocks lost its fresh greenish colour and assumed a dull white one.  

The following minerals are encountered : Labradorite, o!ivine or o!ivine 
pseudomorphs, pyroxene, diabantite, titaniferous iron ore, amphibo!e, biotite, 
apatite, a!ka!i:fe!dspar, ch!orite, qztartz, prehnite, zoisite, sericite. 

In order to get an estimate of the mutual proportions of the main 
minerals , several geometrical analyses were executed , but the results were 
very different in different slides. The only proportion that seems to be 
fair! y eonstant is that of p!agioc!ase: majic minerals, w h ich always comes 
out about 2: I. The proportion o!ivine: pyroxene on the other hand varies 
within very wide, l imits and in several thin sections no olivine or olivine 
pseudomorphs whatever can be detected although olivine is readily distin
guished by the naked eye in the corresponding hand specimens . This 
must, however, be considered almost as a characteristic of all typically 
ophitic dolerites . As the pyroxene forms !arge plates , often extending 
over the area of an entire thin section , the olivine grains cluster outside 
the pyroxene areas and thus they display a samewhat irregular distribu
tion in the rock. This dualism between pyroxene and olivine may be 
observed in most slides made from these rocks and is most probably the 
cause of the extremely varying proportions of the dark minerals obtained 
in the geometrical analyses. It should be pointed out that exactly the 
same phenomenon was described by me in the case of the Breven olivine 
dolerite (KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  a ,  p. 2 5 3-2 54) .  
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Pfagioclase. 

The plagioclase forms radially divergent laths ,  the dimensions of which 
may vary a little in different thin sections, but on an average they attain 
a length of 2-3 mm. Occasionally some larger feldspar laths (6-8 mm. ) 
may occur, giving the rock a somewhat porphyritic appearance. 

A polysynthetic twinning according to the Carlsbad and Albite laws 

Ph o to by the author. 
Fig. r. Exposure of mottled dolerite, S .  of Hälleforsnäs. The outcroup has a height 

of about 2 m. 

is always prominent and in some cases also pericl ine twins are observed. 
Zoning is very inconspicuous, and when present it  is rarely of the dis
continuous type but is, as a rule, represented by an undulose extinction,  
indicating a continuous variation within the crystal. 

The composition of the plagioclase has been ascertained from the 
mean val u e of a !arge nu m ber of measurements in several slides to be : 
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The porphyritic crystals referred to above, however, generally show a 
somewhat higher anorthite content, attaining values of 70-75% A n. A 
fuller treatise of the compositional variations of the feJdspar is given on 
p. I 5 I ff. 

The plagioclase has very often been subj ected to several kinds of altera
t ion, giving rise to the dull white colour observed in hand specimen. The 
alterations consist mainly of a strong zoisitization, generally accompanied 
by less marked sericitization . Alteration to prehnite is  less common,  hut 
where it occurs it may have a very wide distribution . The intensity of 
the saussuritic alteration varies from place to place and, apparently, the 
vanabon is quite irregular. Moreover, in the same thin seetian one por
tion of the slide may show an entirely l impid plagioclase of great fresh
ness, whereas in adj oining areas the same mineral may be intensely 
altered to an aggregate of zoisite and sericite. Of course, the zoisitization 
implies a considerable lowering of the anorth ite content ,  hut it was not 
possible to ascertain to what extent ,  as only the fresh sections allow of 
quantitative measurements . It is very difficult to find any regularity in  the 
distribution of the altered portions over the thin sections. Very often , 
however, it seems as if the alteration has proceecled further within the 
areas dominated by pyroxene than in  the olivine-bearing parts (if. above) . 
One possible explanation of this fact may be that the olivine-plagioclase 
portions of the rock represent the earliest consolidation, whereas the plagio
clase of the pyroxene fields was surrounded for some appreciable time 
by the melt from which the pyroxene was generated . The plagioclase 
laths associated with the olivine were, therefore, protected from the in
fluence of the melt at a rather early stage. In some cases , however, not 
even this rule of distribution seems to hold good. 

Prehnitization to any appreciable extent was observed only in four 
slides [20, 86, I 9 5 ,  2 7 I ] .  In a way it seems to be a substitute for the 
sericitization and generally i t  is confined to the vicinity of certain veins 
that penetrate the rock and are themselves filled with prehnite. Within 
these parts the alteration is often so strong that practically all plagioclase 
is replaced by prehnite individuals, attaining a diameter of as much as 
2 mm. These large prehnite grains very often show a beautiful  fan-struc
ture. In one of the veins mentioned above the prehnite shows well-devel
oped spherulitic structure. It seems very probable that the formation of 
prehnite, in contrast to the more general and irregularly distributed sericitiza
tion ,  is eaused by some late solutions or gases percolating through the 
rock during the hydrathermal period,  and that its distribution is controlied 
by the paths of these solutions or  gases. 

Still another type of plagioclase alteration will be described later on 
(p. I 34) in connection with the iron o re. 
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Pyroxene. 

Only clinopyroxene is observed. It is colourless or of a faint brown
ish gray hue. The variation of its optical properties will be treated on 
p p .  I 54- I 5 6  and in  Table II on ly the extreme and mean values are given : 

Table Il. 

Optical properties of the pyroxene of the mottled dolerite. 

Extreme values 

Mean . 

i l 

o .l 60 60 ! 41 -59 13 -4 , 49° 42 o ! 
l O.oxg-O .o�9 l O.oxs-0.o23 

0.025 0.020 

The refractive indices of one individual were also measured , the 
complete result of the optical determination being : 

2 v{= 470 
e/y= 4f 
1Vy _:_ I.695 .±_ 0.003 
�11fa = I.670 .±_ 0.003 
N�= I.674 (caicu lated) 
Ny- Na = O.ozs .±. o.oo6 (calculated) 
N7- N�= O.ozr (calculated) 

In order to get a view of the general chemical character of the pyr
axene the results of those optical determinations that yielded both 2 v{ 
and e/y were superiroposed upon the determinative diagram devised by 
WINCHELL ( I 93 5  p. 5 67). The number of measurements available was 
36. Six of them do not fit the curves of the diagram - probably be
cause of errors in the determination of e/y. Of the remaining 30  no less 
than 28  fall with in the area indicated in Fig. 2, with a very strong con
centration (2 5 observations) in  the hatched part of i t .  On e observation 
falls some distance outside the area in the hedenbergite direction ,  while 
the last one falls exactly on the diopside-hedenbergite I ine close to the 
diopside end. To j udge from the proj ected points the pyroxene of this 
rock tends to approach the composition of the pigeonitic types. As wil l  
be seen later on (p. I 3 7 ) ,  however, there is reason to doubt the validity 
of th is conclusion .  

In most cases the pyroxene is  remarkably fresh, only a narrow am
phibole fringe, bordering a few grains ,  being generally observed. This 
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amphibole, which surrounds the pyroxene in a homoaxial posttwn, repre
sents an actinolitic hornblende with the following optical properties: 

C/')' = I7o 

')' pale green 

(3 paler green 

a colourless. 

Sametimes the amphibole may be associated with some colourless or 
faintly green chlorite and in one case (specimen 2 6 I )  i t  shows pleochroism 

Clino- Clino-
enstatite hypersthene 

Diopside. Hedenbergite 
Fig. 2. For explanation see text. 

m brown colours, no more detailed investigation being possible on account 
of the small size of the grains. 

Concerning some problematic secondary products which may have 
originated partly from pyroxene, the reader is referred to the discussion 
of the olivine pseudomorphs on p. I 3 I .  

Olivine. 

Olivine is a characteristic mineral of the marginal dolerite. Its optical 
variations are treated on pp. I 5 3- I 54 and here only the extreme and mean 
values are given : 

Mean value : 2 Va = 78°. 
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The c01nposition indicated by these angles is 49-29% fayalite according 
to BACKLUND (rgog) or 54-26 % of fayalite according to WINCHELL 

( 1 927  p. 1 68) , the mean being 37 and 40 % respectively. 
The irregular distribution of olivine in the rock has already been 

discussed. Concerning the ciccurrence of the mineral it need only be 
added that it may sometimes exhibit ophitic relations to the plagioclase 
(Fig. 3). In these cases , however, the boundaries between the two minerals 
show very seldom, i f  ever, the distinct rectil inear shape, characteristic of 

Fig. 3 . Olivine and plagioclase with ophitic relations. Specimen 196, nieals +. 
Magnification 40 diameters. 

the corresponding intergrowths of plagioclase and pyroxene .  On the con
trary, they exhibit a slight convexity against the plagioclase, giving the 
impression that the two minerals crystallized in a struggle for space. 
Furthermore the plagioclase laths endosed by olivine are smaller than 
those which penetrate the pyroxene plates, and when a lath enters into 
an adj acent olivine it is ,  as a rule, seen to wedge out towards the cen
tral portion of the enclosing mineral . This phenomenon is very seldom 
observed in the pyroxenes. We may infer from these facts that the olivine, 
as a rule, crystall ized i n  advance of the plagioclase, hut that sometimes 
part of the latter might have solidified even before the olivine had begun its 
crystall ization . For the most part the two minerals, however, crystallized 
simultaneously and later on the olivine was succeeded by pyroxene as 
a representative of the mafic crystallization.  

9-35366. Bull. o j  Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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The olivine is generally rather strongly altered and one can hardly 
find a single thin section where it has not given rise to secondary pro
ducts of various kinds. It may be observed comparatively weil preserved 
in those marginal portions of the dike where strong alteration has not 
been eaused by assimilation (see p. I 38 ff.) . The secondary processes seem 
to proceed in several different stages, the first always being represented 
by aggregates of talc crowded with small grains of iron ore. Possibly 
some chlorite may also enter into these aggregates . Very soon , however, 
numerous needles and plates of a colourless actinolitic hornb/ende are 
developed at the expense of the talc and part of the iron ore. They are 
scattered irregularly throughout small rounded patches. These aggregates 
constitute the commonest pseudomorphs of olivine in these rocks and have 
been described by me already from the Breven dike (KROKSTRÖM I 93 2  a ,  
p. 266 and fig. I I on p. 268 ) . They seem to be identical with the pilite 
described by BECKE ( 1 89 3 ,  p. I 63 ) and as in the latter case some chlorite 
may often be observed between the amphibole needles . These pseudo
morphs are sometimes, although not invariably, crowded with grains of iron 
ore. Such variations are not surprising, as the type of alteration depends 
on several different factors (the iron content of the original olivine, the 
iron content of the amphibole, the relative quantities of amphibole, chlorite 
etc. ) . It presents no great difficulty, however, to picture the process 
stoichiometrically. The first simple alteration of olivine to talc and iron 
ore is readily effected by the aid of the omnipresent silica and an oxida
tion process , which is a necessary condition for the formation of iron ore 
from olivine .  The process ma y be represented by the fol lowing equation : 

6 MgFeSi04+2 Si02+ 2 H20 + 3 0 = 2  H2Mg, (Si0,)4 + 3 Fe203 
olivine talc Iron ore 

In this equation ,  for the sake of simplicity, the fayalite content of the 
olivine is assumed to be 5 0 %. Any other composition adopted will only 
affect the relative quantities of talc and iron ore produced and the amount 
of silica necessary to effect the reaction . 

The later stages of the alteration - the formation of actinolite - require 
the presence of a component that is not so easily obtained as silica, viz. 
lime. The on ly available source of CaO is the surrounding plagioclase 
and in the vicinity of the actinolite aggregates this mineral i s  everywhere 
dissected by numerous chlorite-filled veins, indicating an exchange of 
material between the feldspars and the pseudomorphs .  As chlorite is 
rather ill-defined, chemically, and is ,  moreover, of a very complex con
stitution ,  it is not easy to illustrate stoichiometrically the course of this 
exchange. Following WINCHELL we will assume that chlorite represents 
an isomorphous mixture of the four components antigorite ,  iron-antigorite, 
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amesite, and daphnite, and on that assumption a general equation may be 
derived as follows : 

(m+ 3 n)R2Si04 +m CaAl2Si20s=m (z RO · Si02 · Al203) + 2 n (3RO · zSi02)+ 
olivine anorthite amesite, daphnite (iron·)antigorite 

chlorite 
+ mCaO +(2 m-n) Si02 ; 

Thus by interaction between olivine and plagioclase the anorthite con
tent of the latter is utilized in the formation of chlorite and simultaneausly 
lime and silica are set free. By a change in the coefficients of the equa
tion the composition of the chlorite as well as the relative quantities of 
the liberated elements may be varied within certain limits. 

Lime is therefore readily accessible, and there are no further diffi
culties in the way of explaining the formation of actinolite : 

3 R2Si04 + 2 CaO + 5 Si02=z Ca(R)Si206 · RSi03 ; 
olivine actinolite 

It will be easily understood from the equations that a very marked 
variation in the mutual quantitative relations of the different secondary 
products must arise, when the different processes of alteration happen to 
i nterfere with each other. 

It appears , however, that in this series of alteration processes still 
another stage may be detected ,  leading to the formation of a rather pro
blematic mineral which occurs abundantly in all these rocks. In all prohability 
it should be classed as an iron-rich chlorite. Before discussing the mutual 
relations between this mineral and olivine it seems appropriate to give a 
description of its occurrence and properties. 

As a rule the mineral occurs in fairly large individuals (up to 2 mm. 
in  size) which are sometimes of a rounded form, but very often their outer 
boundaries are completely determined by the plagioclase laths, the mineral 
exhibiting exactly the same textural relations as the ophitic pyroxene. 
The optical properties vary rather widely from one slide to another, but 
the variation appears to be continuous and it can hardly be doubted that 
the different individuals belong to the same mineral series. The most con
spicuous feature of the mineral is a very marked watered or creasy struc
ture appearing in practically all individuals . It is difficult to give an 
adequate description,  but very often one gets the impression that the mi
neral was. formed by recrystallization of some fibrous mineral aggregate , 
the structure of' which may still be traced in the pseudomorph . This im
pression is further accentuated by numerous thin needles of amphibole which 
are usually scattered all over the mineral and which, by reason of their 
curved shape, tend to emphasize stil l more the peculiar structure referred 
to above. 
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The mineral shows a good micaceous cleavage and exhibits the usual 
optical orientation of the micas . Thus the extinction is parallel, with a 

perpendicular to the cleavage. The optic axial angle is small and nega
tive, often practically ni !  and very seldom exceeding 1 0° . The pleochroism 
is always distinct though of varying strength , a being always colourless, 
r varying between a very faint green and a deep green colour, and (:J oc
cupying an intermediate position .  The double refraction , too, varies within 
wide limits . Often it hardly exceeds o.oos whereas in  some seetians it may 
attain values of o.ozo and more. In one slide [no .  20] the following optical 
properties were found: 

Ny= 1.634 ± o.oo2 Na = I .62 r ± o.oo2 Ny- Na = o.or3 ± o.oo4 

e> v, strong; 2 Va small; r deep green, a colourless. 

In most respects the mineral earresponds fairly weil with delessite but 
the h igh double refraction which is sometimes observed and also the high 
refractive indices are not compatible with that species. No doubt the 
mineral under discussion must be classed with the chlorites. In the 
rocks of the central parts of the dike it occurs still more abundantly 
and shows a still greater variation for which reason a fu ll discussion ist 
postponed to a later occasion (p . I 82  ff. ) .  At present only the result of 
this discussion need be quoted, viz. that the mineral is identified as dia
bantite. 

The diabantite is a characteristic mineral of the rocks under discus
sion and is very often associated with the olivine pseudomorphs previously 
described . In the specimen 339, for instance, one may observe a conti
nuous zoning of these pseudomorphs ,  the different » zones » from the centre 
and outwards consisting of: I) olivine, 2 )  ta le+ iron or e, 3) actinolite + or e, 
4) diabantite +a little actinolite. Thus it can hardly be doubted that at 
!east some of the diabantite is derived from olivine. Most probably, when 
the supply of lime became too scant to permit the formation of actinolite, 
iron and magnesia were bound to enter into some lime-free compound and 
the result was the formation of diabantite. 

On the other hand, the general habit of the diabantite individuals 
often seems to suggest a primary origin .  Not seldom they form !arge 
plates with a sub-ophitic relation to the plagioclase, in this respect re
sembling the pyroxene.  Of course the possibility cannot be absolutely 
precluded that part of the mineral was derived from pyroxene_ , but such 
an interpretation meets with some difficulties. As already mentioned, the 
pyroxene is practically everywhere quite fresh, and if there were a direct 
genetic relation between it and the diabantite it  would be rather surprising 
that no intermediate stages with pyroxene relics are observed . On the other 
hand there seems to be no obj ection agaist the assumption of a primary 
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origin for part of the diabantite, the mineral simply representing a low
temperature continuation of the rnatic crystallization ,  which at higher 
temperatures led to the formation of olivine and pyroxene. Thus ,  from 
extensive study of the rather complicated relations of the diabantite I have 
become convinced that i t is of twofold origin ,  part! y a secondary or deuteric 
product of olivine and partly a low-temperature primary product of crystal
lization .  In all prohability the two processes of formation were operating 
simultaneously. 

Fig. 4. Plagioclase and iron ore with ophitic relations. Specimen 337, one nicol. 
Magnification 35 diameters. 

When an ophitic relation between plagioclase and diabantite is de
veloped , the former is generally altered to a very fine ,  scaly aggregate 
with high double refraction,  apparently consisting of actinolitic hornblende. 
This fact may be regarded as additional evidence for the above conclu
sion that the formation of actinolite or diabantite is controBed by the lime
supply. 

In some cases (e. g. specimens 1 9 5  and 1 99) the earliest olivine pseu
domorphs are not composed of talc and iron ore only, but, especially in 
the central parts of the pseudomorph, one may observe a biotite-like mi
neral with high birefringence, parallel extinction ,  and strong pleochroism in 
yellowish brown and reddish brown. This mineral which may sometimes 
be associated with small quautities of actinolite, most probably belongs to 
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the i ll-defined iddingsite group, but it appears as if there were a continuous 
transition between th is group and the diabantite series . This question, 
however, will be considered later on (p. 1 66) . 

Iron ore. 

In most specimens of this rock the iron ore has a mode of occurrence 
similar to that of the pyroxene. It forms !arge - sometimes very 
!arge - plates enclosing the divergent plagioclase laths in a typically ophitic 
manner (Fig. 4) . It must be inferred that this iron ore was deposited at 
a rather late stage , but as a rule there are also a few small ore-grains of 
early cry,stallization. It is certainly surprising to find that solutions of so 
high an iron-content were circulating during the last stages of the solidi
fication of the rock, and the question arises whether it must be assumed 
that in the normal course of crystallization the melt was enriched in iron 
to such an unusual extent, or if any other explanation of these peculiar 
textures can be found. The question may be asked, for instance, if the 
iron could not have been made free by the decomposition of olivine ,  and 
as a matter of fact, the olivine pseudomorphs are sometimes so charged 
with iron ore that their origin is betrayed only by very narrow ribbans 
of talc. Sametimes (e. g. in specimen 1 02)  the ore dust is aggregated to 
form quite campact grains which can hardly be distinguished from those 
of probably primary origin .  It cannot be entirely ruled out that the 
late ore may have been deposited by solutions which had previously ob
tained their iron content from the decomposing olivine by a process of 
leaching. The rest of the olivine material was then left behind in the form 
of different silicates of magnesia. It is my opinion , however, that although 
such a process may have been operating to some extent, the main quantity 
of the late iron ore should be interpreted as normally deposited from the 
melt at a late stage. 

The ore seems to be rather highly titaniferous, as it is very often 
subj ected to extensive leucoxene alteration ,  which may sometimes affect 
the mineral to such a degree that only grate-like skeletons are left. 

In the ophitic intergrowths between iron ore and plagioclase a reaction 
zone between the two minerals is often - though not always -
developed , and may sometimes devour an entire plagioclase lath . This 
zone is camposed of a very fine scaly aggregate, almost always containing 
some light-green chlorite but generally dominated by small biotite- or chlo
rite-sca!es of green or brown colour. Also,  some fibrous ampltibole may 
be found in these aggregates. 

Besides these fine scales, biotite of a brown colour is sometimes ob
served in association with the iron ore in the form of fairly large flakes . 

Orthoclase, generally without a pronounced perthitic structure is found 
in small quantities in the interstices between the plagioclase laths and 
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sometimes is associated with some quartz, forming small micropegmatite 
areas. Otherwise the interstices are usually filled with aggregates of sphe
rulitic light-green chlorite, some scaly green biolite and occasional small 
bunches of amphibole. 

Apatile always occurs in moderate quantltles. It forms inclusions in 
all the other minerals except the plagioclase and always shows a good . 
id iomorphic development. Some epidote may also be found among the 
accessories. 

Table III. 

Analysis I .  
S I 7 ° -Mottled dolerite, S .  of Lake Holmsjön .  Specimen I I 3 .  pec. gr. 4 o - 2 . 88 I .  

Analyst : N .  SAHLBOM.  

Weight-% Mol. Prop. 
Si02 45 .8o 

Ti02 1 . 99 
Al203 I 5 . 62 
F e203 3 ·34 

Fe O I I · 3 5  
M n O  0 . I 6 
Ca O 9·99 
M gO 7 ·42 
Na20 2 .43 

K20 0.96 
P205 O. I I  

H20 + 0 . 7 5 
I OO.OI  

I I l : 5 : 4-5 Auvergnose. 

0SAN N ' s  System. 
s5o .a  a2 .5 c5 . o  f22 .5 n7 . a  s :  Al :  F = I 6.o : 3 ·o :  I ! . o 
Al : C :  Alk = I 2 .o : I 4.o : 4.o 
k = 0.83 

763 
2 5 
I 53 
2 I  
I 58 
2 

I 79 
I 86 
39 
I I 

Norm 
Or 6 . ! 2 
Ab 20 . z8 
An 28.63 
N e O.I4 :E sal 5 5 ·07 fc"s;o, '·") 

I 6.67 di l MgSi03 4.50 
FeSi03 3 . 7o 

ol {Mg2Si04 9. so} 
Fe2Si 04 S.n 

I 8 . 5 7  

M t 4 ·87  
3 . 8o 
0. 34 :E fem 44.25 - -- . 

Or : Ab : An = I I .  z : 36 . 8 :  52 . z 

N IGGLI values. 

q z - 29 51 99 
al 20 t i 3 ·3 
f m so m g  0.48 
c 23 k 0.22 
al k 7 p 0 . 1 3 

In table III a chemical analysis of the mottled dolerite is given , the 
specimen analysed being a very fresh representative of this rock. On close 
study some discrepancies between the norm and the result of the micro
scopic investigation are seen and,  as they are of some general interest, it 
seerus appropriate to give them samewhat detailed consideration. 

The most conspicuous fact is the appearance of nepheline i n  the norm. 
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This is a rather common feature of rocks of this type, but as far as my 
experience goes no quite satisfactory explanation has ever been offered. 
It is true that the amount of normative nepheline in the present case is 
very small, but even so its existence is rather enigmatic and, moreover, 
as the rock contains small quantities of interstitial quartz, the nepheline value 
would be stil l higher if  this quartz bad to be represented in the calculation. 
As a matter of fact, the sil ica required for quartz formation must neces·
sarily be taken from the feldspar, as a decrease of sil ica in the mafic mi
nerals would imply an increase of the olivine quantity and,  consequently, 
of the ratio CaO : (MgO + FeO) of the pyroxene,  while to match the 
probable modal composition quite the opposite change is desirable (if below) . 

To explain the occurrence of normative nepheline three ways present 
themselves. Either some lime may enter the olivine, or the proportion 
Ca O: (Mg. F e)O of the pyroxen e exceeds the theoretical val u e of I : I ,  
or , finally , some of the alkalies may enter into compounds less rich in 
silica than the normal alkali-feldspars . Of these three explanations the 
first may not be entirely precluded though it seems very improbable, and 
the second ,  as already hinted at above, is hardly compatible with the re
sults of the optical examination.  There remains, then, the third passi
bility - an alkali-compound poorer in silica than the alkali-feidspars 
- but no . mineral whatever is observed which might fulfil this require
ment. Thus, if it exists , it must be assumed to combine with the 
normal feJdspars and in this way evade direct observation. It is readily 
realized that here we approach a problem discussed for several years , viz. 
the anemousite problem, 

It is a wel!-known fact that in I 9 I O  WASHINGTON and WRIGHT 
claimed to have proved the existence of a variety of plagioclase in which 
part of the anorthite component was replaced by soda-anorthite or car
negieite, NazAl2Si208 •  The new feldspar was narned annnousile and ever 
since its recognition it has often been referred to in petrologic literature. 
It appeared to be present in certain basalts from the Hawaiian Islands and 
for these rocks a new name, pacificite, was introduced (BARTH I 930) .  In 
other cases the existence of anemousite was supported from a theoretical 
point of view (BELIANKIN I 929, SHAND I 93 5 ) .  

Already in I 9 1 2 , however, BOWEN, in an experimental investigation 
of the system carnegieite-anorthite, found that the solubility of carnegieite 
in anorthite amounts to 2 ?6 only, whereas the anemousite of W ASHINGTOK 
and WRIGHT requires a solubi lity of S - 5 % in Ab8Anw (BO\VEN I 9 I 2 , p. S J I ) .  
Moreover, quite recently ERNST and NIELAND ( 1 934) a s  the result of a 

fairly exhaustive investigation of the original material of W ASHINGTON and 
WRIGHT, concluded that the supposed anemousite was j ust a normal plagio
clase, and that the term as weil as the name pacificite should be discarded. 

It is no affair of mine to offer an opinion concerning these contradict-
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ory results, but although the investigation by ERNST and NIELAND seems 
fairly convincing, it must be pointed out that their results cannot set aside 
the theoretical possibility of carnegieite entering the plagioclase in minor 
quantrtles. . On the contrary, in many cases this assumption seems to be 
the only explanation available (if. the papers by BELIANKIN and SHAND 
quoted

. 
above) and i t is my opinion that it  must be accepted for the rock 

here under discussion.  
Returning now to the analysis of table III ,  the next conspicuous feature 

of the norm is the composition of the pyroxene.  As there is no normative 
hypersthene the pyroxene comes out as a member of the diopside-heden
bergite series , whereas the optical data were found to be : 

The great uncertainty of optical determinations in the case of pyroxenes 
is well known to every petrologist but it  seems to be a fairly well estab
li shed fact that a decrease in the lime content implies a decrease in the 
axial angle , too. Now, in the present case, there is no other mineral , in 
which the lime may be placed - as any considerable l ime-content of the 
olivine is precluded - nor are there any indications of an alkali-content 
in the pyroxene or in any other mineral, which would allow some more 
lime to enter the plagioclase. Thus there seems to exist an inexplicable 
incompatibility between the optical determinations and the chemical data. 

One possible explanation is offered on the assumption of a titanium 
content of the pyroxen e .  BARTH has recent! y (I 93  I) described a titanium
rich pyroxen e with 2 V1 = 46° , bu t as this specimen is also rather poor 
i n  lime, notbing may be inferred with certainty from this fact. A pyroxene 
described by DIXON and KENNEDY ( I 93 3 )  seems to give a better indica
tion of the infiuence of Ti02 upon the optical properties. The species in 
question shows 5.27 % Ti02 together with 24.o6 % CaO and is optically 
uniaxiaL Consequently, it might be considered as supporting the assump· 
t ion that titanium tends to lower the value of 2 V, . The evidence is how
ever, not altogether conclusive , for, as pointed out by the authors, the 
alnmina content is also abnormally high ( I 4.29 %) and its effect on the 
optics of the mineral cannot be determined. Moreover, in the present case , 
the optical properties of the pyroxene ,  especially the refractive indices 
(see page I 27) do not suggest a remarkably high titanium content (if. DIXON 
and KENNEDY I 9 3 3 ,  p .  I 14) .  Indeed, the pyroxene of the central dolerite 
which shows an optic axial angle of about 5 0° is ,  most probably, considerably 
richer in Ti02 (see p. I 62) .  

As a conclusion I must admit that I am at a loss to give an adequate 
solution of this problem . It would seem, however, that although a low 
lime-content of the pyroxenes tends to decrease the optic axial angle, a 
small axial angle may also be found in lime-rich types, being eaused by 
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some factor or factors unknown. Attention should be drawn to this possi
bility, as pyroxerres of fairly small axial arrgles are very often found in 
basaltic rocks . ( Cf. BACKLUND and MALMQVIST, I 93 2 .) 

Concerning the analysis of table III it may further be pointed out 
that it agrees remarkably weil with the analysis of the Breven olivine 
dolerite {WINGE I 896, quoted in  KROKSTRÖM I 93 2  a ,  p. 302) .  The NIGGLI 
values of the two analyses are practically identical - only the alkali 
distribution is a little different with k -:- o. I I in the Breven rock and 
k =  0.22 in the Hällefors rock. 

Finally, the normative anorthite content of the plagioclase is a little 
lower than that determined optically . That, of course,  is accounted for 
by the small amounts of interstitial alkali-feldspars. 

2. Contact modifications. 

The mottled dolerite has never been found in immediate contact with 
the wall rock, although the outer boundary l ine of the dike is exposed at 
several localities . At some distance from the contact the rock takes on a 
uniform greenish-gray colour because the plagioclase, the dull white colour 
of which eaused the mottled appearance, turns fresh and greenish . Micro
scopically , too, one finds that the only difference between the two types 
lies in the state of freshness of the feldspar. In the outer type it  is quite 
limpid and fresh , whereas in the mottled dolerite more or less strong saus
suritization is almost i nvariably observed , especially in the pyroxene-rich 
areas, as already mentioned. The difference is most probably accounted 
for by more rapid cooling in the outer parts , which has greatly hampered 
the secondary processes. 

As a matter of fact, however, not even this fresh type is seen to border 
immediately upon the wall rock, but is always separated from it by a zone 
up to some ten metres in width, the rocks of which show unmistakeable 
indications of assimilation and strong mineral alterations that will be de
scribed below. It may seem odd that between two zones of altered rocks 
such a remarkably fresh zone should appear, but the facts cannot be denied, 
and most probably it may be explained as follows. The secondary pro
cesses that have led to saussuritization in the inner parts, must decrease 
in intensity on approaching the contact with its high temperature gradient. 
On the other hand the alterations brought about by assimilation are 
restricted, by the low velocity of diffusion, to the vicin ity of the contact 
and so it  may happen that an intermediate zone appears to which neither 
of  the two processes ma y gain access. In other w ords : the f res h appearance 
that should appropriately have belonged to the outer part of the dike is 
spoilt by assimilation in the ou termost zon e. BovmN {I 92 1 ) has shown 
that the rate of diffusion of temperature in silicate melts is at least 4000 
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times as great as the rate of diffusion of substance. Moreover, it must be 
borne in mind that the assimilation need not necessarily - not even 
probably - have been effected at the present j unction between the dike 
and the wall rock. On the contrary, we must assume that the magma, 
forcing its way upwards, has been contaminated in its marginal portions 
by incorporating material from the adjacent rocks at lower levels. Conse
quently, when it came to rest in its present position and began to congeal 
there, there was already a certain chemical difference between the outer
most and the mo re central portions. W e will now proceed to see how 
that difference has manifested itself in the character of the contact proper. 

The most conspicuous feature of the contact rocks as compared with 
the main dolerites is their texture, which is not ophitic but markedly 
doleritic according to the nomendature proposed by me (KROKSTRÖM 
1 93 2  b ,  p. 1 99). It is a most remarkable fact that nowhere is a typically 
ophitic dolerite found in contact with the wall rock. 

As to their mineral composition, the contact rocks are, like the normal 
ones, dominated by divergent plagioclase laths, which as a rule, however, 
show an extremely irregular patchy or undulose zoning, indicative of rapidly 
changing conditions during the period of crystallization . In most specimens 
the plagioclase is intensely saussuritized. A great number of measurements 
seems to establish that the average composrtton of the plagioclase is about 
the same as in the normal dolerite, viz. 

A b40 A n6o · 

Olivine in a fresh state is never met with and even olivine pseudo
morphs are, at least in the outermost rocks, very scarce if not entirely 
wanting. When they do appear they belong to the amphibole or diabantite 
stage of alteration (if. p. I 3 2) .  

Pyroxene is always found, sometimes in fairly !arge quantities, although 
it is never so abundant as in the main dolerite. Attention has already 
been called to its textural relation to the plagioclase, but it must be borne 
in mind that there is a continuous transition from the contact rocks to the 
ophitic dolerite. Thus at some distance from the contact the texture is 
something between ophitic and doleritic, j ust as the olivine pseudomorphs 
are more numerous there than close to the contact. At any rate, however, 
the tendency of idiomorphic development of the pyroxene - that is ,  the 
tendency of attaining a doleritic texture - on approaching the contact is 
sufficiently pronounced to allow of a rather close estimate of the distance 
from the boundary by guidance of the texture only. As a rule the pyroxene 
tends to assume the shape of rather long prisms and very often shows a 
twinning on ( 1 00). 

Another conspicuous feature that is encountered in the contact zones 
only, is a very strong alteration of the pyroxene, and this alteration seems 
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to deserve a somewhat detailed description . The first sign of instability 
is seen in the development of a very marked and quite irregular patchy 
structure. As alteration proceeds, the originally quite limpid mineral be
comes turbid or clouded and, simultaneously, a distinct striation parallel 
to the basal plane becomes prominent. This striation is eaused by an 
almost sub-microscopically fine decomposition and at a later stage the 
decomposition products become clearly distinguishable, rendering the 
pyroxene distinctly streaky with alternating stripes of fresh and altered 
material. Eventually, the alteration begins to break through even those 
stripes that were hitherto unaffected , and the last stage before the pseudo
morph is completed shows Iong parallel strings of small pyroxene drops 
traversing the secondary material . Very often this alteration begins in the 
centre of the mineral, and one may observe an outer border of fresh 
pyroxene with the same optical orientation as the drop-like relics of the 
interior. The resulting products of alteration are sometimes made up of 
an actinolitic hornblende, sometimes of serpentine. The hornblende is of 
the same character as that observed in the main dolerite (see p .  I 28) and 
often it shows irregular patches, probably eaused by an intricate twinning. 

As a very peculiar fact it must be pointed out that in a single specimen 
of the c ontact rock [I 89 a] an ortho-pyroxene is encountered . In other 
respects the rock is altogether similar to the normal contact type. The 
ortho-rhombic pyroxene is colourless and not perceptibly pleochroic. Its 
optical axial angle was determined with the same result in two separate 
grains : 

This value, according to WINCHELL, indicates a content of FeSi03 
of 38 %. 

I am not able to offer an explanation of this isolated occurrence of a 

mineral that is otherwise completely wanting in the rock series treated. 
A very good representative of the contact rocks is found in specimen 

245 b, whereas the gradual changes of the pyroxene are particularly weil 
illustrated by specimens 66 and I 9 3 ·  In more or less advanced stages, 
however, they are met with at almost every locality in the vicinity of the 
dike boundaries. 

As has previously been hinted at, these contact rocks are, no doubt , 
to be interpreted as varieties of the mottled dolerite, generated by assimi
lation, and even the observations now related are very strongly in favour 
of this opinion . By assimilation from the wall rock during the upward 
rise of the magma - probably contain ing some suspended solid matter of 
early crystallization - the melt was made more acid, the olivine already 
deposited was to a great extent resorbed, and the crystallization of pyroxene 
was able to begin at an earlier stage than would have been possible if the 
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melt had retained its initial composition. Consequently, the relation of 
plagioclase and pyroxene became one of almost simultaneous crystallization 
and a doleritic texture was developed. The continued assimilation of 
acid material - quartz and alkali feJdspars being the minerals of the wall 
rock most easily remelted - eaused instability in the pyroxene deposited 
and, in consequence of its well-established reaction relation to amphibole, 
the mineral became subj ected to a marked amphibolization which has not 
at all or very slightly affected the same mineral at some distance from 
the contact. 

There is also, however, some evidence of a more tangible kind, prov-

Fig. 5 · Micropegmatites in a granitic inclusion in the marginal dolerite. 
Specimen 148 c, nicols + .  Magnification 40 diameters. 

ing the correctness of the assimilation hypothesis. N orth-east of Lake Lid
sjön the contact zone is exposed at several places and at two localities 
there are found as inclusions in the contact rock rather !arge relics of 
granitic composition microscopically displaying a very beautiful micrographic 
texture (specimen 1 48 c, if Fig. 5) . Furthermore, at this locality coarse 
quartz-bearing veins are seen to dissect the contact rock, and although it 
was not possible to ascertain whether they represent segregation veins or 
whether they should be interpreted as emanations from the mobilized wall 
rock, they also speak in favour of assimilation . Along the main road j ust 
S.  of Lake Tallsjön and close by the southern dike boundary, an exposure 
is observed in which dolerite and a leptitic rock occur together with very 
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intricate mutual relations, impossible to explain otherwise than as the 
result of assimilation. Microscopically one finds within a contact rock of 
the type previously described, patches of granitic composition with well
developed mortar texture. 

Finally, almost everywhere close to the contact the dike rock is im
mensely enriched in quartz and alka/i-feldspar forming large micropegma
titic intergrowths. This phenomenon is sometimes so strongly accentuated 
that the dike rocks may be said to merge continuously into the wall rock, 
eliminating every possibility of tracing a distinct boundary. In these cases 
the alkali-feidspar often forms large plates, ophitically enclosing the plagio
clase laths and sometimes surrounded by micropegmatite zones. 

Most frequently, however, there is no such transitional zone ; instead 
the contact rock develops a narrow chilied margin of considerably finer 
grain than in the other parts of the zone. In these fine-grained types the 
pyroxene is ,  as a rule, completely replaced by serpentine and amphibole, 
and the plagioclase is dissected by numerous chlorite veins. 

In some of the contact rocks great quauti ties of a delessitic chlorite 
of abnorma! blue interference colours are encountered . This delessite forms 
rather large rounded plates with a wavy extinction, enveloping the plagio
clase laths in  much the same manner as the pyroxene of the ophitic types, 
and is probably to be interpreted as a low-temperature continuation of the 
pyroxene crystallization. In a couple of specimens [67 ,  I 39 b ,  I 89 b] a 
few fairly large rounded patches of yellowish glass are observed which , 
as a rule, are in a state of incipient devitrification yielding a crystalline 
substance that is very difficult to identify .  It reminds one very much of 
delessite, however, and the glassy portions themselves also hear a strong 
resemblance to the delessite areas as regards their mode of occurrence. 

The obj ection may arise that an assimilation of lime-poor gneissic 
material would ten d to decrease the anorth ite content of the . plagioclase, 
whereas the optical determinations show that the plagioclase of the contact 
rocks is of about the same composition as that of the main dolerite . 
In order to get an idea of the probable effects of assimilation upon the 
plagioclase composition , table IV was constructed. In column I the main 
oxides of the mottled dolerite of analysis I are recalculated to the sum 
I OO, in column 2 the same recalculation is made for a theoretical rock 
obtained as a mean of the 5 analyses of garnet gneiss included in LARSSON' s  
tables (LARSSON I 93 2) .  I n  column 3 t he  composition of a rock i s  given 
that would result if the dolerite is assumed to assimilate the rock of column 
2 in the proportion of 40 % of its own weight. Finally, the columns 4 
and 5 show the molecular proportions of the feldspar-forming components 
of the main dolerite and the assumed contaminated rock respectively. 
A calculation of the normative plagioclase composition gives the results 
entered in the last column ; i t is seen that practically no ch ange in this 
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value is brought about by the assimilation . It is true that the normative 
relations may not necessarily be the same as the modal ones, hut it is 
thought that the result is Iikely to give a general indication, at )east, of 
the extent to which the composition of the plagioclase is affected by the 
assimilation. Furthermore the quantity of assimilated material forming the 
basis of the above calculations must be considered to represent a rather 
generous maximum value. Consequently, the fact that the plagioclase of 
the contact rocks is of much the same composition as that of the main 
dolerite does not in any way disprove the hypothesis of assimilation . In 
this Connection attention should once more be drawn to the considerable 
inaccuracy of the optical feldspar determinations which are most probably 
reliable only within an interval of .± 5 % (if. p. r 1 9) .  

Table I V. 

2 3 4 l 6 

Si02 47-z z 66.38 5 2 · 72 787 879 l N ormative plagioclase 
Al203 I 6 . Io I 7 . 5 I I 6.s i I 5 8 I 62 composition of rock I 

A b42 An<fl .  
F e203 3·44 2.76 3 -zs 
Fe O I l . 7o 4 .2 I 9·s6 N ormative plagioclase l 
Ca O 7-99 1 84 composition of rock 3 l 

I 0.3o 2 . 2 1 I 43 A b4, An59 •  l 
M gO 7 -65 2 .o8 6.o6 
N a.O 2 .S I 1 . 88 2 . 33 40 37 
K20 O.gg 2.g8 I . s6 I 6  25 

99·99 IOO.oi 99-98 
For explanation of the table see text. 

The most conspicuous result of assimilation is the increase of the 
silica percentage and I have previously pointed out that the textmal rela
tions of basic rocks are chiefly governed by the silica content (KROK
STRÖM 1 93 2  b, pp .  209-2 1 0) ,  a view which was later again emphasized 
by NORIN ( 1 934, pp. 1 36- 1 44) . For a fuller treatment of these problems, 
however, the reader is referred to p .  24 1 below. 

b .  The coarse•grained dolerite. 

1 .  Normal development. 

Inside the two zones of mottled dolerite, at each side of the central 
rocks, a coarse-grained rock of somewhat different type is encountered . 
This rock occupies two rather narrow zones generally not exceeding a 
width of so-roo metres, hut occasionally it may increase in bulk so as 
to displace the central rocks entirely. ( Cf. below p .  1 45 ) .  
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At two localities the actual boundary Iine between the mottled and 

the coarse-grained types is exposed, viz. immediately north of Lake Kvarnc 
sj ön and immediately south of Lake Tallsj ön .  At these two places one 
may observe a sharp and well-defined contact I ine between the rocks. 
This seems to indicate that the mottled rock is not simply a chilied 
marginal facies of the coarse-grained one, but that two different intrusions 
have taken place. In n either of the two rocks, however, does the gra:in 
diminish on approaching the contact, the inner rock being quite as coarse 
at the actual contact I ine as elsewhere. Thus one must conclude that the 
two intrusions took place in  rather rapid succession ,  the earher rock not 
having cooled down entirely bdore the intrusion  of the later one .  It is 
not possible to make a definite statement as to the mutual age-relations 
of the two types, but it seems reasonable to assume that the extremely 
coarse grain of the inner rock is a result of its congealing in a milieu al
ready warm, in  fact, within an earher intrusion . As will be seen later on ,  
however, this explanation is not altogether adequate. Another fact of great 
importance, however, is that the coarse-grained rock, at several localities ,  
displays an unmistakeable fluida] arrangement of i ts  feldspar laths, indicat
ing that a great part of them had crystallized already before intrusion . 
Thus we may conclude that the generating  magma passed a rather Iong 
period of crystallization  at a deep leve!, and during that stage had ample 
opportunity to develop the coarse degree of crystallization finally found 
i n  the resulting rock. Consequently, the coarse rock should represent the 
later intrusion ,  

In i ts  normal development the coarse rock, except for its coarseness, 
differs but slightly from the mottled variety. Fresh olivine is, however, 
never met with , its place being  taken by numerous pseudomorphs of dia
banlite of the type already described. This difference is of no importance 
from a purely magmatic point of view, as it merely indicates that the 
processes of alteration have proceecled further in the coarse rock, which 
is indeed to be expected from the longer duration of its period of crystal
lization .  

Another difference is found in  the development of the interstitial matter. 
Whereas in the mottled dolerite the plagioclase interstices are filled with 
aggregates of alkali feldspar and quartz , in the coarse-grained dolerite they 
are occupied by a very fine-grained mass, possibly representing a devitrified 
glass or at any rate the result of very rapid cooling. This fine-grained 
mass, which is practically identical with the groundmass of the porphyritic 
rocks to be described later on (p .  I 7 5 ff. ) is compos ed mainly of alkali-.feld
spar, small pyroxene margarites partly amphibolitized, bunches of a faintly 
bluish-green amphibole, small rosettes of a brown chlorite of ferrite-type 
(see p .  I 84) and rather !arge quautities of apatite. I t was not possible to 
ascertain the character of the alkali-feldspar, but most probably both 
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orthoclase and albite are present. The feJdspar is generally developed as 
narrow rods with a fan-like mutual arrangement and even the minute chlo
rite scales often show forms that remind one of dendritic structures . The 
feJdspar mass fills the interstices in a wholly plastic manner strongly con
trasting with the interstitial aggregates of the mottled dolerite , and quan
titatively it seems, as a rule, to make up  a greater part of  the rock than 
the latter .  The plagioclase is often surrounded by an outer lime-poor zone,  
passing  directly into the interstitial mass , and,  moreover, it has been sub
j ected to zoisitization ,  which seems to increase in proportion to the quau
tity of the latter. 

This difference in  the development of the interstitial material in the two 
rock types is most probably closely connected with the different state of 
preservation of the olivine. Both rocks are undersaturated in silica and 
- as stressed by BOWEN ( 1 928) - the condition for the productian of 
quartz-bearing residua is that olivine was precipitated in excess of its 
stoichiometrical amount, and afterwards failed to react with the melt. In 
the holocrystalline coarse-grained types all olivine is converted into second
ary products and, consequently, the conditions necessary for the generation 
of quartz-bearing residua are not fulfilled . In the mottled types, on the 
other hand, it is rather probable that the alteration was checked by cool
ing before the stoichiometrical proportions were re-established . Moreover, 
as will be disenssed on p. 23 8 there seems to be reasons for assuming that 
some quantity of olivine was carried away from its original milieu, thus 
escaping conversion .  

Good apportunities for studying the fine-grained mass j ust described 
are offered by the specimens 1 02 ,  3 0 1  and 3 3 7 · 

2 .  Glassy d evelopment. 

At one locality, viz. immediately E. of Jacobsberg, a rather peculiar 
variety of the coarse-grained dolerite is met with . In this neighbourhood 
the zones of mottled dolerite are rather narrow and the central rocks are 
absen t ;  the coarse-grained rock, therefore, occupies almost the whole width 
of the dike, which is about 500 metres . 

Megascopically the rock [2 3 5 ,  2 36] does not differ materially from the 
normal type and it is seen to merge into it laterally ,  but microscopically 
a very interesting picture is presented . 

The rock may be described as a coarse, olivin e-bearing,  typically 
oph itic dolerite in which the place of the pyroxene is to a great extent 
taken by a brownish mass representing a more or less completely devitri
fied glass (Fig. 6) . 

Pyroxene is in many specimens practically absent but in others some 
rather !arge areas of it are developed, displaying an excellent ophitic rela

r o - 35366. Bull. of Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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tion to the feldspar, - in this respect texturally identical with the devi
trified areas. The following optical properties were determined on three 
different pyroxen e grains : 

2 .  

3 · 

2 Vr =  5 2 o  

2 V1, = 5 3 o  

e/r = 400 . 
e/r = 4 5 ° · 

Fig. 6.  M icrophotograph of  the glassy marginal dolerite showing plagioclase laths em
bedded in a partly devitrified mesostasis .  Specimen 236, one nicol.  M agnification 40 

diameters. 

From these values it may be concluded that the pyroxene belongs to 
the same type as that of the mottled dolerite viz. to a group,  the optical 
properties of which seem to indicate pigeonitic affinities. ( Cf. however, 
p. I 3 7) .  The mineral i s  generally quite fresh . 

Olivitu is always present and , as a matter of fact, this rock-type is 
the only one within the coarse-grained group that may show fresh olivine. 
Even here, however, the mineral is altered to a great extent and the pseu
domorphs are in most cases made up of talc and iron ore, only seldom 
of diabmztite. Both types of pseudomorphs reproduce very distinctly the 
idiomorphic form of olivine, especially when enveloped by the devitrified 
mass , and curiously enough the pseudomorphs show crystallographic Out
li nes that are better developed than those of the olivine crystals stil l com-
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pletely preserved. Most probably this is a consequence of changing earn

position during crystall ization. Three measurements on olivine in one of 
these specimens gav e the following results : 

I .  Fresh olivine 2 Va = 7f : 47 % fayalite (BACKLUND 1 909). 

2. Olivine strongly altered 2 Va = 78° : 37 % fayalite 

3 · )) )) )) 2 Va = 79° : 35 % fayalite 

)) 

)) 

Fig. 7 .  Groups of  paraHel iron-are rads traversing t h e  mesostasis o f  the glassy marginal 
dolerite. Specimen 237, one nicol. Magnification 1 00 diameters. 

As the general trend of crystallization will cause a successive increase 
m the fayalite content of the olivine, the values obtained seem to indicate 
that the altered crystals are of somewhat earlier origin than the fresh orres, 
and thus the idiomorphism mentioned above is readily explained . Further
more, we infer that the alteration - which no doubt belongs to the mag
matic period - affected in the first instance the earlier crystals which 
were not in equilibrium with the surmunding melt. 

The plagioclase is generally quite fresh . Sometimes it may display 
a slight continuous zoning. As a mean result from several measurements 
its composition was found to be : 

The devitrified areas are of a greenish brown colour and envelop all 
the main minerals in a completely plastic or ophitic manner. They are 
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composed of a rather scant matrix, which is difficult to identify but is 
most probably of feldspathic composition and possibly still partly glassy. 
In this matrix beautiful crystallites of pyroxene and iron ore are abundant. 
The iron ore forms minute rods traversing the matrix and the pyroxene crystal
lites in strictly paraHel groups. (Fig. 7) .  The pyroxene forms very delicate 
margarites (Fig. 8), which may also often exhibit a parailet or subparaHel 
arrangement. The amount of pyroxene in the devitrified portions varies 
a little from one specimen to another, and where the pyroxene crystalliza
tion has proceecled a little further it leacls to the development of narrow 

Fig. 8. Pyroxen e margarites i n  the mesostasis of the glassy marginal dolerite.  Specimen 
239, one nicol .  Magnification 1 00 diameters. 

laths with a fan-like arrangement, or even to small isom etric skeleton 
crystals. 

The quantity of devitrified material is generally considerable and in 
most specimens it may be estimated to make up about 25 % of the 
whole rock. 

In table V a chemical analysis of this rock-type i s  presented. As is 
seen from a comparison with table III on p. I 3 5 i t agrees fair! y weil with 
the analysis of the mottled dolerite, and this agreement is still more em
phasized by Table XXIV on p .  2 29 where all the Hällefors analyses available 
are plotted . As it is beyond doubt that the » glassy » rock is chemically 
identical with the normal coarse-grained dolerite the excellent conformity 
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Table V. 

A n al ys i s  2 .  

Glassy coarse-grained dolerite, S .E.  o f  Jacobsberg. Specimen 236 .  

Si Oz 
TiO z 
Alz03 
Fez03 
F e  O 
M n O  
C a  O 
M gO 
N azO 
K z O 
P205 
H 2 0 +  

S 1 7 ° -pec. gr. 4o - 2 .8 53 .  

Weight-% Mol. Prop. 

47 -69 795 
2 . 20 28 
I 7 .04 I 67 
3 · 7 7 24 
9·39 I 3 l 
0,20 3 
9. 1 7 I 64 
4-s6 1 1 4 
2 . 89 47 
! . so I 6  
0.20 
I . 20 

99. 8 t 

. . . (1:l:::se) (III) I I  · 5 · 3 (4) · 4 (4- 5) (Camptonose) 
(Auvergnose) 

0SAN N ' s  System 

554 ·5 a3 . 5  C6.o f2o.s n 7. 5 
S :  Al : F = I 7 .o : 3 · 5 :  9-s 
Al : C :  Alk = I 2 . s : 1 2 . 5 : s .o 
k = 0.8g 

Analyst : N .  SAHLBOM.  

N orm 
Or 8.go 
Ab 24.63 
An 28 .9 r :E sal 62 .44  
r·SiO, 6 o'] 

di MgSi03 3 .30 I 3 .o8 
FeSi03 3 · 1 7 

h y  
{MgSi03 

FeSi03 
3 .oo} 

5 - 77 2 . 77 {Mg2Si04 3-64} 
o! 7 · 3 1 

Fe2Si04 3-67 
M t 5 - 57 
I l  m 4.26 
Ap 0.34 :E fem 36.33 

H20 + 1 . 20 
99·97 

O r : Ab : An = I 4. 3 : 39·4 :  46 .3 

N IGGLI values 
q z -2 I  5 1  I I 5 
al 24 .o t i 4-o 
f m 43.o mg 0·39 
c 24.o k 0.25 
al k 9·o p o.rs 

of the two analyses seems to indicate that the two main types of marginal 
dolerite, although representing different intrusions, belong practically to the 
same stage of evolution of the magma. As opposed to the central rocks 
to be treated later on, they may be regarded as a unit. 

From the peculiar development of the >> glassy » rocks some conclu
sions may be drawn . The contrast between the big crystals of plagioclase 
and olivine on the one hand and the originally glassy portions on the 
other seems to allow of one explanation only, viz. that a period of low
level crystallization of rather Iong duration was followed by very rapid 
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intrusion into higher and cooler regions of the crust . Now, from the mu
tual quantitative relations between pyroxene and »glass » ,  as weil as from 
the type of devitrification displayed by the latter, it is quite evident that 
the residua! melt existing at the time of intrusion would, in the course of 
normal crystallization ,  have yielded mainly pyroxene, iron ore, and a little 
feldspar, and would thus have completed the crystal assemblage already 
existing so as to form a normal oph itic dolerite of coarse grain. 

Consequently, whereas in the normal holocrystalline dolerites the final 
result of crystall ization is pictured, the » glassy » types give evidence of an 
earlie r stag e in the course of  crystallization of the same magma. W e fin d 
that at this stage all olivine and by far the greater part of the plagioclase 
bad crystallized, whereas the crystallization of pyroxene bad only j ust be
gun .  These observations seem to afford strong confirmatian for the views 
previously expressed by me ( KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  b, p .  2 1 0) concerning the 
order of crystallization in basaltic magmas of this type. 

W e ma y get a stil l better view of the processes operating in the magma 
by studying the alteration of the olivine. In . the » glassy » types the altera
tion is rather strong and mostly of the talc-iron-ore type,  whereas in the 
mottled dolerite we have endeavoured to show the existence of a series of 
alteration processes, starting with talc and iron ore and ending with dia
bantite. In spite of all these processes the olivine of the mottled types 
is, on an average, far better preserved than that of the >> glassy » rocks. 
These facts must be explained as follows. During long-extended deep-level 
crystallization the olivine was subj ected to the changes required by the 
temperature prevailing, resulting mainly in the formation of talc and iron 
ore, and these changes bad ample time to be completed . On the subse
quent intrusion chemical processes in the magma were very effectively 
checked by rapid cooling, and the later stages of alteration were able to 
come into operation only to a very limited extent .  The magma, giving 
rise to the mottled rocks, on the other hand, was cooling down more 
slowly, and the alteration processes were at work until the very last stages, 
adapting themselves continually to the changing conditions of temperature 
etc. In spite of that, much of the olivine was left in a fairly weil-preserved 
state because, as the temperature of the magma bad decreased to a cer
tain point, the massive olivine grains were less susceptible to change than 
the secondary products previously formed from them. 

These considerations seem to prove beyond doubt that the secondary 
changes of the olivine in the rocks under discussion belong to the mag
matic stage of evolution and that the alteration to talc and iron ore is the 
primary and the highest temperature process. 

The composition of the devitrified areas also confirms the opinion 
given on p .  I 34 that the residua! me! t was rather rich in iron and is most 



probably to be made responsi:ble for the deposition of the peculiar ophitic 
ore of the mottled doleri.te. 

c. Chemical variation of the chief minerals. 

During the past few years I have been much interested in the question 
of the variability of the main rock-forming minerals within seemingly 
homogeneous intrusive bodies. In my description of the Breven dolerite 
dike (KROKSTRÖM I 9 3 2  a, p. 2 5 7) a considerable variation in the optical 
properties of the olivine was indicated , although the extent of the varia
tion was not investigated in detail . Now, the marginal dolerite of the 
Hällefors dike seems to offer an excellent opportunity for studying this 
problem further and, consequently , a samewhat extensive series of quan
titative determinations has been carried out. Special attention has been 
paid to the pyroxene, but plagioclase and olivine have been also to some 
extent included in the investigation, the results of which are given in the 
following pages . All measurements were carried out with the aid of the 
FEDOROFF stage. In the case of plagioclase a complete investigation of 
the position of the twin elements with regard to the optical axes of syrn
metry was made and the result was interpreted according to the diagrams 
of BEREK ( I 924) .  On olivine and pyroxene the axial angles were deter
mined according to the method of NIKITIN (BEREK I 924, p. I 03 ff.) .  On 
each grain two measurements were made, one in each of the two acces
sible planes of symmetry, and the mean values were accepted only when 
the difference between the two results d id not exceed I o .  The extinction 
angle of the pyroxene was measured when possible, but in most cases it 
bad to be obtained from the stereographic proj ection by indirect construc
tion and, consequently, these values are not as accurate as those of the 
axial angles. 

I . Plagioclase. 

The plagioclase was determined optically m 27 individuals belonging 
to 13 different specimens. The results are given in Table VI below. 

Table VI. 

Anorthite-percentage of the plagioclase of the marginal dolerite. 

Percentage o f  anorthite l so l 55 l 56 ! 59 1 6o 1 64 1 65 75 
Number of individuals l 

l I 2 

Of course, it is not possible to treat statistically so limited a number 
of observations, but nevertheless it might be of some interest to construct 
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a frequency curve on the basis of the numbers arrived at. Now the ac
curacy of the FEDOROFF metl1od of feldspar determination can hardly be 
considered to exceed ± 5 %  of anorth ite (if REINHARD 1 93 1 ,  p. 1 08) .  In 
order to eliminate to some extent the ambiguity arising from this inac
curacy the results of measurement are conveniently referred to th e nearest 
multiple of five per cent, and even so the requirements of strict accuracy 
are not fully camplied with . For the present purpose, though , this mode 
of calculation is thought to be satisfactory. In table VII below , the 
statistical elements are calculated so as to allow the series of observations 
to be p lotted as a frequency curve in direct comparison with the GAUSS 
curve of normal distribution (Fig. 9) . The reader who is not in itiated 

• 2  

• l  

- 4  -J - 1  1/ • l  • 2  • J  

Fig. 9- A series of plagioclase determinations plotted in comparison w i t h  the 
GAUSS curve. 

Table VII. 

Statistical elements of a series of plagioclase measurements m the 
marginal dolerite. 

N=  27 Mo = 6o 
M =  62.8 b = +  2.8 

cr = 6.8s w =  s 
-------- - ---

o! ;O An :r F(x) r F (x; l x y 

so ± 2 .s - 2  2 8 - 1 .87 O . so 
5 5  ± 2 .s - I  3 3 - l . I S 0- 7S 
6o ± 2 . s o I O o -0.40 2 . ss 
65 ± 2 . s + I + o.3o ! . • s 
70 ± 2 . s + z 4 ! 6  + ! .os l .oo 
75 ± 2 . s + 3 3 27 + I .8o 0.75 

• J  

• 1  

>< 
• 4  
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i n  the first principles o f  mathematical statistics i s  referred to any element
ary treatise on the subj ect (e. g. CHARLIER 1 920). 

Because of the very small number of observations no conclusion can 
of course be drawn with certainty from fig. 9 ·  It is remarkable ,  however, 
that the proj ected points show a certain tendency to group themselves 
in the vicinity of the normal curve. As a matter of  fact a replacement 
of only two measurements from the group 6o % into the group 65 % 
- which would only imply a replacement within the limits of observa
tional errors - would cause quite close coincidence . As it is known that 
an insufficient number of observations will tend to increase the deviations 
from the normal curve, the conclusion may be ventured that the feldspars 
of the present rocks as regards their chemical composition vary within 
fairly wide l imits but that their distribution is  satisfactorily described by 
the central value M =  62 . 8  and the variation value cr = 6.85 .  The probable 
significance of such a distribution will be discussed later on (p. l 56 ff.) . 

2 .  O livine. 

The optical determination of the olivine was carried out in 3 3 indi
viduals belonging to r 3 different hand specimens. The results are given 
in table VIII bel o w .  

Table VIII. 

Optic axial arrgles of olivines of the marginal dolerite. 

i N umber of individuals l I l 2 j I l 4 l 3 l 6 l 2 l 7 l l 2 l 2 ! I l I i 
In table IX below, the axial angle values are arranged in the same 

manner as the feldspar values of table VII, each group, however, compri

y 
• J  

+ 2  • 2 

• f  

x 
- 4  -J -.2 Il + .Z  + J  • 4  

Fig. r o .  A series of olivine determinations plotted in comparison with the GAUSS curve. 
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Table IX. 

Statistical elements of a series of axial angle measurements on olivines of 
the marginal dolerite. 

2 Va 

72-73 ° 
74-75 ° 
76-77 ° 
?8-79° 
8o-8 I 0 
82-83 °  
84-85 ° 
86-87 ° 
88-89° 

l 
l 

N = 33 
b =  0.36 

x 

- 3 
- 2  
- I  
o 

+ I  
+ z  
+ 3  
+ 4  
+ s 

Mo = 78.s Z1J = 2  
M = n . s  (j =  3·4' 

F(x) l :r F(x) l x y 

3 27 - 1 .55 0.8o 
5 20 -0.95 1 . 30 
9 9 -0.40 2 . 35 
9 o + o.zo 2.35 
3 3 + o.So 0.8o 
2 8 + 1 . 40 O.so 
o o + 1 .95 O.oo 

! 6  + 2. 55 O.z5 
25 + 3 . I 5 0 . 2 5 

sing an interval of only two degrees . The accuracy of the measurement 
ma y be estimated to + r o.  The statistical elements are calculated as 
before. 

In fig. ro the series is plotted in  comparison with the GAUSS curve. 
It is seen that in this case the coincidence is perhaps a l ittle better than 
in fig. 9 and for the same reasons we may conclude that the olivines of 
the r-ocks under d iscussion in regard to their optic axial angles vary 
within fairly wide l imits but that their distribution is satisfactorily described 
by the central value M =  77 . 8  and the variation value cr = 3 .4 1 .  For further 
discussion the reader is referred to p. r 56 .  

3 ·  Pyroxen e.  

The optical determination of the pyroxene was carried out on 63 in
dividuals belonging to 3 5  different hand specimens. The axial angle deter· 
minatians are to be considered accurate to with in ±_ r o, where as the extinc
tion angle measurements are less reliable, although the limit of error is 
not easily estimated . Because of this, only the former values have been 
subj ected to more detailed treatment. In fig. r r ,  however, are plotted the 
axial angles and the extinction angles of those individuals in which both 
values could be determined. As will be immediately recognized , the two 
values seem to vary quite independently of each other. 

In table X below, the axial angle values are given , and in table XI 
they are arranged as before in groups each of which comprises an interval 
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3 5�------------------------� 5o o 6 o o  

Fig. I I .  Optic axial an gles and extinction angles of pyroxenes o f  the marginal doleri te. 

y 
+ J  

• 2  

• 1 • 1  

x 
- 4  -.J - 2  - 1  . ' - + 2  + J  + 4  

Fig. I 2 .  A series of pyroxene determinations plotted in comparison with the GAUSS curve. 

of two degrees. The statistical elements are calculated as usual and the 
resulting valnes X and Y are plotted in the diagram fig. I 2. In this case 
almost complete coincidence between the proj ected points and the GAUSS 
curve is found , and as the number of observations is considerably greater 
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than before we may with some confidence conclude that the pyroxenes of 
the present rocks as regards their optic axial angles vary within fairly 
wide l imits but that their distribution is satisfactorily described by the 
central value M =  49° . 1  and the variation value cr = 3 . 56 .  

Table X. 

Optic axial angles of pyroxenes of the marginal dolerite . 

Number of individuals 4 

Table XI. 

i l i l 1 0 i 6 l 

Statistical elements of a series of optic axial angle measurements on 
pyroxenes of the marginal dolerite . 

N = 63 Mo = 48 ° · 5 zo = 2 ° 
b =  0.32 M = 49o . r  11 = 3 · 56 

--- --, -
-

z v1 x F (x) X2 F (x) x y 

40-4 1 ° -4 !6 - 2.45 o.rs 
42-43 ° -3 2 ! 8 -- I .B s 0.30 
44-45 ° -z 7 28 - 1 .30 l .oo 
46-47 ° - I  9 9 - 0. 75 1 . 25 
48-49 ° o 1 6 o -0.20 2 . 2 5 
so-s l o + I 1 2  1 2  + o.4o 1 . 70 
5 2-53 ° + z  lO 40 + o.gs 1 .40 
54-5 5 °  + 3  4 36 + ! . so 0.6o 
56-57 ° + 4  ! 6  + 2 .os O. r s 

l s s-59 ° + s 2 5 + 2.6s O.rs 

4· Discussion of the results. 

l l 

This statistical investigation was attempted because the marginal 
dolerite , owing to its very uniform composition and rather fresh condition , 
seemed to offer a good opportunity of studying rather extensively the 
mode of variation of the rock-forming minerals , and it is thought that the 
results may not only apply to the rocks investigated, but very probably 
may also give some hints concerning mineral formation in general. 

From the above tables and figures we have gathered that the optical 
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properties and, consequently, the chemical composition of the chief mine
rals vary within surprisingly wide limits. Now it should be emphasized 
that, with one single exception , no difference in habitus, occurrence etc. 
could be observed between individuals of very different optical properties, 
nor can there be traced any relation between the latter and the geological 
position of the rocks. The one exception is represented by the plagio
clase, which may form in some cases a few exceptionally !arge, porphyritic 
grains that contrast rather strongly with the feJdspar of the » groundmass » .  
Always, when such a grain is measured , it shows an anorthite content 
considerably higher than the majority of the feJdspars and the very high 
values of more than 70 % An are as a rule found in such !arge pheno
crysts . As the porphyritic tendency, however, is only rarely observed, 
this fact is not Iikely to affect to any great extent the variations within 
the rock body. 

Turning now to the curves given in Figs. 9,  r o , and r z , we have 
already pointed out that the proj ected points show a tendency to clustering  
around the  GAUSS curve although this tendency is not  expressed alto
gether satisfactorily except in the pyroxene diagram. It may be fairly 
safely concluded, however, that a greater number of observations would 
afford quite close coincidence also in the other two figures, and thus a 
discussion of the variations of all three minerals may be based upon the 
fact that they follow more o·r less closely the curve of normal distribution. 
On the other side, according to physico-chemical laws, the end result of 
crystallization of minerals forming isomorphous mixtures should be either 
zoned crystals or - provided there is slow cooling and opportunity for 
complete diffusion - an assemblage of crystals of identical composition .  
In our case no zoning is observed - only the plagioclase may sometimes 
display an outer edging of l ime-poor material (see p. 1 45 ) ,  but this pheno
menon is not directly comparable to zoning and, moreover, it does not 
affect the present discussion,  as the measurements were always made inside 
this outer zone or in grains where it did not appear. Thus in the present 
case we should expect all individuals to show the same composition .  

Now, what inference may be gained from these facts ? I think that 
the general validity of the following statements can hardly be disputed , 
and,  moreover, that they might be extended to most holocrystallin e, rea
sonably coarse-grained rocks with non-zoned crystals. As will be seen later 
on, however, they are most probably valid only in cases when crystalliza
tion was effected under fairly quiet conditions. 

r .  Actually each mineral grain does not show the composition theo
retically required. The mineral in question is ,  on the contrary, represented 
by an assemblage of grains of somewhat variable composition , distributed 
around the theoretical one. The deviation from the theoretical value is 
often considerable - the greater the deviation, the less the frequency. 
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2. The bulk composition of all individuals of the same mineral tallies 
fairly well with the mean of a !arge number of observations on separate 
grains - the greater the number of observations, the doser the corre
spondence. 

Now it  must be stressed that these facts cannot simply be accounted 
for by the assumption of chemical inhomogeneity within this rather exten
sive rock mass , for even in the same thin section very great variations 
in the optical properties of a mineral may be observed. Thus in slide 1 02 
four measurements of the optic axial angle of pyroxene gave the results 
45 ° ,  S 2 ° ,  5 3 ° ,  and 5 9° .  We must, therefore, infer that the differences are 
not due only to chemical variations of the magma but that they would 
result also from a crystallization of a purely homogeneous melt. 

In order to present an explanation of the peculiar facts mentioned 
above, I wish to call attention to some theoretical considerations, all re
ferring to the crystallization of isomorphous mixtures. It is known that 
one of the factors governing crystallization is the number of crysta l nuclei 
formed in a unit of volume and time. As cooling proceeds this number 
first increases, then passes a maximum and eventually decreases to zero. 
(See BOEKE-EITEL, 1 923 ,  p. 29). In their experimental studies SCHUMOFF
DELEANO and DITTLER ( 1 9 1  1 )  were able to show that in a melt of d iopsidic 
composition the number of nuclei under formation attained a maximum at 
c : a  1 200° , e. g. about I 00° below the melting· point. Now let us consicler 
the moment when one nudeus has already formed and a seeond one is on 
the verge of forming. It is quite evident that at this very moment solid 
matter will be deposited in two different ways viz. forming a new nucleus 
and contributing to the growth of the one already existing. In the first 
case the crystal resulting will be of the composition theoretically required 
by the composition of the melt whereas in the seeond case a crystal will 
form which - taken as a whole - is chemically a mixture of the earl ier 
nudeus and the slightly different new material deposited. Whether this 
mixture takes the form of a zoned crystal or - as in our present case -

diffusion is allowed to effect complete compensation , the net result of 
deposition during this infinitesimally short interval of time will be two 
crystals or nuclei of a slightly different total composition. As crystallization 
proceeds , the same phenomena will repeat themselves and the final result 
will necessarily be, not an assemblage of identical crystals but a series of 
grains · showing more or less continuous differences in composition. The 
results gained by SCHUMOFF-DELEANO and DITTLER (ej. above) show that 
these processes are at work during a considerable part of the crystalliza
tion period .  

I f  it could be assumed that the  heterogeneity of the  melt , eaused by 
crystal separation , was immediately compensated by diffusion, an earlier 
crystal would be richer in the higher-melting component than a later one. 
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Such an assumption ,  however, is scarcely j ustified , as most probably in the 
earlier stages of crystallization an aureole will form around each nudeus 
and the growth of the nudeus will at this stage be governed almost entirely 
by the composition of this aureole. Up to the time when the isolation of 
these aureoles is broken by mutual diffusion , therefore, the relative content 
of the higher-meJting component will , as a matter of fact, be less in the 
older crystals than in the younger ones, as this content is steadily de
creasing during crystallization and the decrease itself, consequently, be
comes merely a function of time. Eventually , when d iffusion is strong 
enough to bring about compensation between the different aureoles, 
an increase of the higher-meJting component around the older crystals will 
result and vice versa. It is my opinion that in  this fact should be sought 
an explanation of many of the inverse zonal structures which have been 
frequently observed . 

Whatever may be the rate of diffusion in the melt, however, it seems 
in view of the above considerations to be quite evident that even in a 
portion of magma of rather limited volume, the composition of the growing 
crystals will vary within limits, the width of which is a function of the 
rate of cooling and the rate of diffusion , firstly within the solid crystals 
and secondly in the generating melt. On the other hand the rate of dif
fusion is controlied by the temperature, viseosity and conditions of rnave
ment in the magma. 

As a consequence of the above deductions it should be stressed that 
the mineral composition of a rock can very seldom, if  ever, be sufficiently 
weil known from one or two optical determinations of its d ifferent minerals .  
Even if the optical data permit of a fairly accurate chemical interpretation 
being made, only a !arge number of observations will lead to a reasonably 
reliable result. 

It must be considered, however, that movement of the magma during 
the period of crystallization would tend to compensate more or less for the 
compositional differences . Consequently, a wide range of variation should 
be expected only in rocks which have crystallized when movement of magma 
had more or less ceased . Now, the beautiful ophitic texture of the mottled 
dolerite seems to indicate such conditions and in this case, indeed, the 
variations are fairly great. As will be seen later on , the Hällefors dolerites 
exh ibit a far narrower range of variation ,  and it is interesting to find that 
these rocks show clear indications of having been intruded in a rather 
violen t manner (see p .  r 7 3 ) .  
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B. The central series. 

a. The Hällefors dolerite. 

I .  N o rmal development. 

Megascopically this rock is medium to coarse grained and is cha
racterized by the contrast between its numerous white feJdspar laths and 
the black or dark-green colour of the remainder of the rock. Very often 
by reason of this contrast the rock takes on a porphyritic appearance, 
which in thin  sections, however, is hardly recognizable .  It is true that 
fine-grained interstitial material is almost always present, but in the most 
typical specimens it  is very limited in its occurrence and only forms a 
sparse infilling between the larger crystals. Sometimes, however, this ma
terial increases greatly in amount and in these cases a continuous transition 
is effected towards the truly porphyritic types, which will be treated later. 
As Hällefors dolerites sensu stricto only the types with subordinate quauti
ties of fine-grained interstitial material are included. 

Very often these rocks display a marked fluida! texture which is ap
parent even to the naked eye. As this tenciency is especially conspicuous 
in certain peculiar glass y types (see p. I 7 I  ff. ) i t will be discussed in more 
detail in connection with them. 

Microscopically the rock is found to consist of plagioclase, pyroxene, 
olivine pseudomorphs, iron ore, and apatite, and further in the groundmass 
there are found alkali-feldspar, amphibole, a finely scaly biotite-like mi
neral , most probably of chloritic affinities , and, finally, small amounts of 
quartz. 

The plagioclase is of andesine composition,  Measurements on I 7 dif
ferent individuals in I 4  specimens gave as a mean : 

The deviations on either side of this mean in no case exceeded 5 % 
of anorthite, and thus the composition must be considered remarkably 
constant. Quantitatively, the plagioclase is the dominant mineral, occur
ring in laths or plates and showing quite good id iomorphism. Twinning 
accord ing to the Albite and Carlsbad laws is prominent. The laths and 
plates generally attain an average diameter of 2 to 3 mm. , and as a rule 
they are but slightly decomposed, mainly with the development of sericite, 
more rarely of zoisite. No typical zoning is observed - sometimes 
a slightly undulose extinction is displayed but the plagioclase 
laths are very often surrounded discontinuously by a zone of albitic com
position, which may continue into the interstitial groundmass . Sametimes 
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this outer albitic zone is crowded with zoisite grains ,  sometimes the latter 
mineral is altogether wanting. The albitic borders very often show beautiful 
anthiperth itic structure and ,  further, they are sometimes seen to enter into 
micrographic intergrowths with quartz, or more often with pyroxene. The 
slight sericitization also seems to be most pronounced in the outer parts 
of the crystals and to decrease continuously inwards, often leaving the 
central parts quite limpid and unaltered . Sametimes the surmunding albitic 
zone may be even larger than the andesine kernel and this gives the 
impression that large parts of the slide are built up of a coarse xenomorphic 
albite mosaic .  Closer investigation , however, disciases the fact that there 
is in every case an andesine kernel in the centre of the supposed homo
geneous albite grain . 

Often the plagioclase, most probably owing to reactions with iron-rich 
solutions, is intensely altered to a very finely scaly aggregate, which con
sists of an obscure biotile-like mineral of green colour tagether with some 
common , light-green chlorite. These aggregates may sometimes replace the 
plagioclase completely, viz. in the immediate vicinity of the iron ore and 
the olivine pseudomorphs, and often even those andesine laths that are still 
preserved are seen to be strongly veined by the same scaly material . In 
a few cases samewhat strong chloritization . of the andesine i s  observed , 
the faintly green chlorite from basal fissures spreading along the cleavage 
plimes (o 1 0) .  

Clinopyroxene occurs in varying amounts, but  as  a rule it is fai rly 
abundant and almost equal in quantity to the plagioclase. It always shows 
fairly good idiomorphism and is developed in grains that are generally I 
to 2 mm. in diameter but sometimes may become much larger. Often the 
pyroxene is seen to extend in crystallizing into the interstitial matter 
in j ust the same manner as in the porphyritic types to be described later 
on (p .  I 7 5 ff. ) ,  and further i t ma y, as was previously mentioned , be inter
grown with the albitic border of the andesine crystals. Large pyroxene 
fields dissected by plagioclase laths such as were described from the 
marginal dolerite are never encountered, and the texture, consequently, i s  
decidedly doleritic according to the nomenciature suggested by me in a 
previous paper (KROKSTRÖM I 9 3 2  b) . In a few slides intergrowths of py
roxene and iron ore are observed . 

The composition of the pyroxene seems in general to be much the 
same as in the case of  the marginal dolerite . A great number of measure
ments gave results only very slightly deviating from the mean values : 

Thus the range of variation seems to be considerably narrower than in 
the marginal dolerite . A marked difference between the pyroxenes of the 
two rocks, however, l ies in their colour .  The pyroxene of the Hällefors 

11- 35366. Bull. of Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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dolerite always shows a distinctly reddish tint, and may sometimes exhibit 
weak pleochroism in varying shades of pale red . Most probably this is 
to be ascribed to a considerable titanium content - an assumption which 
is strengthened by the high titan ium percentage of the chemical ana
lysis (p .  1 69) . 

In most cases the pyroxene is weil preserved, showing only a slight 
marginal amphibolization. In a few slides, however, [3 2 5 , 3 26,  3 27] this 
amphiboliza tion is rather strong, leading to the formation of numerous 
aggregates of iron ore, amphibole and pyroxene relics, tagether with dia
banlite scales and some ill-defined dtloritic material. The secondary amphi
bole displays a very marked change in its optical properties from the 
interior outwards, as is seen from the following scheme of pleochroism : 

Interior 

r olive green 
{J olive brown 
a pale yellow 

In the interior the amphibole shows 

Margin 

bluish green 
grass green 
colottrless. 

whereas at the margin the axial angle is considerably smaller and the 
mineral shows a strong dispersion (! > v .  Probably these changes are 
eaused by an outwardly increasing alkali content, and the marginal parts 
of the mineral seem to belong to the group of hastingsitic hornblendes , 
whereas the interior represents common hornblende. 

About 40 thin sections of this rock from different localities were exa
mim·d, but nowhere was fresh olivine found. Instead we find in all slides 
numerous pseudomorphs which no doubt are after olivine. The pseudomorphs 
generally are of about the same size as the pyroxene grains, and as a rule 
they show rounded forms remin iscent of olivine, but sometimes they may 
also displ ay very distinctly the crystal boundaries characteristic of idio
morphic olivine (Fig. I 3 ) .  Very often on e ma y observe a veined structure, 
similar to that commonly exhibited by olivine and, thus, no doubt seems 
to remain as to the origin of the pseudomorphs. The latter are almost 
always bordered by a seam of iron-ore grains , and generally the interior, 
too, is crowded with grains of this mineral. Often the pseudomorphs 
are surrounded by broad aureoles of a finely scaly green material which is 
very difficult to identify but which is most probably made up of the same 
biotite-like mineral , as was found to replace some of the andesine laths . 
Besides , th ere is som e amphibole and common cftlorite. These sea! y aggre- . 
gates are referred to by TöRNEBOHM as viridite, a term that has been fre
quently used as a collective name for products of this type. The term 
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was first proposed by VoGELSA::-JG ( 1 8 72 , p .  5 29) and afterwards DATliE 
( r 874, p. r o) pointed out that the aggregates most probably corresponded 
to the green material which had been narned diabantachronnyn by LIEBE 
( 1 870, p. 2) ,  a name which is synonymous with the » diabantite » of to-day. 

On  the whole it appears as if the agencies eausing the alteration of 
the olivine had strongly affected the environment of the pseudomorphs,  
and the distinct connection between the latter and the scaly aggregates 
seems to prove that there has been an exchange of material between the 

Fig.  1 3 . Idiomorphic olivine pseudomorph in Hällefors dolerite. White inclusion = apatite. 
Specimen 1 37 , one nicol .  Magnification 40 diameters. 

olivine and its surroundings ,  most probably effected by the pseudomorphosing 
solutions. In part these aggregates , as previously mentioned , seem to 
have formed out of plagioclase by reaction with iron-rich solutions, in part 
they appear to represent a late phase of primary crystallization . 

It is true that the olivine pseudomorphs are rather easily identified , 
but nevertheless tney may vary very much in appearance. In order to 
picture these variations as clearly as possible, the most important observa
tions made in all slides examined , are put together below. 

In most cases the pseudomorpils are composed of iron ore and a 

felted aggregate of actinolite lying in  a matrix of colourless, very slightly 
bi refringent cftloritic material and, consequently, they remind one very much 
of the pseudomorphs described from the marginal dolerite. Sometimes, 
however, the actinolite needles are very scarce and the chloritic material 
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becomes altogether dominant. It is then found to be of at !east three dif
ferent types . Most common is a variety very much similar to diabantite 
hut colourless and only slightly birefringent. It should, no doubt, be classed 
as delessite. Sometimes, however, it may become rather strongly coloured 
and shows a distinct or even strong pleochroism : 

')' green 

a colourless . 

This type, consequently, represents diabantite. Finally, in a few specimens 
[ r  84] olivin e pseudomorphs are encountered w h ich, with regard to their 
h abit , are identical with those of delessite and diabantite, hut which are 
made up of iron ore and a reddish-brown translucent mineral which is 
faintly pleochroic, hut otherwise of almost isotropic appearance. Marginally 
this mineral is often replaced by green diabantite . This almost isotropic 
variety may probably earrespond to chlorophaezte, which has recently 
been observed to occur very often in doleritic rocks (CAMPBELL and LUNN 
1 927) -

In the delessite fields !arge amounts of  iron ore are invariably present 
and often this iron ore arranges itself in parallel lamellae which follow the 
cleavage planes. Also a brown biotite-like mineral is sometimes found to 
form intergrowths with the delessite and the diabantite, following the planes 
of the micaceous cleavage, or to occur as bands or patches of a finely 
scaly structure within the pseudomorphs. The mineral should most probably 
be classed as ferrite (if. pp .  1 83- 1 84). 

A very conspicuous feature of the delessite-diabantite individuals is their 
irregular patchy appearance. In the direction parallel to the cleavage the 
greater part of the mineral may be deep green in colour whereas a few 
patches are very faintly green or colourless . In directions perpendicular 
to the cleavage, on the other hand, the mineral is for the most part colour
less and the pa tches j ust mentioned are coloured an intense bluish-green. 
A study with very high magn ification reveals that the patches are made 
up of aggregates of extremely small amphibole prisms. These, because 
of their small size , could not be optically determined, hut to j udge 
from their bluish-green colour they are most probably to be classed with 
the hastingsitic hornblendes. It was not possible to ascertain any regular 
mutual orientation between the amphibole and the diabantite except that 
the amphibole prisms are never seen to be arranged parallel to the cleavage 
planes of the host mineral .  As a consequence, the bluish-green colour, 
which represents the r-direction of the amphibole, is more prominent in 
the colourless position of the diabantite than in the green one. As a matter 
of  fact the contrasted pleochroism of the two minerals is more pronounced 
than one would expect from a purely random arrangement, and thus it 
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seems quite probable that a homoaxial position was strived after, with the 
r-direction of the amphibole parallel to the a-direction of the diabantite. 

As to the mutual genetic relations of  the minerals they seem to be 
quite obvious. The ferrite-lined cleavage planes of the diabantite are seen 
to contirrue unbroken through the amphibole aggregates and, consequently, 
the latter must have been formed at the expence of the diabantite. Same
times this mineral is completely replaced and the final result is a mono
mineralic amphibole aggregate in which the cleavage planes of the original 
mineral are often still preserved . 

There appears to be little doubt that a close relationship exists between 
the different mineral varieties found in the olivine pseudomorps viz. deles
site, diabantite , chlorophaeite (?) , and ferrite. As concerns the two first
mentioned ones there are some indications as to the cause of the varia
tion .  W e always fin d delessite in those pseudomorphs that are  crowded 
with grains of iron ore, whereas in the diabantite pseudomorphs there i s  
considerably less iron ore  or none a t  all . I t  will appear, then , that the 
transition from delessite to diabantite - indicated by an increase of 
birefringence and colour - is eaused by iron entering the compound .  

The secondary products of olivine, which have been described and 
discussed above,  are in no respect n ew to petrologists. Firstly, much of 
what is often simply described as delessite should most probably be better 
classitled as diabantite and, secondly, quite similar products have been 
noted on several occasions from the basalts of Skye and Mull. Thus 
BARKER in describing the basic effusives of Skye speaks of olivine
pseudomorphs >> composed mainly of some undetermined mineral of which 
several varieties have been noticed , sometimes with the general appearance 
of  a mi ca and recall ing in some respects the iddingsite of LA WSON . . . . 
The substance is usually of a very pale tint or almost colourless in a 
thin section and gives about the same interference-colours as augite .  It 
has a strong cleavage . . . . and extinguishes straight or very nearly 
straight . . . . At a late stage [of the alteration] both serpentinous pseu
domorphs and those of the class which we have likened to iddingsite, 
sornetimes absorb part of the iron-oxide again, becoming of a deep green 
colour with strong pleochroism. We find also pseudomorphs with a deep 
red-brown colour, which probably belong to what Professor BEDDLE has 
narned ferrite . » (BARKER I 904, p .  34) .  

Further, THOMAS describes from the  mugearites of Mull an alteration 
product of olivine of h igh birefringence and deep green colour (BAILEY 
I 924, p. I 44) .  T here seems to be no doubt that the pseudomorphs, de
scribed in the previous pages, are altogether identical with the Scottish 
orres, but even so there is no certainty as to their exact mineralogical 
classification. From a samewhat extensive study of papers dealing with 
the chloritic minerals, and from my own observations, however, I have 
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been led to the conclusion that a Iot of mineral names such as ferrite, 
hull ite, bowlingite, iddingsite, diabantite, delessite etc. represent simply 
different members of one mineral series and , moreover, are very prone to 
pass one into another. Most probably antigorite forms one of the end 
members , and delessite , to j udge from its optical properties, occupies a 
position rather close to antigorite. I am well aware that a similar opinion 
concerning the chlorites has been announced by WINCHELL ( 1 926) ,  but 
it  seerus appropriate to stress the point still more, as there is sti l l 
great confusion in petrological l iterature in regard to these minerals . My 
observations in all respects tend to confirm the views of WINCHELL 
(loc. cit.) .  A final solution of the  problem can , of  course, be arrived at 
only by detailed mineralogical and chemical investigations but, according 
to the nature of the minerals in question, such investigations meet with 
great difficulties, and thus it seerus j ustifiable to put forward the opinions 
gained even by a superficial microscopical study. 

Iron ore is very abundant, occurring partly as dust in the olivine 
pseudomorphs, partly as independent grains which often show a corroded 
or skeleton development. In most slides a marked leucoxene alteration 
is observed, resulting in grate-like forms , where leucoxene occupies the 
larger part of the grain,  leaving only narrow lamellae of iron ore along 
the planes of the rhombohedron.  

In addition to the coarse mineral components hitherto described , the 
rock contains varying quantities of fine-grained interstitial material . In its 
most usual development this material is composed of a fine mixture of 
alka/i-feldspar and a little quartz. Both potash feldspar and albite are 
undoubtedly represented , but it was impossible to estimate their mutual 
quantitative relations. The texture varies a little from one specimen to 
another - most common is a sort of microspherulitic development but a 
micropegmatitic one is also sometimes observed. Besi des these main felsic 
components the interstitial material almost always contains fair quantities 
of rnatic minerals , viz. amphibole, pyroxene, iron ore, and the scaly biotite
like mineral that was found as lamellae and patches in the delessite-diaban
tite individuals and w h ich seerus most properl y to be referred to as ferrite. 

Ferrite occurs as fine rosette-fonned aggregates of a yellowish brown 
colour which are scattered all over the feldspathic groundmass , or, more 
rarely, it is found as larger ragged patches of a dirty colour. The am
phibole occurs in much the same way as the ferrite and shows the follow
ing optical properties : 

2 Va varying with in rather wide limits but always < 6o0 
e/y = I4 - I8° 

r faintly bluish green 
(1 olive green 
a colourless 
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These properties seem to indicate that the amphibole is closely related to 
the hastingsitic series, members of which were previously observed to be 
represented as secondary products from the coarse pyroxene. As a matter 
of fact, this secondary amphibole is also seen in direct connection with 
the amphibole of the interstitial material . 

The pyroxene of the latter also shows an intimate Connection with 
the main pyroxene of the rock. One may observe how the latter con
tinnes its growth in bunches of narrow crystallite-like rads, which dissect 
the interstitial material in parallel groups. Most probably the groundmass 
amphibole represents a secondary product of the groundmass pyroxene ,  
and thus the relations with in the fine-grained material should earrespond 
to those of the larger crystals . 

Finally, the interstitial material carries rather !arge quautities of iron 
ore, which is generally developed as Iong narrow needles . As this develop
ment is still more common in the typical porphyritic rocks it will be 
described in more detail in that connection , and at the present moment 
attention will only be directed to its occurrence in these rocks . 

Apatile is as a rule very abundant in the feldspathic groundmass and 
occurs in the form of small crystals showing perfeet idiomorphy. 

As has been already hinted at, the interstitial material is sometimes 
developed in quite another manner, viz. as a dense scaly aggregate of mafic 
minerals , and frequently the two types may occur in the same slide in dif
ferent interstices . Transitions between them are often observed and it 
appears as if th e main difference were to be found in the quantity of 
ferrite. In the dense aggregates the latter is considerably more abundant 
than in the other types, and it seems as if a certain antagonism can be 
traced between ferrite and hastingsite , in as much as the latter decreases 
in amount as the former increases. It is very possible, however, that this 
relation is only apparent and is eaused by the difficulty of observing 
minute hastingsite scales in rocks rich in strongly coloured ferrite . 

The microscopic investigation of the Hällefors dolerites gives a strong 
impression that in the later stages of the evolution of these rocks two 
different trends were manifesting themselves . One is represented by the 
interstitial material of feldspath ic composition, the albite bordering of the 
andesine laths ,  and the hastingsitic character of the secondary amphibole. 
The other is mainly depicted by the sometimes enarmonsly abundant ag
gregates of finely scaly mafic minerals .  These two trends to a certain 
extent seem to be opposed to one other, as is indicated by the continuous 
transition between the two types of interstitial material . As a matter of 
fact it  wil l  be clear that in the later stages two different residua! solutions 
were operating  - one rich in the alkali-feidspar components and the 
other extremely rich in iron . Now, th e first type of solution is quite 
easily accoun ted for, as it represents the composition towards which the 
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melt should normally tend as crystallization proceeds. Further it  is true 
that crystallization will also bring about an enrichment of the melt in iron , 
but this enrichment is only a relative one, viz. leading to an increase of 
the ratio Fe : Mg. The ratio femic oxides : alkalies on the other hand must 
tend to decrease, as an early crystallization of mafic minerals is clearly 
indicated by the rock. Thus it is hardly possible that crystallization alone 
would be able to give rise to a residua! me l t high! y enriched in iron. W e 
have found, moreover, that the mafic aggregates are especially dominant 
in the vicinity of the iron ore and the olivine pseudomorphs ,  and it is 
my optmon that in this fact the clue for solving the problem is to be 
found. The · iron-rich solutions operating alongside the alkaline ones have 
been simply generated by the break-down of mafic minerals of early forma
tion ,  mainly olivine and iron ore. Before discussing in more detail the 
evolution leading to such processes , some attention should, however ,  be 
directed to the chemical aspects of the rock. 

In table XII below a chemical analysis of a typical rock of the Hälle
fors dolerite group is given . The most conspicuous features of the ana
lysis are the h igh content of iron, titanium and phosphorus and the cor
respondingly low content of magnesia and alumina. As these relations 
most probably are inherent in the magma itself, they will , however, be 
more closely considered in another connection (see p .  2 28  ff.) ,  and at present · 
attention should only be directed to the norm. 

Considering the occurrence of fine-grairred interstitial material and the 
abundance of secondary minerals , i t  is not surprising that great discrepan
cies between the norm and the mode are found. Thus the normative 
anorthite content is only II.8 % whereas the modal plagioclase was deter
mined as An40• This difference is ,  of course, very easily explained since, 
firstly, the andesine grains are surrounded by albite borders and, secondly, 
some amount of alkali-feidspar is found in the interstitial material . 

If this explanation is accepted, however, another di(ficulty arises as 
the proportion of plagioclase in the rock, calculated from the normative 
anorthite percentage and the plagioclase composition, microscopically deter
mined, comes out as on ly I 3 .z %, where as the microscopical investigation 
shows that there is at !east 30 % andesine in the rock . This discrepancy 
indicates that too much lime was allotted to pyroxene,  and this is eaused 
by the low alumina value. The only possibility is to free some alumina 
by placing part of the alkalies in compounds claiming less alumina than 
the feldspars . As neither of the well-defined minerals of the rock can 
serve such a purpose, attention must be directed to the obscure aggre
gates of mafic minerals that partly fill the interstices , cluster around the 
olivine pseudomorphs and sometimes replace the plagioclase. In these 
aggregates we have observed two different  scaly minerals ; one referred 
to as ferrite, the other described as green and biotite-like. Biotite cer-
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tainly contains potash , but i t  i s  very improbable that the proportion 
Al203 : K20 can be less than that of the feldspars. As a matter of fact 
only one biotite that meets this reguirement is found among all biotite 
analyses recorded in DOELTER's manual ( I 9 I 7 , p. 680 ff.) viz. a mica 
occurring in dikes, cutting som e islands in the Oslo firth (BRöGGER I 890, 
pp. I 89- I 94) . As this mi ca, both in regard to its occurrence and its 
general character, seems guite incomparable with the present one, I am 
not inclined to assume a similar composition for the latter. 

Table XII. 

A n a l y s i s  3 ·  

Hällefors dolerite, Ölmstorp . Specimen 22  I .  

S I 7 0 -pec. gr. 4o - 3 .oo3 . 

Weight·% Mol. Prop. 

Si02 47·30 788 
TiO z 3 . 20 28 
Alz03 9·49 93 
Fe203 5 · S4 34 
Fe O I 4.96 208 
M n O  0.29 4 
Ca O 7 .6o I 36 
M gO 3 . 28 82 
Na20 2 .76 45 
K20 2 . 69 29 
P20; 1 . 44 I O 
H20 + ! . so 

IOO.os 

III  : 5 : 2 : 3 Lamarose 

OSANN's System 

S : Al : F  = I 7 . s : 2 .o : I o. s 
Al : C :  Alk= 9.o : I 3 . s : 7 .s 
k = 0.86 

Analyst : N .  SAHLBOM .  

Norm 

Q u O.o6 
Or I 6. t 2 
Ab 23 .s8 
An 5 .28 :E sal 45 .04 
raSiO, 

' ") 
di MgSi03 3 . 10 I 9.84 

FeSi03 7 .oo {MgSi03 5 · 'o} I 6. 32 hy 
FeSi03 I I .22 
M t 7· 89 
I l  m 6.o8 
Ap 3·36 :E fem 53 · 49 

HzO + ! . so 
I 00 .03 

Or : Ab : An =  35 .8 : 5 2 .4 : I I . 8 

NIGGLI values 

q z -25 . s Sl I I 8 . s 
al I 4.o t i 6.o 
f m 54· S mg 0.23 
c 2o. s k 0.39 
al k I ! .o p ! . so 

There seems to exist another possibility, however, to dispose of the 
alkalies without great consumptian of alumina, viz. the formation of celadonite 
or related minerals belonging to the group of alkali-hearing iron chlorites . 
The green » biotite.like » mineral can hardly be identified in a reliable man ner, 
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as the fineness of the scales greatly barnpers a close investigation. Nor is 
the green colour altogether characteristic of biotite, and thus I should not 
consicler it impossible that the scales in question may represent an iron 
chlorite. A point in favour of this explanation is that the mineral in 
question is of a habitus and an occurrence very much similar to that of 
the ferrite. An examination of the analyses of celadonite recorded by 
DOELTER ( 1 92 1 ,  p. 3 5 1 ff. ) reveals the fact that the proportion alumina : 
alkalies is i n  most cases less than I .oo, very often lies about 0 . 3-o.s ,  and 
in one case attains a value as low as 0. 1 2 .  The corresponding valnes for 
orthoclase and albite are I .o9 and I .65 respectively and ,  consequently, the 
presence of even a moderate quantity of celadonite would imply a consider
able disagreement between the normative feJdspar composition and the 
modal one .  

Now, celadonite has been described on several occasions as a secondary 
product in basaltic and doleritic rocks and it was pointed out by HEDDLE 
(HEDDLE and THOMSON I 894, p .  249-2 50) that it is always found to 
represent a transported product of alteration . Thus it never remains within 
the boundaries of the original minerals as a pseudomorph in a strict sense. 
In the present case the basic interstitial fillings can hardly be characterized 
as a product of alteration ,  but we have previously reached the conclusion 
that there has been some exchange between the numerous olivine-pseudo
morphs of the rock and the late interstitial material .  Such an exchange 
may very well have resulted in the deposition of some of the olivine 
material in the form of celadonite or related minerals . The question whether 
celadonite or diabantite may be foq:ned, should then be a matter of the 
alkali concentration only. However, it seems hardly necessary to postulate 
that such minerals must have resulted from alteration . If a mineral origin
ates as a secondary product its stability during the prevailing conditions 
seems to be proved and, consequently, there should be notbing to prevent 
a simultaneons primary deposition of the same mineral, provided that the 
oxides required are accessible in the melt. Previously it was pointed out 
that diabantite, which is rather closely connected with celadonite, evidently 
was formed both as a secondary product from olivine, and as a primary 
constituent. 

It should be emphasized that the assumption that celadonite occurs 
in the interstitial material and in the aureoles of secondary matter is made 
for purely theoretical reasons and has not been proved by observation .  
It seems,  however, that this assumption is the only one that can in any 
way account for the peculiarities of the chemical analysis as campared 
with the modal mineral assemblage. 

Taking into consideration both the microscopical observations and the 
conclusions drawn from the chemical analysis the evolution of the rock
forming magma may be pictured as follows. 
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At some depth a basic magma, extremely rich in iron and rather 
poor in alumina, was partly crystallized , yielding as main minerals some 
r ron or e ,  olivine, pyroxen e and andesine. ( Concern ing the possibility of 
s u ch a crystallization see p. I 8 5) . After this crystallization the residua! 
melt was still more impoverished in alumina and enriched in iron relatively 
to magnesia .  Moreover, it was strongly enriched in alkalies. The magma 
was then intruded to higher levels as a crystal porridge, the liquid portion 
being of about trachytic composition . Owing to the new physico-chemical 
conditions introduced by intrusion same of the minerals previously deposited 
were no longer stable and so reacted with the residua! liquid. Thus albite 
partly replaced the andesine and partly was simultaneausly deposited around 
the old andesine laths .  (These processes will be more fully dealt with in 
a later chapter, p .  202 ff) . As the lime, liberated by albitization, was gener
ally disposed of by the formation of zoisite, no great change in the earn
position of the residua! melt was effected by this process . In the case of 
the mafic minerals, however, the result was quite different. We have found 
that olivine, being very susceptible to alteration , was completely replacc·d 
by a great many different types of secondary products and I have been 
able to show, moreover, that the formation of one type or another was to 
a great extent contraJled by the more or less marked inclination of iron 
to enter inta the compound. It is evident, then, that in places vast amounts 
of iron must also have migrated inta the residua! melt, which was effecting 
the alterations. As there would hardly have been time to effect a earn
pensatian of the chemical differences thus brought about in the melt, the 
result must have been that the liquid portions of the last stages were 
highly heterogeneons in composition , as is witnessed by the different 
development of the interstitial mass in different parts of the rock or even 
of the same thin section. 

The break-down of olivine, however, did not result only in a further 
enrichment of the melt in iron, but as the pseudomorphs are mainly of 
chloritic composition, considerable amounts of alumina must have been 
taken away from it ,  thus leading to a still more accentuated defici t in this 
oxide. Therefore, when the final crystallization set in, the alkalies were 
left after combining with the alumina present to form feldspar. Con
sequently, residua! alkalies combined with the abundant iron to form cela
donite, a mineral which might be expected to be stable at the temperature 
prevailing during the later stages of crystallization . 

2 .  Glassy developm ent. 

lt has been already mentioned that the Hällefors dolerite very often 
displays a fluida! texture, which is due to the parallel or sub-parallel arrange
ment of its feJdspar laths. This texture is almost everywhere recognizable, 
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at !east in the most central part of the dike. It is more or less pronounced 
at different localities, but especially within a small area south of Lake Skogs
sj ön it  is extremely well developed. As the rocks of this district differ 
slightly from the prevalent types in other respects, too, it seems convenient 
to treat them separately. 

A section from the south shore of Lake Skogssj ön ,  proceeding south
wards, first shows the usual mottled dolerite and a very narrow zone of 
the coarse-grained dolerite of marginal type .  Very abruptly the latter is 
succeeded by a Hällefors dolerite, which is black in colour and medium 
in grain [203 ] . Even to the naked eye the parallel arrangement of its 

Fig.  ! 4. Fluida! texture of the glassy H ällefors dolerite. White plagioclase, grayish 
pyroxene and black glass. Specimen 203, one nicol. Magnification 7 diameters. 

feJdspar laths is very conspicuous but this texture is better seen under 
the microscope .  Plagioclase and pyroxene laths about I mm. in width 
and attaining a length of 5- I o mm. are arranged in a strictly parallel 
fashion, being separated from each other by an almost isotropic mesostasis , 
in which , moreover, are embedded numerous isometric and idiomorphic 
pyroxene grains, I --3  mm. in diameter. The rather peculiar texture is 
illustrated in fig. I 4 above. 

The plagioclase crystals are the dominant component of the parallel 
texture. The pyroxene ,  on the other hand, only to a limited extent con
tributes to this texture, a !arge part of it being represented by isometric 
grains. Both minerals are of exactly the same type as in the normal Hällefors 
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dolerite , and the plagioclase was determined as Ab6o An4o . In addition 
to these main minera ls there are found a few isometric pseudomorphs, 
consisting of diabantite and most probably representing original olivines. 
They occur in much the same manner as the isometric pyroxene grains. 

Sometimes the pyroxene shows a slight marginal alteration to a faintly 
bluish-green amphibole of the hastingsitic type ,  and likewise, the plagioclase 
may sometimes exhibit a certain amount of sericitization.  

The mesostasis, comprising about z 5 % of the rock, is of a green i sh 
black colour and can hardly be resolved by the microscope .  By aid of a 
high- power obj ective and a condensor, however, one may observe abundant 
felty aggregates of a greenish mineral , apparently amphibole, scattered in 
a grayish matrix, which is probably of feldspathic composition. In some 
interstices - especially in the types immediately bordering upon the 
marginal mottled dolerite , where the parallel texture is not quite so pro
nounced as in the interior parts of the dike - the mesostasis is a little 
coarser and reveals much the same features as the groundmass of the 
porphyritic rocks (see p. 1 7  5 ff.) .  T hus, the characteristic pyroxene needles 
are represented and , further, there are indications of parallel rods of iron 
ore . It can hardly be doubted that the mesostasis is partly glassy and, 
probably, it was originally completely hyaline. 

There seems to be littl e doubt that this paraHel texture is a purely fluida! 
on e ,  and that this interpretation should. be generally applied to the parall el 
tendency of the Hällefors dolerites which is noticeable almost everywhere. 
It is very remarkable that the parallel arrangement becomes more pro
nounced in th e inner parts of the dike than at the boundary against the 
marginal rocks, and this fact strongly supports the fluida! conception . It 
is also natural that the glassy development of the mesostasis should ac
company the extreme type of fluida! arrangement. The contrast between 
the coarse pyroxene and plagioclase crystals and the somewhat abundant 
glassy groundmass can only be explained as the result of abrupt and 
very rapid intrusion, which has led to a pronounced fluida! arrangement 
of the phenocrysts . In places where the velocity of intrusion decreased, 
this arrangement becomes less well marked and, further, the mesostasis 
may attain a higher degree of crystallinity. 

Although the Skogssjö area furnishes the most extreme example of 
the fluida! Hällefors dolerite , types with only slightly less pronounced 
development are met with in other parts of the dike, e.  g. S.E.  of the 
Svalbo inlet and S .E .  of the eastern part of Lake Örhammaren . 

It may be concluded from the textural development of the Hällefors 
dolerite in general that it  was intruded as a crystal porridge with 
crystals of earlier formation suspended in a more or less abundant melt. 
The extreme types, j ust referred to, must then be interpreted as the 
result of especially strong intrusive forces, and thus their distribution 
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Table XIII. 

A n a l y s i s  4· 
Glassy Hällefors dol erite, S .  of Lake Skogssjön .  Specimen 203 . 

SiOz 
TiO z 
Al203 
Fez03 
Fe O 
M nO 
Ca O 
M gO 
Na20 
K z O 
P205 
HzO + 

S I 7 0 - ? 6 pec. gr. 4o - - · 99 . 

Weight·% Mol. Prop. 
44·4 ' 740 
5 ·30 66 

r o . n  r o6 
5 · 5 ' 34 
I 3 · '4 I 82 
0.25 4 
9 ·98 I 79 
5 ·3 7 I 34 
2 .6o 42 
I .o8 I 2  
0.76 5 
0. 75 

99·92 

III  : 5 : 3 : 4 - Camptonase 

0SANN's System 
S52 .4 a3 .5 C t . s  f25 . o n7 . 8 

S :  Al : F = I6.5 : 2 .o : I ! . 5 
Al : C : Al k =  9- 5 : 1 6.o : 4 · 5 
k 0.79 

Analyst : N.  SAHLBOM. 

N orm 
Or 
Ab 
An 
r·s;o, 

di MgSi03 
FeSi03 
(MgSi03 

hy \
FeSi03 
(Mg2Si04 

o! l 
FezSi04 
M t 
Il m 

6.67 
22 .o"I 
14 -46 :1: sal 

·- --·-· 

I 2 . 70 � 
6.7or 5 .o8 
5 .G8 
4-30} 

7 .86 
3 ·56 
I .68l 

J 3 ·3 ' 1 . 63 
7 ·89 
I0 .03 

43 · ' 4 

Ap 1 . 68 :1: fem 5 5 · 9 ' 
H20 + 0.75 

99.8o 

Or : Ab : An = I 5 · 5 : 5 I. o : 33 · 5 

NIGGLI values 

q z -28.s Sl I O I . 5  
al I 4. 5 t i 9.o8 
f m 5 3 · 5 mg 0.35 
c 24.5 k 0.22 
al  k ? . s  p 0,69 

may give some h int  as to the focus or foci of magmatic activity (see 
p. 2 27) . 

The fluida! dolerite from south of Lake Skogssjön was subj ected to 
a chemical analysis, the result of which is given in table XIII . The norm, 
with one exception,  tallies fai rly weil with the modal composition , an 
exception being the very h igh percentage of iron ore in  the former. As a 
matter of fact, there is practically no iron ore whatever among the coarser 
constituents , and, although rather !arge amounts of it  may be concealed 
in the mesostasis, the high values in the norm cannot very weil be assumed 
to earrespond to the actual composition . The explanation is, no doubt, 
that considerable amounts of Ti02 enter into pyroxene ,  which is indicated 
by the reddish tint of the latter. This would imply, in its turn ,  an increase 
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of the ol ivine percentage at the expense of hypersthene � a correction 
that i s  by no means Contradieted by the microscopical observations . As to 
the general relations between this analysis and those of other Hällefors 
rocks these will be discussed in more detail on p. 2 2 8  ff. It may suffice 
here to point out that, although there are several differences , the general 
character of the analysis earresponds fairly weil with that of the Hällefors 
dolerite of table XII . Especially the h igh titan ium and phosphorus con
tents , as also the high ratio Fe : Mg and the low percentage of alumina 
are noteworthy. In regard to the alkali percentages and the mutual pro
portions of Na20 and K20 , however, the analysis earresponds more closely 
with that of the rock 205 , which will be treated in a later chapter. This 
rock, too, must be grouped with the Hällefors dolerites . 

b. The Hällefors porphyrites. 

As indicated by their name these rocks exhibit porphyritic texture, 
which is, however, more or less marked , owing to the varying frequency 
and dimensions of the phenocrysts . Furthermore, great variations in  the 
texture and general Jzabitus of the groundmass give rise to a !arge number 
of different types , and a detailed description of all of them is not possible. 
However, the variations seem to imply no important difference in the 
general chemical and mineralogical character of the rocks, and thus i t  is 
considered appropriate to treat them al l  under the same heading .  

It is hardly possible to trace a distinct boundary in the field between 
the porphyrites and the Hällefors dolerites, as they seem to be connected 
by transitional types, and it may be considered that the two rock names 
connote the extreme members of a continuous rock-series. Megascopically 
the typical porphyrites show plagioclase phenocrysts in a black fine-grained 
or even quite aphanitic groundmass. In some types the groundmass is of 
a yellowish brown colour, but as these rocks seem to constitute a special 
variety they are treated separate ly on p. I 9 I ff. 

Microscopically the phenocrysts are found to consist preponderatingly 
of andesine and to a less extent of pyroxene, diabantite and iron ore. In 
most cases, however, the last-mentioned minerals are restricted to the ground
mass . 

The andesine phenocrysts , as a rule ,  show good idiomorphism (Fig. I s )  
and are strongly twinned according t o  the Albite and Carlsbad laws. Ex
cept for slight sericitization , observed in most specimens, th ey are generally 
quite l impid ,  and because of th is they contrast rather strongly with the 
turbid feJdspar of the groundmass even when the difference of size between 
andesine grains and groundmass grains is so sl ight as to almost conceal 
the porphyritic texture . FEDOROFF stage measurements on a !arge number 
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of andesine grains showed that their composition varies only very little 
around a mean value of 

In the majority of the specimens - especially those that possess a 
groundmass of some degree of coarseness - the andesine grains are seen 
to be surrounded by an outer zone of albite or oligoclase-albite which may 
sometimes attain considerable thickness. 

Fig. I 5 . Microphotograph of a Häl lefors porphyrite showing idiomorphic andesine pheno
crysts in a relative! y coarse-grained groundmass. Specimen 3 1 0, nicols + . 

Magnification 7 diameters. 

The groundmass seems to be of the same mineralogical composition 
in all specimens but texturally its range of variation is very great (Figs. 
I 5- I 7, of the same magnification) . I t is dominated by a f eldspar t hat 
is rather turbid and shows no  twinning. Because of this and owing to the 
generally very fine grain no exact determinations could be carried out, but 
i t was found that both ortltoclase and albite ( albite-oligoclase) are present. 
As it is not possible to estimate their mutual proportions this mixture will 
be referred to below as alkali-feldspar. Sometimes, however, the alkali
feidspar i s  chiefly perthite or antiperthite, and in a few specimens the per
thitic structure is so marked as to suggest an irregular twinning and may 
even lead to phenomena very similar to the » Sclzachbrettalbit» of BECKE 
( I 9 I 3 ,  p. I 24) or to microcline  structure. To j udge from a chemical ana-
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lysis of one of these rocks (analysis 8 of table XVIII , p .  zoo) they are to 
be considered as transitional to the albitic rocks treated on p .  191 ff. The 
groundmass very often exhibits a very fine-grairred texture that may be 
termed microspherulitic or microgranophyric (if. GEIJER 1913, p. 5 2) .  In 
some specimens of considerably coarser grain the same texture may be 
preserved, in some it is replaced by an allotriomorphic or hypidiomorphic 
mosa i c textur e (Fig. 17 ) , and in others the two types ma y be observed 
together in the same slide. In the last case one gets the impression that 

Fig. 1 6. Hällefors porphyrite with very fine-grained groundmass. Specimen 302, one nicol. 
Magnification 7 diameters. 

the microspherulitic portions represent the final congealing and in a way 
they form a groundmass of the seeond order for the larger allotriomorph ic 
alkali-feidspars which in their turn serve as a matrix for the andesine phe
nocrysts . It would seem, too, as if the anorthite content of the larger 
» alkali-feldspars » were slightly higher than that of the fine-grairred ground
mass feldspars, which is probably to be connected with the fact that the fine
grairred types are decidedly richer in phenocrysts than the coarser orres. 

The textural variations are still more manifold owing to different types 
of intergrowths between the alkali-feidspar and the other components of the 
groundmass, which will ,  however, be treated more fully below. 

Quartz is almost invariably observed, but always in very small quan
tities. Sometimes it  forms beautiful small micropegmatites with the alkali-

1 2- 35366 . B1tll. of Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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felspars, but as a rule i t  occurs as a component of the microspherulitic 
texture and in this case i t  sometimes shows a development reminding one 
of the reticulating quartz of porphyries. 

Next to feldspar, pyroxene is the most abundant mineral . As was 
previously h inted at, i t  may sometimes form grains of the dimensions of 
phenocrysts - giving rise to types transitional to the Hällefors dolerites -
but as a rule its occurrence is confined to the groundmass . Its textural 

Fig. 1 7 . Häll�fors porphyrite of a relative! y coarse mosaic texture. ·Specimen 302, one nicol . 
Magnification 7 diameters. 

development i s  mainly of two types. It may occur in very Iong (up to 
I 5 mm. ) needles, generally not more than a few hundredths of a millimeter 
broad , or it may form intergrowths with the alkali-feldspar, reminding one 
of the common micrographic intergrowths between quartz and feJdspar 
(Fig. I 8). To som e extent such an intergrowth is also observed between 
pyroxene and the andesine phenocrysts. Very often there seems to be a 
certain relation between the development of the pyroxenes and the coarse
ness of the groundmass, the intergrown types being more abundant in the 
specimens with relatively coarse groundmass. As a consequence of the 
general increase of grain-size the pyroxene needles that sti l l  occur become 
much broader than in the very fine-grained types . When pyroxene occurs 
as phenocrysts , there i s  almost always a direct connection between the 
phenocrysts and the groundmass needles and granophyric portions. Thus 
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a pyroxene phenocryst may be surrounded by an aureole of granophyric 
pyroxene-feldspar intergrowths ,  and similarly a phenocryst of prismati c ha

bitus may show forked ends, continuing its growth out into the ground
mass as a series of needles of paraHel or sub-parallel arrangement (Fig. 1 9) .  
The  development is quite similar to  that described by LEHMANN ( 1 930, 
p .  3 3 7) from the Stöffel rocks. Sametimes these needles disp lay a fan-l ike 
arrangement and in the fine-grained types very beautiful minute intergrowths 
between pyroxene and alkali-feidspar may result. Sametimes the pyroxene 

Fig. r 8 .  Micropegmati tic intergrowth between pyroxene (high relief) and alkali-feldspar. 
Specimen 302, nicols + .  Magnification 35 diameters. 

needles are samewhat discontinuous, leading to the development of mar
garite-like forms. The granophyric intergrowths are found not only in the 
groundmass proper but also in the albitic outer zones of the andesine 
phenocrysts . 

The pyroxene has usually been altered marginally to amphibole, the 
latter being of two different kinds .  The dominant variety has a small , 
samewhat variable axial angle : 2 Va = o-35° , e/y = I5-I7°, iow birefring
ence, strong dispersion e > v and marked pleochroism with y bluish green, 
fl olive green and a liglzt green. These properties show that it belongs 
to the hastingsitic group . The other type is more restricted in occurrence, 
has a l arger axial angle, weaker pleochroism, and no marked disper
sion , and is of a pale yellowish brown colour. Most probably it belongs 
to the group of common hornblendes. The mutual relations of the two 
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amphiboles are always the same : the yellowish type forming the centre or 
rather the inner parts of the amphibole horder, the bluish green one con
stituting the outer fringe. The transition seems to be quite continuous, 
and the impression is gained that there has been a successive change of 
the material deposited or rather of the agents responsible for the alteration .  

The pyroxene itself is markedly reddish in  colour and shows a weak 
hut perceptible pleochroism.  From this fact as well as from the high tita
n ium values of the chemical rock analyses (see p p .  I 87- I 88) the conclusion 

Fig. 1 9. A group of paraHel pyroxene rods traversing the groundmass and projecting 
from a common !arge pyroxene phenocryst (left part of the figure). Specimen 3 1 3 , one nicol. 

Magnification 1 00 diameters. 

is arrived at that i t  belongs to the group of titan iferous augites . Its optical 
properties are found to vary rather markedly. Thus in a single slide the 
following values were found. 

Now, accord ing to several authors, the different zones of growth of the 
titaniferous augites show considerable differences in  their optical properties. 
The following data may be quoted.  

C o re 
I .  2 Vy = 6I0 

l o C!')' = ·f-2 

Pyrami de 
2 Vy = 55o 

c/r = 5Io 

Pris m 
2 Vy = 44o 

e/y = 59o 
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2 .  e/y = 42 
o e/y = 45 o 

e/y = 52 o 

3 · 2 Vy = 70° 2 Vy = 50° 2 Vy = 46° 

e/y = 49° ·5 e/y = 1-f e/y = 52o 

I .  SIGMUND 1 896, p p .  3 7 2-- 374· 
2 .  SIGMUND 1 897 ,  p .  342 . 

3 · MICHEL I 9 I4 ,  p .  3 54 ·  

Fig. zo. Groups of fine iron-ore rods perpendicular to Iong bars of diabantite. Specimen 
303 , one nicol. Magnification 40 diameters. 

It is evident that the optical values, determined by the author, fall 
very weil within the area found for titaniferous augites. Moreover, DRE
SCHER and KRUEGER ( 1 928 ,  p. 5 87) have described a titaniferous augite 
from Kaersute, Greenland,  which showed 2 V1 = 58° , e/y = 48° and, not
withstanding a titanium content of 2.98 %, was only slightly pleochroic and 
did not display hour-glass structure. In view of these facts the augite 
under discussion may, no doubt, be considered to belong to the titaniferous 
series. The great variation in optical properties found even in the same 
thin section is hardly surprising, since variations as great as those quoted 
above may be observed in the same crystal. 

Titaniferous iron ore occurs rather abundantly in these rocks and, as 
in the case of the pyroxene, i t  may sometimes form grains of the dimen
sions of phenocrysts . In its most typical development, however, it belongs 
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to the groundmass, and its mode of occurrence is rather remarkable. It 
forms Iong and narrow rods, intersecting the feldspath ic material as groups 
with a mutually paraHel arrangement, passing without a break from one 
feJdspar grain to another. An idea of the peculiar texture resulting from 
this arrangement may be gained from Fig. 20. It is quite evident that 
there is a connection between the co�useness of  the groundmass and the 
dimensions and the frequency of  the iron-ore rods. In the coarser types 
the latter are rather broad and of considerable length , each group of rods 
becoming simultaneausly less dense. Sametimes the rods may even be
come so sparse that the parallel arrangement is hardly discern ible, a 
group of rods being replaced by one or two rather coarse laths .  The 
relations j ust described may be better understood by a comparison of 
Figs. 2 0  and 2 1  which represen t the same magnification ,  the former show
in g a very fine-grained groundmass, the latter a coarse one with mosaic 
texture .  

Similar iron-ore rods have been described by PEHRMAN ( I 93 5 ) from 
a glassy dolerite from Kirj ala, Finland, and this author was able to show 
that they are composed of a number of separate individuals, bounded by 
basal plane and rhombohedron (loc. cit. p .  7 and PI. Fig. I -3) .  Such a 
structure has not been proved with certainty in the present case, but there 
are certainly indications of it .  There seerus to be no doubt that the rad
form is real . If they represented merely cross-sections of  paraHel ilmenite 
plates , it seerus very improbable that in more than twenty thin sections 
the plates should nowhere have happened to be cut in such a way as to 
show a two-dimensional extension. 

In the groundmass yet another very -conspicuous mineral component 
is observed, forming numerous Iong rectilinear bars that remind one of 
the pyroxene needles previously described (ej. Fig. 20) . Like the latter 
their dimensions are evidently related to the degree of coarseness of the 
groundmass. In some specimens they are made up of diabantite, in others 
of another chloritic mineral, the exact identification of which is rather diffi
cult. Both types are fairly weil developed with a marked cleavage per
pendieular to the Iong axis of the bars . The diabantite is strongly pleo
chroic with r green and a colourless. In on e specimen [3 I 3 ]  the following 
optical properties were determined. 

JVa = I.564 ± o . oo3 N1 = I.598 ± o . oo3 

JV,,- Na (calcu!ated) = 0.034 ± o .oo6 "V1. - iVa ( determined) = 0 . 035 2 Va = I0° 

The a-directi o n  is p e r p en d icular to the  cleavage . For comparison it may 
be noted that Ross and SHANNON ( I 924, pp. I S - I ?) have described a 
chlorite from Ch all is, lclaho,  that shows 2 Va = I  5° N1 - Na = 0.023 with 
pleochroism in olive green and brownish yellow. A chemical analysis 
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showed that the mineral is closely related to diabantite or delessite and that 
the iron content is very high (FeO + Fe2 03 = 3I.ss). 

WALKER (WALKER and PARSONS 1 922 ,  pp .  45-46) describes a dia
bantite with Fe O + F e2 03 = I6. 78 w h ich was f o und by L AR SEN to be 
almost uniaxial negative with r = {J olive green, a pale yellow, and 

�. = I.595 Afc, = I.555 

Fig. 2 1 .  A coarser development of the same texture as illustrated by Fig. 20. Speci
men 304, one nicol. Magnification 40 diameters. 

The other type of chlorite mentioned above occurs in  exactly the same 
way as the diabantite, the only difference being the colour. It is strongly 
pleochroic with r dark brown or almost black, a golden yellow. Possibly 
its birefringence is samewhat lower than that of the diabantite, hut owing 
to its strong colouring exact comparison is difficult. 

Sometimes, instead of forming single crystals , the chlorite bars consist 
of intricate aggregates of small scales or rosettes of diabantite, or else 
brown chlorite. Further, there is almost invariably some hastingsitic am
phibole scattered all over the bars in the form of slender prisms. It should 
also be noted that the chloritic material is not generally restricted to the 
Iong bars , but that in most cases the whole groundmass is abundantly 
crowded with scales or rosettes of the same type as those observed in 
the bars. 

It is not easy to classify the brown chlorite . In some respects it 
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reminds one very much of biotite, but its general character and its marked 
aptitude for replacing diabantite seems to contradiet such an interpretation .  
As a matter of fact, it must be rather closely related to  diabantite, and 
most probably i t belongs to the group of iron chlorites . EMERSON ( I 882 ,  
p .  20 I )  has  found that, by oxidation, diabantite alters readily to  a brown 
almost isotropic substance that he named diabantite-vermiculite, and there 
are certainly marked resemblances between our brown chlorite and the 
vermiculite or j efferisite determined by LARSEK ( I 92 I ,  p. 93 ) .  On the other 
hand it may be questioned if the mineral is not also related to the ferrite 
of HEDDLE ( I  882 ,  p. 28 and I 887 ,  p. I 34). Owing to the great confusion 
in the terminology of the chlorite group and the !arge number of syno
nytnous mineral names applied to its members , i t  is rather dificult to apply 
any of them to the species under discussion , but it seems appropriate to· 
point out its probable relationships. In the following descriptions the mineral 
is referred to as ferrite, which is considered justifiable because of its very 
intimate connection with diabantite. It should be stressed, however, that 
this name must be considered as provisional . 

Diabantite and ferrite , j ust as in the case of pyroxen e, sometimes form 
fairly !arge, irregularly isometric individuals which must be regarded as. 
phenocrysts. The distinct antagonism between the two mineral varieties 
should be specially noted. They almost never occur together in a spe
cimen . The transition ,  therefore, from diabantite to ferrite seems to be eaused 
by some process affecting the rock as a whole and inverting not only 
the material of the bars and phenocrystal patches but also the fine scales 
and rosettes of the groundmass . Owing to the strong colour of the fer
rite the difference is readily appreciated by the naked eye. In the field 
one is tempted to interpret it  as a result of weathering, as there seems 
to be a laminar alternation between fresh , black types and brownish ones, 
of an altered appearance. Microscopically, however, it is at once apparent 
that the only difference lies in the colour of the chloritic material .  (See, 
however, the chapter on the albitic rocks , p .  I 9 I  ff. ) . In the black portions 
diabantite is megascopically discernible as thin scales with a resinuous 
lustre. 

Now, a very peculiar relation may be observed between the above
mentioned iron-ore rods and the diabantite bars, the former almost without 
exception arranging themselves at right angles to the latter. From almost 
every diabantite bar on each side a series of paraHel iron-ore rods is seen 
to diverge, the resulting structure being similar to that of a double-sided 
comb. As a matter of  fact, the peculiar groupwise paraHelism of the iron
are rods is brought about simply by this mutual arrangement between 
them and the diabantite bars . These relations are most conspicuous in 
the very fine-grained types , where the rods are numerous, but even in the 
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coarser specimens one may observe the occurrence of one or two rather 
broad iron-ore laths arranged at right augles to a diabantite bar. 

The first question for consideration cancerns the genesis of the dia
bantite-ferrite minerals. A primary origin cannot, of course, be entirely 
excluded, but their arrangement in the Iong bars with the cleavage 
at right augles to the Iong axis , seems to make such a possibility less 
probable. It seems easier, then , to interpret them as secondary products 
of some other mineral , which was originally developed in Iong, narrow 
forms. Now the diabantite of the rocks previously described was most 
certainly secondary after olivine, and it seems reasonable to claim the same 
origin for it even in the porphyritic rocks. It is of great interest to find 
that quite similar phenomena were observed by SCHWANTKE ( 1 904) in a 
rock from Ofleiden wh ich he  describes as >> dendritic dolerite >> and which 
seems to be almost identical with those now under discussion . In the 
Ofleiden rock all the pyroxene and feJdspar structures described above are 
encountered and also the groups of paraHel iron-ore rods. Similarly, the 
latter are perpendicular to Iong bars , now consisting of iron oxides but 
representing original olivines . SCHWANTKE states that this arrangement 
is so typical that he ventures to claim an original oliv ine content in a 
rock from the observation of such groups of  iron-ore rods only ( 1 9 10 ,  
p .  678) .  

Further exactly similar phenomena are described by CAMPBELL and 
LUNN from the Dalrnaboy dolerites ( 1 927 ,  pp. 497--498 and 1 92 5 ,  pp. 43 5 -
440) the bars being i n  this case formed b y  chlorophaeite which i s  proved 
to have originated from the alteration of fayalite. (It has already been 
suggested (p.  1 64) that there is a close relation between the chlorophaeite 
and diabantite types of alteration) . 

One ma y fair ly confideuti y conclude, then , that the · diabantite of the 
porphyritic rocks represents olivine pseudomorphs.  The very interesting 
question of the order of crystallization next arises . It has been stressed 
that andesine phenocrysts always occur, whereas pyroxene and diabantite 
attain phenocrystal dimensions only in a very limited degree . Furthermore 
the occasional graphic intergrowths between pyroxene and the phenocrysts 
of andesine show that the two minerals were to some extent crystal l izing 
simultaneously. No indications of the simultaneous crystallization of olivine 
and andesine are found and, moreover, diabantite is considerably rarer as 
phenocrysts than pyroxene. The obvious conclusion would be that cry
stallization started with andesine,  followed by pyroxene and that, eventually, 
as the tbird mineral, olivine began to form. At first such a succession 
seems rather surprising, hut as a matter of  fact it should not be altogether 
impossible .  W e must b ear in mind that the rocks in question are ex
tremely rich in iron (see the analyses of table XIV-XV) and most probably 
the olivine that formed was very rich in the fayalite molecule. Even in the 
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marginal dolerites with their considerable higher ratio MgO :  FeO the olivine 
was found to be as rich in fayalite as about 40 % (p .  I 29) and in the 
porphyrites a variety still richer in i ron must be expected. The fact that 
no olivine is anywhere preserved seems to strengthen this opinion , as the 
iron-rich members of the series are far more susceptible to alteration than 
the Mg-rich ones. Now, fayalite is decidedly a low-temperature mineral 
which is met with even as a pneumatolytic product, and thus it  seems by 
no means improbable that its crystallization should have been postponed 
until the greater part of the plagioclase and pyroxene bad formed 
{see also p. 242) . SCHWANTKE has also stressed the fact that the ground
mass olivine of  the dendritic dolerites belongs to a second, younger 
generation. The author takes the liberty of quoting SCHWANTKE ( I g lO, 
pp. 68o--68 I ) :  

>> Der einzige Fall ,  der dem Verfasser bekannt ist, i n  dem wir von dem 
Olivin einer zweiten , j iingeren Generation sprechen können,  ist das Auf
treten von j iingeren Olivin in der intersertalen Grundmasse der Dolerite. 
Hier tritt durch die friihe Ausscheidung des Feldspats die Möglichkeit ein , 
dass sich wieder Olivin bildet , und erst darnit beginnt die fiir die por
phyrischen Ergussgesteine charakteristische Rekurrenz der Gemengteile. 
Auch das Erz folgt b ier auf den Olivin. Besonders die genannten Fälle 
sind es, die namentlich in der hier häufig zu beobachtenden dendritischen 
Ausbildung der Grundmasse, das orientierte Anwachsen der llmenittafeln 
an die Olivinsäulchen erkennen lassen. »  

From this quotation it is evident that SCHWANTKE recognized the 
olivine as of  late formation in these rocks . His explanation may, however, 
be questioned . If olivine was precipitated at an early stage and this 
crystallization was brought to an end, it seems rather improbable that the 
precipitation of  plagioclase should be able to effect such a change in the 
composition of the melt that the conditions for the crystallization of olivine 
should once more be fulfilled. More l ikely, owing to the h igh iron-content 
of the melt, the deposition of olivine would be almost completely deferred 
till the stage of groundmass formation .  By this interpretation one may 
also avoid the difficulty implied in the assumption of a hiatus in the course 
of crystallization of a mineral belonging to an isomorphous series that has 
been shown to belong to ROOZEBOOM's Typus J (BOWEN and SeRAIRER 
I 93 5 ,  p. 206) . It is to be regretted that no chemical analysis of the 
Ofleiden rock is given , which would allow us to discuss the possibility of 
a similar interpretation in that case. 

Finally, there are found in the groundmass of the porphyrites very 
numerous crystals of apatite, generally showing excellent idiomorphism. 

In order to illustrate the chemical characters of the Hällefors por
phyrites two analyses were made, which are given in  tables XIV and XV 
below. No 5 is of a slightly porphyritic type with a relatively coarse 
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groundmass with mosaic texture, no .  6 is a markedly porphyritic variety 
with a very fine-grained groundmass. Both types carry the normal green 
diabantite , but types with ferrite will be considered later on in connection 
with the albitic rocks . 

The two analyses are seen to agree very weil. The total amount of 
iron oxides is almost exactly the same, but there is a slight difference m 

the degree of oxidation. Otherwise only the values of  Al,03 and of 
CaO differ slightly. It must, however, be borne in mind that the rocks 
are porphyritic ,  and consequently the analytical values may show some 
variations eaused by an irregular distribution of the phenocrysts . Now the 
rock I 2 3  (analysis 5 )  is very poor in phenocrysts, and has a fairly coarse 
groundmass. It is very probable that in this case more lime has entered 
the groundmass feJdspars - as was, indeed , microscopically stated (see 

Table XIV. 

A n a l y s i s  5 .  

Hällefors porphyrite , E. of Lake Holmsjön .  Specimen 1 23 .  
1 7 ° Spec. gr . 4o = 2 .8 1 8 .  Analyst : N .  SAHLBOM. 

Weight·% Mol .  Prop. 

Si02 5 2 . 23 87 I  
Ti02 2 .6o 33 
Al203 l 0. 56 1 04 
Fe203 5 · 91 37 
Fe O 1 0. 79 I 50 
M nO 0,30 4 
Ca O 7 · 5 7 I 3 5 
M gO 1 . 73 43 
Na20 2 . 84 46 
1<20 3 ·4 8 37 
P205 0.66 5 
H20 + 1 . 20 

99·8 7 

III  : 5 : 2 : 3 - Lamarose 

0SANN's  System 

S6o . 2 a5 . o  C r . 5 f23 . 5  n 5 . 5 
S :  Al : F = I 9.5 : 2.o : 8 . 5 
Al : C :  Alk = 9 · 5 : 1 2 . 5 : 8 .o 
k O.g8 

Norm 

Q u 6.42 
Or 20. 5 7 
Ab 24.ro 
An 5 ·84 2 sal 56·93 
raSiO, 

di MgSi03 

" "'} 
3 .30 23 .oo 

hy 

FeSi03 8 .45 
{MgSi03 

FeSi03 

I .oo} 
2 .64 

M t 8. s8 
Ilm 5 .02 

3 · 64 

Ap I .68 2 fem 4 I .92 
H20 + I , 20 

lOO.os 

Or : Ab : A n = 40. 7 : 47 · 7 : I I .6 

N IGGLI values 

q z -9 Sl I 47 
al I 7 · 5 t i 5 ·6 
f m 46.o mg O.r6 
c 22 . 5  k 0,45 
al k I 4.o p 0.84 
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Table XV. 

A n a l y s i s  6 .  

Hällefors porphyrite, S .  o f  Hälleforsnäs. Specimen 3 r 6. 
1 7 0 Spec. gr. 4 o = 2.885.  Analyst : N. SAHLBOM. 

Weight-% Mol. Prop. 

SiO, 50·4 ' 840 
TiO, 2 .so 3 1  
Al,03 l ! . 9 7 1 1 8 
Fe,03 5 - 36 34 
Fe O I I . S r 1 64 
M nO 0.20 3 
Ca O 6.70 I 20 
M gO 2 .04 5 1 
Na,O 2 .8 , 47 
K, O 3 -S I 37 
P,05 I .oS 8 
H,O + 1 . 44 

99·89 

I I I  : 5 : 2 : 3 - Lamarose 

0SANN ' s  System 

Ss8 . 6  as . o  Cz . s fzz . s 115 . 6 
S :  Al : F = r 8 . s : 2 .5 : 9.o 
Al : C : Al k = I I .o :  I 1 .0 : 8 .o 
k = 0.94 

Norm 

Q u 3 - 48 
Or 20. 5 7 
Ab 24.63 
An 8 . 90 � sal 5 7 - s S 
r"SiO, 7 .o81 

di MgSi03 2 .oo
f 

1 4·49 
FeSi03 5 ·41 

fMgSi03 3 . ro} 
hy t 8 .os 

l ! . 1 5 
FeSi03 

M t 7 - 89 
Il m 4·7' 

99·95 

Or : Ab : An = 38.o : 45 · 5 : r 6 .5 

N IGGLI valnes 

q z -r8 si I 38 
al 1 9.5 t i 5 . I 

f m 47·0 mg O. r 8 
c 1 9 . s k 0.44 
al k 1 4.o p 1 . 32 

p .  I 77 )  -- and thus the total lime content of the rock would be less 
affected by an irregular distribution of the phenocrysts . 

The chemical investigation seems to bring out, then , the fact that 
these rocks, although very different in texture, are still closely related , 
and thus we get a strong confirmatian of the opinion gained from their 
microscopical investigation ,  viz. that they are all to be placed in the same 
magmatic group .  Their marked mutual affinities become still more readily 
realized when we consicler the NIGGLI and OsANN numbers, which are very 
much the same for both rocks. 

Because of the general texture, which is either very fine-grained or 
very intricate , it is difficult to ascertain exactly the modal mineral com
position, but -- as is evident from the petrological description given above 
- it ought not to differ materially from the normative one. 



When attempting to classify these rocks certain difficulties are en
countered . They cannot weil be classed with any of the magma-types 
of NIGGLI ' s  ( I 923 )  and although, according to the CIPW-system , they 
fall in the same sub-rang, Lamarose, no analysis could be found in 
WASHINGTON' s  tables (WASHINGTON I 9 I 7) that can be said to show satis
factory agreement. The best agrcement is shown by a dike rock from 
N. Ulfö in the Nordingrå area of Northern Sweden , which has been classed 
as kentallenite (SOBRAL I 9 I 3 ,  p. I I 6) . In table XVI below, for the sak e 
of comparison ,  the two Hällefors analyses are repeated tagether with that 
of the Ulfö rock, and that of the original kentallenite (HILL and KYNASTON 

I 900, p. 3 5 7) .  It comes out that the Nordingrå rock, in regard to CaO, 
MgO and alkalies, differs hut slightly from the Hällefors types . Silica is 
samewhat lower, alumina a little higher. Further it does not attain the 
high iron values of the Hällefors porphyrites, hut the general tendency is 
the same, viz. low alumina, high Ti02 and FeO + Fe203 with a corre
spondingly low magnesia value. 

To j udge from the microscopical description , the Ulfö rock is very 
similar to some of the Hällefors porphyrites and, moreover, they show a 
similar geological occurrence, both being associated with olivine dolerites of 

Table XVI. 

I .  2 .  3 · 4· 5 ·  6. 

SiOo 50·4 ' 5 2 . 23 48.84 5 2 .C9 50. rg 49·92 
TiOz 2 . so 2 .6o 4·39 O. J J 2 . 7 2 
Alz03 I I ·97 I 0. 56 I 3 .83 I I . 93 I 4· 5 7 
Feo03 5 ·36 5 ·9 1 2 .g2 1 . 84 4·39 
Fe O I I . S r I 0. 79 I 2 . 24 7 - I I 8 .g6 
M nO 0.20 0.30 0.22 0. 15 0.32 
M gO 2 .04 1 . 73 2 . r 8 I 2 .48 2 . 7 9 
Ca O 6. 70 7 - 5 7 6.o5 7·84 7 .6o 
Na20 2 . 8 7 2 . 84 3-20 2 .04 4-24 
K20 3 · .1 ' 3·48 3·59 3.or I . s 3 
P z Os l .o8 0.66 0. 7 3 0 . 34 l . t 2  
HzO + 1 . 44 1 . 20 J .  or o.3s I . s4 

I .  H ällefors porphyrite, S. of Hälleforsnäs. 
2. Hällefors porphyrite, E. of Lake H olmsjön.  
3 · Kentallenite, N .  Ulfö ,  Nordingrå (SOBRAL I 9 I 3 p.  I I 6). 
4. Kentallenite, Argyllshire (H ILL and KYNASTON I 900 p. 537). 
5 ·  Mugearite, Pembrokeshire, \V ales (THOMAs I 9 I I p. 202). 
6. Canna Island, Scotland (HARKER · I 908 p .  I 3o). 
7 . , Skye (HARKER I 904 p. 263). 

2 .04 
I 2 . 83 
6.g6 
6.n 
0. 52 
3 - 78 
7 - 3 5 
3 - 7 2 
1 . 73 
0.45 
I .  os 

7 · 

49·24 
1 .84 

I 5 .84 
6.og 
7 . r 8 
0 . 1 7 
3 -02 
5 .26 
5 . 2 I 
2 . 10 
1 .47 
I .6r 
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the Åsby type. Thus a close relationship between the two rocks can hardly 
be doubted .  Whether the name kentallenite should be accepted or not is, 
however, another question . From the table on p .  I 89 i t will be seen that 
the correspondence between the three Swedish types is far doser than 
between any of them and the original kentallenite. Above all, there are 
three characteristics of the Hällefors porphyrites that are very conspicuous 
and of especial importance for arriving at their genetical interpretatio-n, 
viz. the high content of iron oxides (implying a correspondingly low 
magnesia con tent) , and of Ti02 and P205 . All these characteristics are 
found also in the Ulfö rock, whereas they are missing from the Argyllshire 
kentallenite. I cannot find it appropriate to give the same name to two 
rocks that show as great differences of composition as FeO + Fe203 = I 6 .94 
(Hällefors mean) resp. 8.95 (Argyllshire kentallenite) and MgO = I . 88 resp .  
I 2 .48 . Now i t ma y be obj ected that iron and magnesia mutually replace 
each other and that the differences are eaused by a continuous change of 
composition of the femic minerals. As a matter of fact, the quotient 
FeO : MgO must be considered as a very important quantity, as it may 
generally be expected to indicate the position of the rock on the liquid 
line of descent. Consequently, I will give i t  as my opinion that the chemical 
differences are sufficiently great to j ustify keeping the Hällefors rock apart 
from the kentallenite . 

In view of the above considerations I have found it convenient to 
designate the present rocks only by a local attribute and so I have narned 
them Hällefors porphyrites . I wish to point out that in my opinion they 
are to be grouped with the Ulfö rock, and my objections against applying 
the kentallenite name are cqually valid for this rock. 

Before closing the discussion of the chemical analyses it  seems ap
propriate to point out that the Hällefors porphyrites , chemically and 
mineralogically , show certain resemblances to another group of rocks also , 
viz. the mugearites. In the three last columns of table XVI on p .  I 89 a 
few mugearite analyses are given, and a comparison between them and the 
Hällefors rocks shows that they agree quite well in that both show a high 
content of iron ,  titanium, and alkalies and a low percentage of lime and 
magnesia. The alumina content of the mugearites is generally decidedly 
higher, but may sometimes sink to almost the same values as in the Hälle
fors porphyrites . The most conspicuous difference is found in the distribu
tion of the alkalies, the mugearites always showing Na20 > K20 whereas 
in the Hällefors rocks this relation is reversed. The name mugearite was 
first proposed by HARKER ( I 904, pp .  2 5 7 ,  263-265)  and I take the liberty 
of quoting a few lines from his descri ption : » The ch ief mineralogical 
peculiarities of mugearite, which result from its unusual chemical composi
tian and go to characterize it as a special rock-type ,  are two. Firstly the 
feldspar is not labradorite but oligoclase with subordinate orthoclase, and 
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secondly the ordinary b isilicate minerals are very poorly represented , augite 
being typically quite subordinate to olivine and iron ore. Among minor 
points of  interest may be noted the unusual richness in apatite . . . Feld· 
spars of speci es rich in alkalies . . .  appear in thin slices as a crowd of 
little elongated sections . . . with parallel or subparaHel arrangement at 
any given point, the microstructure being consequently of the trachytic 
type. » 

Although there are some points of difference between the two rock
types, certain important similarities cannot be denied, and I therefore 
consicler it  worth while to stress the possibility of the Hällefors porphyrites 
being related to the mugearitic suite. 

c .  The albitic rocks. 

In the central parts of the dike, wh ich are entirely occupied by the 
Hällefors dolerites, th e Hällefors porphyrites , and transitional types there 
are found a few rock-types of restricted distribution which show very close 
relations to the dominant rocks , but which carry phenocrysts of  albite 
instead of  andesine. It has not been possible to give a general description 
including all these samewhat markedly varying types , and in the following 
pages a number of localities are treated separately, the rocks being in 
each case described both in  regard to their geological relations and their 
petrological character. It would appear as if almost every type of rock 
within the central area has developed an albitic equivalent. 

I .  The area S .  of Ölmstorp. 

Traversing the dike from south to north, we first encounter the mottled 
marginal dolerite, and next to it a rock is exposed that shows phenocrysts 
of red feJdspar in a fine-grained to aphani tic groundmass [2 1 7] .  Micro
scopically the rock is found to represent an intermediate type between 
Hällefors dolerite and porphyrite, the groundmass being more abundant 
than in the former rock but without reaching the amount present in the 
latter. The groundmass is of the type common to the porphyrites with 
a fairly coarse microspherulitic texture and is crowded with spherul itic 
aggregates of ferrite. The larger mineral grains consist of  dominant p/agio
e/ase and subordinate pyroxene and chloritic pseudomorphs after olivine. The 
latter are not of the usual diabantite type but consist of a finely aggregated 
green mass probably of delessitic composition, generally dissected by streaks 
of ferrzte. The plagioclase grains show a core of the composition Ab60An,o 
and obviously they were originally camposed of this material throughout. 
In their present state, however, they are intensely clouded by finely dis
seminated secondary products , mainly zoisite and sericite, and in conse-
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quence of  this alteration the lime content of the plagioclase has decreased 
to such a degree that the outer parts show lower refraction than canada 
balsam and, consequently, approach the composition of albite. The very 
edge of the crystal , anyhow, is pure albite, but it is always quite limpid 
and shows an irregular outward boundary, indicating that i t  is more Iikely 
a primary deposit than a result of alteration. Often the plagioclase is 
dissected by veinlets of ferrite of the same type as that observed in the 
groundmass. The pyroxene is to some extent altered to hastingsitic 
amphibole and sometimes it also is veined by ferrite. 

At some distance from the boundary against the mottled dolerite the 
rock just described is seen to be associated with a type of slightly diffe
rent appearance [2 1 8] .  In the field it conveys the impression of having 
an almost effusive structure; and its relations to the main rock are very 
difficult to unraveL Sametimes it is found as irregular portions within the 
latter, sometimes it forms Iong streaks in it ,  and everywhere it shows a 
very marked parallelepipedical j ointing and an almost scoriaceous surface. 
Microscopically it is markedly porphyritic in texture with abundant pheno
crysts , among which albite is dominant. The albite is crowded with zoisite 
aggregates , bu t is . otherwise limpid. I t exhibits well-developed twinning 
and an excellent idiomorphism. Further there are subordinate phenocrysts 
of pyroxene and diabanlite pseudomorphs after olivine, but both these mi
nerals have been subj ected to intense alteration to ferrite, and in this way 
the pyroxene has been almost completely incorporated in the ground-mass . 
The latter is of the same type as in the main rock, but i t  is so intensely 
soaked with ferrite that its texture may only occasionally be observed . 
The same ferrite also fills some veinlets disseeting the slide and all cavities 
in  their neighbourhood. A few irregular fissures , about 1 mm. broad , 
traverse the section and are filled with epidote. They are younger than 
the ferrite veins. Apatite is extremely abundant, as are also small prisms 
of hastingsite. 

A little farther to the north a fine laminated cleavage is observed, 
striking S .E.-N.W . .  Under the microscope this laminated rock [2 1 9] 
shows exactly the same mineral composition as the one just described , but 
its albites and pyroxenes are intensely crushed and strongly veined by 
ferrite and a light green chlorite. Furthermore the slide is traversed by 
several zones of a few millimeters width , along which all the silicate com
ponents are chloritized and drawn out into Iong narrow seams m the 
chloritic material . In these zones a good deal of epidote is found in the 
form of small sharp-ended prisms. 

This alternation of different rock-types is continued for some distance 
towards the north , but gradually a samewhat normal Hällefors dolerite be
comes dominant and is eventually seen to replace all the other varieties. 
In the northernmost part of the section mottled dolerite is again observed. 
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A few hundred ruetres E. of the last locality somewhat similar rela
tions may be studied in the outcrops immediately E. of the main road. 
The rock [ 2 I 2] is doleritic in character, no porphyritic types be i ng en
countered , but even megascopically i t  d isplays strong chloritization, in
tense j ointing, and a laminar cleavage. It is dirty green in  colour and 
carries abundant quantities of apatite and pyrite . It is dissected by nu
merous epidote veins. Microscopically, apart from the presence of a!bite 
instead of andesine, the general doleritic character is confirmed. The 
pyro:rene has to a great extent been subj ected to alteration with the 
formation of light-green spherulitic ch!orite, and ferrz"te is also rather abund
ant. The albite crystals are only slightly charged with zoisz"te, but they 
generally show turbid surfaces owing to a rich development of sericite. 
They are strongly twinned .  

2 .  The Svalbo area. 

Immediately W. of the little tarn S.E. of the Svalbo inlet a single 
isolated outcrop is found , which is composed of a rock [20 5 ] ,  strongly 
reminiscent of  the one just described. Owing to its isolated position ,  its 
relations to the surrounding rocks could not be established.  It is brownish 
in colour and conveys the impression of not being quite fresh. · Apatite 
is seen even in the hand specimen to be extremely abundant. Micro
scopically the rock is found to be chiefiy composed of Iong (5 mm . and 
more) laths of a!bz"te, Ab95An5 , which show a markedly sub-parallel anan
gement. They are partly altered to light-green ch!orite which appears i n  
patches within the  feldspar. Outside these patches the  albite i s  quite fresh 
and limpid.  

Originally the rock also carried fairly !arge quantities o f  pyro:rene, in 
grains showing good idiomorphism. Just as in  the case of  the albite, but 
to a far greater extent, the pyroxene is altered to light-green chlorite, 
whi ch dissects the mineral in a rather coarse net-work of veins, leaving 
only small relics of pyroxene in the meshes. Sametimes the pyroxene 
has continued its growth into the mesostasis (see below) in the form of 
slender needles or prisms. One may also observe the partial conversion 
of the pyroxene into hastingsitic amphibo!e, this type of alteration being 
earlier in date t han the chloritization . 

Finally, there are very numerous rounded patches, which may some
times show indications of crystallographical boundaries and in all prohab
ility represent olivine pseudomorphs. These now consist mainly of a 
dominant light-green clt!orde, with abundant intercalated streaks of ferrite. 

As a mesostasis for these coarser components we find a fine-grained 
groundmass of the same type as that found in the porphyrites, except 
that f eldspar is practically wanting, and the dominant minerals are PJ'ro:rene, 

I 3- 35366 . Bull. of Geol . Vol. X XV I. 
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hastingsite, zron ore, and ferrite. Apatite is also extremely abundant in  the 
mesostasis ,  but i t  always shows good idiomorphism and, besides , it is found 
as an inclusion in the coarse mineral components. Thus it  seerus  likely 
that it should properly be grouped with the » phenocrysts » although its 
crystals are of  smaller size. The iron ore is partly arranged in the paraHel 
groups previously described. Finally, there is also same epidote and titanile 
in small sharp-pointed crystals .  

A chemical analysis of this rock was carried out  and the  result is 
given in table XVII. It wil l  be immediately realized that there is very 
l ittle agreement between the normative and the modal composition. The 
most conspicuous discrepancy is found in the composition of the plagio
clase , the norm indicating a considerable anorthite content. However, if 
we try to picture the type of rock which would answer to the normative 

Table XVII. 

A n a l y s i s  7 ·  

Albitized Hällefors dolerite, S .  o f  Svalbo. Specimen 205 . 

Spec. gr. 1 7 ° 
4 o = 3 .o77 .  Analyst : N .  SAHLBOM. 

Si02 
Ti02 
Alz03 
Fez03 
Fe O 
M nO 
Ca O 
M gO 
Na20 
K20 
P205 
H20 + 

Weight-% 
39·54 
5 .26 
I 2 .30 
6.9 7 
I 5 .52 
0.29 
8 . 7 5 
5 -27 
2 . 3 I 
0 ,8 I 
l .o2 
1 . 7 8 

99.82 

Mol. Prop. 
659 
66 
I 2 I  
44 
2 I 5 

4 
I 56 
I 32 
37 
9 
7 

{ Camptonose 
I I I : 5 : 3 (4) : 4 (4-5) Auverf{nose 

0SANN 's System 
S48 ·5 a2 . 0 c3 ·5 f24 - 5 n8 . o 

S : Al :  F = I 5 .o : 2 . s : I 2 . s 
Al : C :  Alk = I I .o : I 4. s ; 4·5 
k = o.77 

Norm 
Or 5 -00 
Ab I9·39 
An 20.85 2 sal 45 .24 
r'SiO, 6 ") 

di MgSi03 3 .20 I 3 .36 
FeSi03 3 -43 
{MgSi03 2 . 8o} 

hy 5 - 84 FeSi03 3 -04 
{MgzSi04 5 -04} o l I I . I6 
Fe2Si04 6 . I 2 
M t 10. 2 1 
I l  m I0.03 
Ap 2 .35 2 fem 5 2 ·95 

H20 + 1 . 7 8 
99·9 7 

Or : Ab : An = I I .o : 43 .o : 46.o 

N IGGLI values 
q z -38 Sl 86 
al I 6 .o t i 8 . 7 
f m 5 7 - s mg 0.35 
c 2o. s k 0.20 
al k 6.o p 0.92 



composition, we find that it should be camposed of roughly 5 0  % of ande
sine, probably about Ab60An,o - as some of the alumina must be assumed 
to enter into the pyroxene - and 50 % of dark minerals, viz. abundant 
iron 01'e, much pyroxene and samewhat less olivine. Moreover, the apatile 
content must be rather h igh .  As a matter of fact such a rock would be 
fairly representative of the Hällefors dolerites at a stage when their olivine 
was still preserved. 

Now, in what respects does the present rock differ from the rock 
pictured above ? Instead of andesine it carries almost pure albite ; no fresh 
olivine is encountered hut instead there are numerous pseudomorphs pro
hably after olivine ; and, finally , the pyroxene is to a great extent chloritized. 
Thus we find that the actual rock could have originated from the » norm
ative » one through the albitization of the plagioclase and the marked 
alteration of the dark minerals . Y et another f act seems to indicate that 
the difference between .norm and mode is due to secondary processes only. 
From the texture of the rock it is evident that plagioclase and pyroxene ,  
at !east for a certain time, crystall ized together, and it seems rather im
probable that such a relatively low-temperature mineral as albite sh�uld 
have been formed at a stage when the pyroxene phenocrysts were . being 
deposited, the more so as the formation of  pyroxene proves that l imi must 
have been available. Thus it  is more Iikely that originally andesine was 
formed, which was later on converted into albite. The question then arises, 
as to what might be considered the cause of this conversion.  In a later 
chapter the problem will be more fully dealt with , and it may suffice to 
point out here that albitization was most probably controlied by temperature 
relations only. As the analysis shows an Na20-cöntent of only 2 . 30 %, it 
is hardly probable that there has been any considerable enrichment in this 
oxide. It is my opinion that the magma,  after having deposited olivine, 
pyroxene and andesine, was brought into a position of lower temperature 
relations, where the andesine became unstable. The residua! melt at this 
stage must have been rather rich in alkalies, and most probably also in 
volatiles , and it  was able to exert an autolysing influence on the andesine 
grains, converting them into albite without disturbing the crystal structure. 
The ultimate fate of the lime , liberated in this process , is a little more 
difficult to discover. It is not, of course, altogether impossible that it 
might have been carried away, but the rather h igh CaO-value of the analysis 
makes this possibil ity un likely. It is , therefore, more probable that it  was 
taken up by the residua! melt, and was later on deposited as pyroxene. 
It may appear unlikely that pyroxene would have been precipitated at a 

stage when andesine was already unstable ,  but it must be  borne in mind 
that the melt was extremely rich in iron .  For that reason the pyroxene 
crystall ization must have continued until a very late stage. Such a late 
precipitation of pyroxene in these rocks is , indeed, proved by the glassy 
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type described on p. r 50 where pyroxen e crystallized from a glassy 
mesostasis .  During the later stages of sol idification the alkali content of 
the residua! melt has, moreover, manifested itself in the formation of 
hastingsite, which is found in some quantity as a marginal alteration-product . 

o f  the pyroxene phenocrysts and is rather abundant in the mesostasis. 
At lower temperature it  was succeeded by the chloritization which also 
attacked the feldspar. 

There are certain indications that the processes of  alteration were 
accompanied by mechanical deformation, most probably previous to the 

Fig. 22 . Translatian phenomena displayed by an andesine lath at a fissure intersect ing 
the rock. N ote the ch lori te filling in the fissure at both sides of the feldspar. 

Specimen 205 , nieals + .  Magnification 40 diameters. 

chloritization. Thus the chlorite occupies fissures along which transitional 
movements of the albite laths have taken place.. In these cases chlorite 
is found to fil! the fissure at both sides of the albite crystal, but it does 
not penetrate into i t  (Fig. 2 2) .  

3 - T h e  Fredriksberg area. 

At the farmhouse of Fredriksberg a fairly coarse dolerite of the mar
g inal type is exposed . Towards the north its place is taken , in the usual 
way, by Hällefors dolerites. Some hundred metres north of the farm there 
are observed in the outcrops numerous irreguhir portions of very fine grain 
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and with exceptionally abundant apatite. Sometimes they are quite even
grained, sometimes they exhibit a good porphyritic texture with feldspar 
phenocrysts up to a few centimetres of length. They are always intensely 
j ointed. Microscopically [70] the porphyritic types show plagioc!ase piteno

crysts with good idiomorphism set in a groundmass of the usual micro
spherulitic type,  mainly consisting of alka/i-feldspar and with great quantities 
of ferrite in fine scales, some itastingsitic ampitibole, and a little quartz. The 
phenocrysts in their central parts are quite l impid, and show no sign of altera
tion .  These portions are of the composition Ab60 An40 • In a marginal zone of 

Fig. 23. Idiomorphic andesine phenocryst with an outer albitized border which i s  irte
gularly bounded inwards.  Specimen 70 a, nicols + . Magnification 7 diameters. 

varying width , however, marked alteration has occurred. The outer boundary 
of this zone coincides with the crystal contours, but the inner one is rather 
irregular (Fig. 23 ) .  The alteration has led to the development of some 
sericite, but ]arge quantities of  zoisite are especially conspicuous, occurring 
as small  rounded » drops » that are preferably arranged along the traces of  
the  (o w) cleavage. In th i s  zoisite-bearing zone the  composition of the 
plagioclase has changed considerably. The refraction on y is lower than 
that of  canada balsam and, consequently, the anorthite content cannot 
surpass 8 %. The albitization , however, has not disturbed the original 
crystal structure, for the cleavage traces continue without a break from 
the andesine  core to the albite horder. A little pyroxene is sometimes 
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observed in micrographic intergrowth with the outer zone of the plagio
clase phenocrysts . 

There are also some fairly !arge phenocrysts of ilmenite, which are 
generally strongly altered to leucoxene, intercalated along the rhombohedral 
planes. Finally, !arge amounts of apatite are found. 

This rock appears to be continuously connected with the surrounding, 
extremely coarse Hällefors dolerite. Microscopically the transition is easily 
followed . The interstitial material of the dolerite increases in quantity 
until it becomes predominant, and when this occurs the andesine pheno
crysts undergo albitization . 

4. Th e N orrkärr area. 

A section through the dike from S .  to N .  immediately W. of the farm 
Norrkärr exhibits practically the same relations as in the Fredriksberg area. 
The only difference is that the j ointed fine-grained rocks become still more 
abundant and , indeed, dominate the whole section .  At the southern shore 
of Lake Örhammaren they are replaced by mottled dolerite. A few spe
cimens taken along this section [226 ,  227] convey a strong impression of 
crushing (see als o p. 2 5 I ) .  Microscopically they are found to . be markedly 
porphyritic with phenocrysts of albite, iron ore, and diabantite pseudomorphs 
after olivine. The albite carries a little zoisite in small grains, and is some
times to a great extent replaced by a light-green chlorite, which is apt to 
arrange itself along the (o w) cleavage planes. A few pyroxene phenocrysts 
are also observed, but they are intensely veined by ferrite and in th is way 
they come to be almost completely incorporated in the ground-mass. 
It is noteworthy that, contrary to what is generally found, the olivine 
pseudomorphs are composed of green diabantite, although ferrite is other
wise very abundant in the rock. 

The groundmass consists of an extremely dense, felted fabric of alkali
feidspar and ferrite with some scattered prisms of ep1dote and hastingsitic 
amphibole. In places where the ferrite is a little less abundant ,  the texture 
is seen to be the usual microspherulitic one. A few crystallites of iron 
ore are also observed . One thin section is traversed by a narrow, epidote
filled vein. 

5 . The Häll eforsnäs area. 

Along the main road S .  of Hälleforsnäs a great many outcrops are 
encountered , and the variations of the central rocks may be weil studied. 
At some localities albitic rocks are observed. 

Only a few ruetres N .  of the marginal dolerite , exposed in the southern 
part of the section , an almost black, slightly porphyritic rock is found [302] . 
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It does not differ materially from the normal porphyrites as seen with the 
unaided eye. Microscopically it  is found to possess a rather coarse, mosaic 
texture and to consist largely of feldspar, of which there are two kinds. 
Some !arge grains which are strongly altered , and in consequence cannot 
be optically determined, contribute to the slight porphyritic appearance of 
the rock and, in addition , there are a Iot of smaller strongly twinned grains 
of fairly good idiomorphism which have an albitic composition.  In contrast 
to this kind of feldspar, the whole remaining mass consists of rather !arge 
allotriomorphic grains, intensely perthitic and partly with a good chess-board 
structure. The rock may be said to earrespond to the coarse types of 
the normal porphyrite except that the andesine grains of the latter are 
replaced by albite. The whole aggregate of feJdspar is dissected by some 
rather coarse rods of iron ore with the arrangement usual in the porphyrites , 
and on the whole all the details of these rocks (pyroxene crystallites etc. ) 
are repeated . Ferrzte is abundant. 

A chemical analysis of the rock was carried out and is given in table 
XVIII. The normative composition appears to agree fairly weil with the 
modal one, especially as the samewhat high values of iron ore and an
orthite in the norm may be lowered , if some of the alumina is allotted to 
pyroxene. The analysis will be further discussed later on (p .  zos ) .  

A few hundred metres farther towards the north a small outcrop is  
observed, which includes in its northern part a gray porphyri te without 
j ointing [3 1 4] in its southern part a greenish black, strongly j ointed type 
[3  I 3 ]  with red f eldspar phenocrysts . In the field the transition appears to 
be quite continuous. 

Microscopically the gray rock is seen to represent  a porphyrite very 
rich in phenocrysts . Large idiomorphic phenocrysts of ande sine, Ab60 An40 , 
are accompanied by smaller ones of pyroxene and diabantite. The andesine 
is often surrounded by an albitic horder, which may partly be due to 
alteration ,  as it is sometimes crowded with zoisite. The groundmass is of 
medium grain  and shows the usual microgranophyric or microspherulitic 
texture. In addition to alkali-feidspar it is mainly made up of skeletal 
pyroxene crystals, some hastingsztic amphibole, iron ore, titanz/e and a 
little quartz. 

The jointed rock is strongly porphyritic with numerous !arge pheno
crysts of albite, Ab90-95 Anw-s , with perfeet crystal outlines, to gether with 
less numerous and smaller ones of pyroxene, iron ore, and diabantite. The 
groundmass is extremely fine-grained and of the usual porphyrite type with 
alkali-feldspar, skeletal pyroxene and iron-ore rods. No ferrite is observed. 

In the nearest exposure to the south of the albitic rock a normal 
porphyrite without j ointing is again found [3 I z] . I t carries phenocrysts 
of andesine. 

In another outcrop in the same district there is also an apparently 
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Table XVIII. 

A n a l y s i s  8 .  

Albitic Hällefors porphyrite, S .  o f  Hälleforsnäs. Specimen 302 . 

I 7 ° Spec. gr .  4 o = 2 .86z . Analyst : N .  SAHLBOM. 

Weight-�� Mol .  Prop. 

SiOz 5 I ·55 
TiO z 2 . 54 
Alz03 I J . I O  

Fez03 8 . 3 1 
Fe O 8 . 39 
M nO O.zz 
Ca O 5 ·94 
M gO 2 .o6 
N azO J . I 2 
K z O 3 ·43 
P z Os l . t 8  
HzO + ! . 96 

99.8o 

I I : 4 :  2 :  3 -- Adameliase 

0SANN ' s  System 

S6o.3 a5 5 Ct.s f23 . o n5 .9 
S :  A l : F = 1 9. 5 : 2 . s : S.o 
Al  : C :  Alk= I I . o : I O. s : 8 . s 
k = 0.96 

8 59 
32 
1 09 
5 2 
I I 7 
3 

106 
5 2 
5 1 
36 
8 

Norm 

Q u 8 . 88 
Or 20.oz 
Ab 26.72 
An 6 . 1 2 � sal 6 1 . 74 
1CaSi03 6.6t) 

di MgSi03 3 . 40 I 3 -os 
FeSi03 3 .o4 

(MgSi03 I . 8ol 
hy . � 3 - 52 lFeSi03 ! . 7 2} 

M t  I 2 .o6 
l im 4.86 
A p 2 . 69 � .fem 36. 18 

HzO + 1 .96 
99-88 

Or : Ab : An = 37 ·9 : 50.s : I 1 .6 

NIGGLI valnes 

q z - I  I . s 51 1 48 . 5 
al  1 9 .o t i 5 · 5 
f m 47· 5 mg 0. 19 
c 1 8 . 5 k 0. 41 
al k I 5 .o p 1 . 38 

irregular alternation between different rock types. Megascopically the dif
ferences are 'not very marked and so the field relations could not be m ade 
out in detail .  The chief rock is of the same type as the non-jo inted por
phyrite j ust described, but it is associated with a rock of quite another 
character [3 I s ] .  The latter shows microscopically a markedly porphyritic 
texture with numerous idiomorphic phenocrysts of a!bite Ab90 An,0 -
2-3 mm. in length - and a few pyroxene phenocrysts of the same dimen
sions but without good crystal boundaries . Further there are numerous 
phenocrysts of smaller size (less than o . s  mm.)  including albite as well as 
pyroxene ,  both showing excellent idiomorphism . There seems to be a 
clear hiatus between the !arge phenocrysts and the small ones. Both types 
of albite grains are rather markedly i ntergrown with light-green ch!orite in 
small irregular patches, and the larger ones especially are often crowded 
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with zoisite and are sometimes slightly sericitized. A few small grains of 
epidote seem to be comparable to the small phenocrysts , and so do the 
rather abundant apatite crystals that are scattered through the groundmass. 
The latter is veiled by an intense impregnation of finely scaly ferrzle, but 
i t  seems to consist mainly of alka/ifeldspar with abundant pyro::rme crystal
Jites and , possibly, a little quartz. 

Table XIX. 

A n a l y s i s  g.  

Albitic Hällefors porphyrite, S .  of Hälleforsnäs. Specimen 3 r 5 -
I 7 o Spec. gr. 4o = 2 - 7 7 5 ·  Analyst : N. SAHLBOM. 

Weight-% Mol. Prop. 

S i02 50- 5 2 
Ti02 2 .40 
AI203 I 2 . S I 
Fe203 I O.og 
Fe O 6.6I 
M nO 0 . 3 6 
Ca O 6.os 
Mg O ! .82 
Na20 3 - 8 2 
K20 2 39 
P205 0.99 
H20 + 2 . 32 

99- 88 

I I  : 4 : 2 : 4 - Dacose 

OSANN's System 

S59 . 5 a5 . 5 C2.5 f22 . o n7 . o 
S :  Al : F = 1 9 .o : 3 .o : 8.o 
Al : C :  Al k= I I · 5 : I O.s : 8 .o 
k = 0.97 

842 
30 
I 23 
63 
92 
5 

1 08 
46 
6 I  
26 
7 

Norm 

Q u 8 .88 
Or 1 4-46 
Ab 3 1 .96 
An I O.or 2 sal 65 · 3 ' 

r·
s;
o
, di MgSi03 

' ""} 
4-60 10.93 

FeSi03 0.53 
M t 1 4.62 
lim 4-s6 
Ap 2 - 3 5 2 fem 32.46 

HzO + 2 . 32 
- ----�--�---

I OO.og 

Or : Ab : An = 25 . 6 : 56 .6 : 1 7 . 8 

NIGGLI values 

q z -I 7 Sl I 43 
al 2 I .o t i 5 - I 
f m 46.o mg O.I7 
c 1 8 .o k 0.30 
al k I 5 .o p l . I9 

A chemical analysis of this rock was carried out and is given in 
table XIX. The norm shows a samewhat higher anorthite content than 
has been microscopically stated, but that is most probably due to the 
fact that part of the alumina enters i nto the pyroxene.  Similarly some 
Fe203 is most probably bound in pyroxene and ferrite, which would lead 
to a decrease i n  the quantity of the iron ore and the free quartz of the 
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norm and an increase of the pyroxene -- all in  good agreement with the 
microscopical observations. The analysis will be further discussed later on 
(p .  20 5 ) .  

Finally , in a fourth outcrop the  prevalent rock i s  a porphyrite of the 
usual typ e with feJdspar phenocrysts of the composition Ab65 An35 • The 
chlorite of the pseudomorphs and the groundmass aggregates is both of 
the diabantite and the ferrite types, and i t seems as if the rock represented 
an intermediate stage in which the conversion had begun , but was not 
completed. 

In this rock there are irregular portions or streaks with a fine parallel
epipedical j ointing, with the same porphyritic texture as the main rock, 
but with red feJdspar phenocrysts and a very fine-grained groundmass 
which is yellowish brown in colour. In these portions epzdote-filled veins 
are rather frequent. 

A microscopical investigation brings out numerous fairly idiomorphic 
phenocrysts of albite and a few larger grains of iron ore set in an ex
tremely fine-grained groundmass, . which is camposed mainly of alka/i
feldspar and ferrzte. The feJdspars form a base which is so intensely 
impregnated with ferrite, that one cannot get any impression of its texture , 
nor is it possible to decide whether some quartz is present or not. The 
whole mass is, as it were, ruled over in all directions by Iong narrow rods 
which are now composed of ferrite but originally must have represented 
crystallites of one or more of the minerals pyroxene, olivine, and iron ore. 
Sametimes the ferrite forms slightly larger portions in which it develops 
a good cleavage. Finally, the groundmass is very rich in epzdote in small 
grams, and it has previously been mentioned that epidote-filled veins 
dissect the rock. 

6 .  O rigin o f  the albitic rocks. 

\Vhen we attempt to view the relations between the normal porphy
ritic and doleritic rocks on the one hand and the albitic ones on the 
other, the first point to be decided is, whether the latter are to be con
sidered as primary or secondary. Here we touch upon a problem that 
has been intensively discussed in recent years viz. the problem of spilitic 
rocks and their origin .  It is hardly necessary to give a review of the 
different opinions offered by different authors on this question, as they are 
probably by now well known to the maj ority of petrologists. It may suf
fice to re f er to the comprehensive p a per by J .  GILLULV ( I  93 5 )  in  which 
a very complete bibliography is found. 

In the present case there are a great many facts in favour of a secon
dary origin . Some of them were discussed in connection with the rock 
of the Svalbo area, but there are yet others to which attention may be 
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drawn. Firstly, the intimate field-relations make it rather probable that 
the albitic types are due to the same intrusion as the normal andesine
hearing types, and if this be so it is very difficult indeed to explain why 
the same magma, generally forming andesine phenocrysts, should have 
locally developed albitic ones. Further, in some rocks albitization is 
actually observed to have taken place in such a manner as to suggest 
that, when completed, it would have led to albitic rocks of the type de
scribed above (p .  1 97 and Fig. 23 ) .  Another point of importance is the 
occurrence of fairly !arge amounts of epidote in most of the albitic rocks . 
This may account for the absence of zoisite in some of the albite pheno
crysts. It is probable that the original lime·content was partly carried 
away from the feldspar crystal, partly retained with in its boundaries . In 
the former case i t  was deposited , later on, as epidote, owing to the ab
undance of iron in the surmunding milieu - in the latter it  was precipit
ated as zoisite. Whether the one course or the other was followed must 
have depended upon the general physico-chemical conditions prevailing at 
the time of alteration , and, moreover, may have been controlied by the 
relative accessibility of soda. If soda was supplied ad lzöitum to the 
altering andesine,  the lime might be completely driven off; otherwise i t  
might have been partly held back within  the crystal . As  a matter o f  
{act, the wholly fresh and l impid albite crystals o f  some of the rocks in  
•question seem to  prove that there was actually an  addition of soda, for 
otherwise it is difficult to picture how the crystal structure and even the 
well-developed twinn ing could have been preserved. A seeond question , 
then , is whether this soda addition represented only an interchange between 
phenocrysts and ground-mass (melt) or if the rock as a whole was en
riched in soda. This question will presently be discussed in connection 
with the chemical analyses . 

Before doing so ,  however, it seems convenient to consicler whether 
there are other characteristics, belonging to the albitic rocks only, whi ch 
might give some indications as to how the presurned albitization was 
.effected. 

Indeed, there are several such characteristics . From a mineralogical 
point of view attention has been called above to the fact that the albitic 
rocks practically always carry epidote in veins or as fine grains in the 
groundmass. Another mineralogical feature of great interest is the con
tent of ferrite. Whereas in the normal porphyritic rocks diabantite must 
be said to represent the normal chlorite type, in the albitic varieties it  is 
with one exception replaced by ferrite. This rule is so marked that, in 
examining a great number of thin sections, one cannot possibly avoid the 
impression that the albitization and the formation of ferrite instead of 
diabantite are two different rcsults of  the same process or processes , oper-
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ating within the magma. As a third mineralogi cal characteristic the frequent 
occurrence of pyrite may be considered. 

Turning now to the structural relations, it was mentioned in the
abave description that the albitic rocks without exception are characterized 
by a peculiar megascopic structure , reminiscent of that of certain lavas ,. 
and by a fine parallelepipedical j ointing, which also recalls that exhibited 
by surface flows . Moreover, there are sometimes indications of mechanical 
forces having been active, which resulted in a laminar cleavage, translation 
phenomena in plagioclase crystals, etc. To judge from the intensely 
streaky structure of the laminar rocks at Ölmstorp , i t  seems rather prob
able that these mechanical forces were operating at a time previous to 
the final solidification of the rock, or in other words ,  that they affected 
the viscous crystal porridge. 

In the description of the porphyrites (p .  I 84) attention was called 
to a peculiar laminar alternation of fresh black types and brown ones in 
appearance suggesting that they are not quite fresh . The difference was 
found microscopically to lie in the character of the chlorite - the black 
types being characterized by diabantite, the brownish ones by ferrite. 
Now, we have found that the albitic rocks are ·also, as a rule, characterized 
by ferrite, and further, that they appear as narrow streaks or irregular 
portions with in the normal rocks . As a matter of fact, their occurrence 
reminds one very much of the brownish bands or lamellae described on 
p .  I 84, and I am of the opinion that there is no outstanding difference 
between the two phenomena from a genetical point of view. It is true 
that the ferrite-hearing laminae of the porphyrites do not carry albite 
phenocrysts, but, as there are always albitic borders around the andesine 
phenocrysts, this difference is only a partial one, as indeed are the other dif
ferences between the albitic rocks and the normal ones. It is my opinion 
that in  the laminar structure of the porphyrites is to be seen the result 
of the same processes as those that, on a larger scale, have led to the 
formation of the albitic rocks . It should, therefore, be of some interest 
to discuss in a little more detail this peculiar lamination. The structure 
may be described as an irregular schistosity , marked by numerous cleavage 
planes of sharply curved shape, which lead to the development of a sub
conchoidal fracture in the rock. From any hand-specimen one gets a 

strong impression of a banded or lamellar lava. Microscopically, however, 
no schistosity as a rule is observed , and no doubt the structure is a purely 
magmatic one, due to mineralogical heterogeneity. Such a magmatic 
>> schistosity » has been already described by KLAUTSZCH ( I 893) and BERGT 
( 1 9  q), who agree that i t is to be attributed to fluxional movements in 
the magma during the later stages of solidification. In all prohabil ity 
similar processes have operated also in the present case, and it may be 
assumed that these movements eaused an irregularly streaky distribution of 
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the volatiles , which in its turn led to a heterogeneons mineral-development 
i n  the rock. According to this i nterpretation the differences between the 
albitic rocks and the normal ones, as weil as the locally developed lamina
tion schould be referred to intemal processes in the magma at a late stage 
m its history. 

The chemical aspects still remain to be considered . For this purpose, 
m table XX, the two analyses of normal Hällefors porphyrites are repeated 
tagether with the two analyses of albitic porphyrites. For a description of 
the specimens in question the reader is referred to the text above. 

Table XX. 

2 3 4 

l Si02 50·4' 5 2 . 2 3 50-52 5 I .  s s 
Ti02 2 . so 2 .6o 2 .40 2 . 54 
AI203 I I ·97 IO.s6 I 2 .s r I I . ro 
Fe203 5 ·36 5 · 91 1 0.09 8 .3 1 
Fe O l I . S r !0 . 79 6.6r 8.39 

l M nO 0,20 0.30 0.36 0.22 
Ca O 6 . 70 7 · 5 7 6.os 6 . 70 
M gO 2 . 0 4 ! . 73 ! . 82 2 .o6 
Na20 2.87 2 .84 J.82 J. I2 
K20 J . s r 3 ·48 2 . 39 3 ·43 
P205 l .o8 0.99 l . r 8  0.66 
H20 ' - 4 4  1 . 20 2 . 3 2 1 . 96 

99. 89 99- 88 99.8o 99· 8 7 

1 .  Hällefors porphyrite S .  o f  Hälleforsnäs. Specimen 3 1 6  (see p .  1 88). 
2 . E. of Lake H olmsjön.  Specimen 1 23 (see p.  1 8 7). 
J . Al bi tic porphyrite S. of  H älleforsnäs.  Specimen 3 1 5 (see p .  201 ). 
4. S. of Hälleforsnäs. Specimen 302 (see p. 200). 

It is evident that the four analyses are in most respects very similar, 
but there are two or three conspicuous differen ces, viz. the state of oxida
tion of the iron and the proportions between Na20,  K20 ,  and CaO . From 
the table XXI below we may gather that in these respects the two nor
mal porphyrites are almost i dentical and differ markedly from the stro�gly 
porphyritic albitic rock no. 3 ,  whereas the coarser albitic rock no .  4 oc
cupies an intermediate position.  

We find that the albitization seems to be accompanied by rather 
strong  oxidation of the iron and by an increase of Na20 relatively to both 
K20 and CaO . Especially the ratio Na20 : K2 0 is very strongly affected, 
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and whereas the normal porphyritic rocks show a decided dominance of 
K,O over Na,O, the albitic types may show the reverse relation. Finally, 
a glance at the table of analyses reveals a much higher proportion of 
H,O in the albitic rocks than in the normal ones. 

Table XXI. 

l I l 2 l 3 l 4 

FeO : Fe,03 2 . 2 0 l 1 .83  l 0.66 I .  o t 

K,O : Na,O l 1 .22  l I .2 3  l 0.63 I .  t o  l CaO : Na,O 2 .33 2.63 I . s 9 2 . r 3 

Now, how do the chemical differences, pictured above, conform to 
the hypothesis advanced in the previous pages ? I think that the chemical 
data most decidedly speak in favour of it .  Let us assume that in a 

magma under consolidatian the volatiles come to be concentrated in cer
tain portions or streaks. The probable result would be that these portions 
of the magma would remain for a longer time in the fluid or semi-fluid 
state than the surrounding ones, and the minerals already deposited would 
have a much better opportunity to react with the residua! liquid. This 
condition must be highly favourable to albitization. Already in 1 909 
BAlLEV and GRABHAM presented a theory, according to which calcic 
plagioclase might be metasomatically albitized by residua! liquors , in which 
the concentration of soda was retained at an unusual high value e.g. by 
the presence of large amounts of earbon dioxide. Recent experiments by 
ESKOLA, VUORISTO and RANKAMA ( 1 93 5 )  seeffi to prove the possibility of  
such a reaction. The process is most drastically pictured in the  repeatedly 
quoted statement, that the plagioclase crystals have been >> stewing in a 
Concentrated solution of sodium carbonate » (BAILEY and GRABHAM 1 909 
p .  2 5 3) .  It is als o natural, that from s u ch a solution primary albite should 
have been deposited , and thus the albite formation need not necessarily 
have been restricted to a mere replacement. 

Further, in a milieu enriched in volatiles - among others water vapor, 
as evidenced by the analyses, and oxides of sulphur, as indicated by the 
frequent occurrence of pyrite - we should expect marked hydrolysis 
and oxidation to take place. That this was indeed the case in our albitic 
rocks, is proved by the formation of abundant ferrite and by the marked 
increase in the ratio Fe, 03 : FeO. 

There is another feature, however, of table XXI that deserves special 
attention , viz. the mutual proportions of Na,O and K,O . From table XX 
we may gather that the total of alkalies is almost exactly the same in all 
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four rocks , bu t table XXI reveals a strong increase in the ratio Na20 : K2 0 
in the albitic type nr. 3 ·  As this increase is due to a change of the 
values of both oxides , it cannot simply be explained as the result of an 
enrichment in soda, and here a great difficulty arises. Of course, it might 
be contended that K20 was in some mysterious manner carried away, but 
such an assumption seems rather adventurous, as it  has notbing to support 
it  but the figures of the chemical analyses. There seems to be, however, 
another way out. 

As in the porphyritic rocks a great part of the soda is contained in 
the phenocrysts, the groundmass of the non-albitic rocks must be still 
more dominated by K20 than the rock as a whole, and also in the albitic 
types the potash must be confined mainly to the groundmass. Thus it 
seems very Iikely that, at a stage when the present groundmass was still 
a melt, a differentiation of the alkalies within the rock-body has taken place. 
In this Connection the above-mentioned high ratio Fe203 : FeO of the albitic 
types is of great interest. BOWEN, SeRAIRER and WILLEMS ( 1 930) in 
investigating the system Na2Si03-Fe203-Si02 , were able to show that the 
system tends to several binary and ternary eutectics at rather low tempe
ratures of about 800° . In our present case the residua! melt (the ground
mass of the present rocks) was fairly rich in iron and alkalies, and as 
Fe203 increased at the expence of FeO , there must have arisen the passi
bility for Na20 and Fe203 to remain in the liquid fraction until a very late 
stage of the evolution . The presence of hastingsitic amphibole in the 
groundmass seems to support the assumption that the residua! melt was 
at !east approaching the system investigated by the above authors. It is 
true that this hastingsite is encountered also in the non-albitic rocks, but, 
as has just been stressed , the oxidation of iron must have still more 
augmented the possibilities of the melt reaching low temperatures. How
ever, this possibility, as far as the alkalies are concerned, applies only to 
Na20 , and so we must expect K20 to enter into the solid phase at a 
considerably earher stage. The result of this discussion is that by an 
heterogeneausly streaky distribution of the volatiles an oxidation of the 
iron was brought about, which in its turn entailed a concentration of Na20 
in the liquid portions .  The latter, consequently ,  may be considered as 
residua! liquids of a seeond order, which are enriched in soda but impove
rished in potash. Before their consolidatian they effected an albitization 
of their own andesine phenocrysts and to some extent they have exercised 
a metasomatic effect upon the parts of the rock-body, that, owing to their 
greater » dryness » bad begun to consolidate at an earher stage. These 
albitic streaks must by no means be considered as distinctly later intrusions 
- they may be said to represent late phases of the magmatic stage, which 
forced their way through the surmunding semi-solid earlier phases. The 
difference between the two phases was not even as great as between, for 
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instance, a granite and its pegmatites , which is evident from the fact that 
there is always quite a continuous transition between them. 

The conception of the albitic portions being squeezed or forced up 
through their highly viscous surroundings ,  moreover, tallies very weil with 
the indications of schistosity and fluida! structures previously described. 

In connection with the tables XX and XXI a few words more should 
be added. W e fin d from the analyses that the absolute amount of Ca O 
is almost the same in the albitic rocks as in the normal ones. This, no 
doubt, is due to the fact, that the lime of the andesine phenocrysts , when 
replaced by soda, was not carried very far, but was soon re-deposited in 
the form of epidote in the very surroundings from which it was once 
l iberated. 

Further, there are two statements in the above discussion that might 
appear to be mutually inconsistent .  Firstly, i t  is stated that ferrite is formed 
by replacement of diabantite in consequence of oxidizing processes . Se
condly, the oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric is assumed to have exercised 
a very strong influence upon the evolution of the residua! liquid. It is 
evident that the oxidation is registered mainly by the chlorites , but if  all 
diabantite was previously formed, a subsequent oxidation of that mineral 
to ferrite could have no influence whatever upon the l iquid portion. Thus 
it must be assumed, not only that diabantite was to a great extent pri
marily formed in the late stages - as is also indicated by its abundance 
in the groundmass - but also that ferrite must have formed in the same 
way. As i t  is difficult to ascertain at what period the olivine alteration 
took place, i t  cannot be safely decided whether in the albitic rocks this 
alteration proceecled through diabantite to ferrite, or if ferrite was d irectly 
formed . We may stress, however, the fact that under normal conditions 
diabantite was developed both as pseudomorphs and as a primary consti
tuent, whereas under oxidizing conditions its place was taken by ferrite. 

C. Minor intrusions. 

a. Adamellitic dikes. 

In the mottled dolerite immediately south of Lake Tallsj ön ,  same 
20 m. east of the main road, a narrow dike is observed. It may be fol
lowed for about 2 m. with a width of 5 cm. and is fairly rectilinear, 
striking N .  4 5 ° E. with a vertical dip. The boundary against the adj a
cent dolerite is clean-cut. Megascopically the rock is grayish brown with 
very fine grain and reminds one in same respects of a leptite . At one 
place i t  is seen to send a well-defined apophysis out inta the dolerite. 

Microscopically the rock [9 1 ]  shows a very fine grain ,  and is composed 
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Table XXII. 

A n a l y s i s  1 0 . 

Adamellitic dike, S . of Lake Tallsjön .  Specimen 9 1 .  

Spe c .  gr .  I 7
0 

4 0 = 2 .6I3 .  

Weight-% Mol. Prop. 

Si02 67 .63 l I 27 
Ti02 O .no 
Al203 1 3 · 34 
Fe203 l .9t 
Fe O 3 - I t  
M nO o.os 
Ca O l . y3 
M gO l . 7 t 
Na20 3 ·97 
K,O 4 -04 
P205 0.29  

H20 + ! . 43 
IOO.or 

I I : 4 :  2 :  3 - Adamellose 

0SANN's  System 

s74 . 6  ar2 . S  c3 . 0  fq.s n6.o  
S : Al : F = 24.o : 3 .o : 3 .o 
Al : C  : Al k= 1 4.5 : 4.o : I I . s 

k = I .40 

8 
1 3 1  
I 2  
43 

35 
43 
64 
43 
2 

Analyst : N. SAHLBOM .  

Norm 

Q u 2 ! .96 
Or 23 ·9' 
Ab 33·54 
An 6 .67 � sal 86 .o8 
ras;o, O ;') 

di MgSi03 0.3 3 l . t3 
FeSi03 0.22 
{MgSi03 3 ·97l6 hy J · 7 7  

FeSi03 2 .8o 
M t 2 . 7 8 
lim 1 . 22 

Ap 0.67 � fem 1 2 . 5 7 
H20 + ! .43 

I OO.o8 

Or : Ab : An = 37 · 3 : 5 2 . 3 : I 0. 4 

NIGGLI values 

q z + S r . s si  293 -s 
al 34.o t i 2 .o 
f m 29.o mg 0 .39 
c 9-o k 0.40 
al k 28 . o p 0 .52 

mainly of alkali-feidspar and quartz i n  microgranophyric intergrowth . Both 
albite and orthodase are present, but, owing to the fine grain , their mutual 
proportions could not be ascertained. It would appear as if the albite 
were of a slightly better idiomorphic development, forming small laths 
surrounded by fine micropegmatites of ortbodase and quartz. The quartz 
content is considerable .  

All  over this quartz-feldspar mass there are scattered minute prisms 
and scales of amphibole in a more or less advanced stage of decomposi
tion . The amphibole is of the hastingsitic type, showing low birefringence 
and faint pleochroism with y jaintly bluish green and a colourless. The 
mineral is to a great extent replaced by a biotite-like procluct, which shows 
strong pleochroism in go/den yellow and blackish brown. Most probably 
th is material i s  identical with the ferrite of the central rocks . 

1 4 - 35366 .  Bull. of Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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Finally, the rock carries calcite in amounts that are not to be neglected. 
The calcite occurs as fine scales or as rather !arge ragged patches, and 
often seems to form the centre of radiating aggregates of amphibole or 

ferrite needles. Some minute needles of apatite may also be observed . 
A chemical analysis of this rock was carried out and the result is 

given in table XXII. The norm conforms fairly weil with the modal 
cotnposition except that the place of pyroxene is ,  modally, taken over by 
amphibole and chlorite. Further the targest part of CaO is probably 
present as calcite , which leaves some alnmina for the femic minerals and 
liberates still more silica. The iron-ore percentage seems to be a little 
too high , as very little if any iron ore is observed in the rock, but probably 
both Fe203 and FeO, now allotted to magnetite, enter to a great extent 
into amphibole and chlorite. 

Table XXIII. 

2 3 

Si02 6? .63 69· ' 9 5 1  293·5 290.o 
Ti02 0.6o o. 54 aL J4.o 
Alz03 I J .34 I I .86 f m 29.o 
Fez03 l .9 I 1 . 2 2 c 9 -o 
Fe O J . I I  4- 7 2 al k 28 .o 
M nO O.os O.o8 k 0.40 
Ca O 1 .93 2 .4 5 mg 0.39 
M gO l . 7 I 2 ,02 
Na,O 3 · 97 J.So 
K z O 4-04 3 · 5 7 
P205 0.29 0, 10 
HzO + 1 . 43 0.6o 

r .  Dike-rock cutting the mottled dolerite, S. of  H älleforsnäs. 
4· Adamellite, Svartbergsviken, N. U !fön, N ordingrå. 
J .  Tasna-granitic magma:type of N IGGLI.  

JS .o 
28.5 
8 .o 

z8 .s 
0. 45 
0.35 

The chemical composition of the rock is of little use when attempting 
to establish its petrological character, as it  conforms fairly weil with several 
analyses of syenites, granites, monzonites ,  etc. The mineralogical composi
tion , however, seems to bring out clearly that the dike is consanguineous 
with the central dike-rocks , and as a matter of fact the whole rock reminds 
one very much of the groundmass of some of the porphyrites. It is in
teresting to find , then , that from a chemical point of view there is a fairly 
good correspondence between the rock in question and a rock from Nor
dingrå that was narned adamellite by SOBRAL ( 1 9 1 3 ,  pp .  1 24- 1 26) . This 
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fact is illustrated by table XXIII above, where the two analyses are put 
side by side. The Nordingrå rock is interpreted by SOBRAL as a hybrid, 
formed by the remelting of granite by a dolerite magma. Although this 
explanation can hardly hold good in the present case, the strong affinities 
between the two rocks cannot be denied, and I am inclined to group them 
together. It is very interesting to find (table XXIII) that the NIGGLI 
values of the Hällefors rock are almost identical with those of the tasna
gran itic magma-type of NIGGLI , which magma is put tagether with the 
adamellitic one as one group of the quartz-syenitic magmas . (NIGGLI 1 92 3 ,  
p .  1 72) .  Thus i t  seems conven ient t o  give the name adamellite also to 
the present rock. It should be stressed, however, that the name is used 
in its first conception , given by CATHREIN ( 1 890, p. 7 3-74). TRÖGER 
( 1 93 5 ,  p. 3 1 1 ) points out that the new definition , given by BRöGGER ( 1 89 5 ,  
p .  6 1 )  should b e  avoided, as i n  Adamello there have been found n o  rocks 
answering to BRÖGGER's defin ition . 

At same distance W.  of the locality with the dike j ust described, 
another dike or  vein is encountered , cutting the mottled dolerite. Like 
the previous one it is rectilinear and sharply defined. It has a width of 
only 2 cm. , strikes N. -S . ,  and dips 60° to the east .  Megascopically the 
rock is very similar to the one j ust described, and a microscopical investiga
tion shows that they are essentially almost identical . Thus one finds a 
very fine-grained, microgranophyric base of alkalifeldspar and quartz, but 
the latter mineral is far less abundant than in the previous rock. Further 
there is not so much ferrite and this mineral shows a patchy distribution 
in the slide. Finally, the rock is slightly porphyritic ,  showing phenocrysts 
of albite and amphibole. It seems, however, as if this porphyritic texture 
should represen t on ly a gradual ch ange from the rock 9 I ,  du e to the targer 
size attained by same of the amphibole prisms and albite grains of the 
fine-grained base. The amphibole sometimes shows central pyroxene relics . 
In the parts immediately bordering upon the pyroxene core it is almost 
colourless and shows an axial angle approaching 90° . In the marginal 
parts , however, it assumes a faintly bluish green colour, the axial angle 
decreases considerably, and the dispersion becomes rather strong e > v .  
No doubt this indicates the same transition from a central common horn
blende to a marginal hastingsitic amphibole, as was encountered in the 
central dolerites and porphyrites. 

Chemically this rock is most probably a little less acid than the rock 
9 1 ,  but it seems quite proper to group them together, and thus the present 
rock, too,  should be described as an adamellite. 

A little S .  of Israelstorp a third dike of about the same type as the 
two j ust described, is encountered.  The dike cuts the mottled dolerite, 
strikes N .  1 0° W . ,  and has a width of only 3 cm . It may be followed 
for about 3 m .  Megascopically the rock shows slightly coarser grain than 
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the previous ones and seems to be more basic. Microscopically this sur
mise is confirmed, the main minerals being pyroxene and oligoclase-andesine 
Ab7o An30 • Both minerals show fairly good idiomorphic forms and, in a 
measure, they may be considered as phenocrysts , embedded in  a completely 
xenomorphic base of alkali-feldspars. This base - which contains both 
albite and orthodase - is, however, very scant and so the porphyritic 
texture is not very conspicuous. The plagioclase,  as a rule, does not form 
Iong laths but more equidimensional plates with fairly good twin structure. 
Generally it is strongly altered to zoisite, and often shows a lime-poor outer 
zone, which passes directly into the interstitial material. 

The pyroxene shows good prismatic form, but seldom develops ter
minal faces . It is found both as short prisms and as long needles , which 
cannot, however, be characterized as crystallites. The mineral has nowhere 
been subj ected to alteration. Sametimes the crystals may be zoned and 
in such an individual the core showed 2 V1 = 47°, e/y = 43° , whereas in 
the outer zone the axial angle was about 8° larger. 

In the feldspathic » groundmass » diabantite-ferrite aggregates occur 
abundantly. Further there are found some quantities of hastingsitic amplti
bole in close connection with the chlorites. Iron ore occurs in small grains 
and curved rods and, finally, some apatile and small quantities of quartz 
are found. 

It can hardly be doubted that the last d ike is closely related to the 
two previously described . The main difference l ies in its greater basicity 
and the preservation of pyroxene, and in this respect it  shows a great 
resemblance to the porphyrites. It seems as if the rock occupied an inter
mediate position between the porphyrites and the adamellitic types and 
perhaps its affin ities to the former are greater than to the latter. This 
intermediate position , however, furnishes another support for the opinion 
that these dike-rocks are closely related to the central Hällefors rocks. 

b .  Quartz•albite rock at Lake örhammaren. 

Just south of the western part of Lake Örhammaren a peculiar rock 
[ 5 2 ]  is found. It occurs at the top of a h igh-leve! outcrop as a » layer» 
of about JO cm. thickness, resting almost horizontally upon the mottled 
dolerite and covered by a continuous thin skin of the same rock. The 
dayer» is roughly circular with a diameter of about one metre. The 
boundaries against the dolerite are knife-edged and the only explanation 
I can offer is that the rock in question represents the remnants of a hori
zontally inj ected small dike. 

The rock is fine-gr<lined , almost flinty in appearance and grayish in 
colour. It differs markedly from the adj acent dolerite in displaying a 

dose-set j ointing, along the planes of which it is easily split into angular 
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pieces. The j oint planes are coated with chloritic films and, moreover, 
the rock is intersected by abundant sharply bounded veins that may at
tain a width of about 5 mm. ,  and are filled by a greenish mineral with 
fibrous structure. The fibres are arranged perpendicularly to the sides of 
the veins. 

Microscopically the rock is found to consist of a very fine-grained 
mass of dominant albite and quartz together with some amphibole. A few 
albite and amphibole individuals may attain somewhat larger dimensions 
and give rise to a slightly porphyritic texture. All minerals are completely 
allotriomorphic and the texture reveals that rather strong recrystalliza
tion of the components has taken place. Sometimes one may perhaps 
detect a relict microgranophyric texture. No orthoclase is observed. The 
amphibole shows the following optical properties : 

e/r = 24° 2 Va large r moss green a colourless. 

Consequently, it appears to represent common hornblmde. 
In the slide examined two of the above-mentioned veins are observed. 

They are filled by a coarse mass of hypidiomorphic plagioclase, the earn
position of w h ich was found to be Ab70An3o . This oligoclase is intergrown 
with numerous fine amphibole threads which are invariably perpendicular 
to the boundary against the main rock, and are responsible for the fibrous 
appearance of the infilling, which is conspicuous even megascopically. In 
the broader veins the oligoclase crystals may attain a diameter of 4-5 
mm. ,  thereby strongly contrasting with the fine-grained mass of the rock. 
Microscopically the boundary between veins and rock is also found to be 
quite sharp . 

As already mentioned, the rock can hardly be interpreted in  any other 
way than as a small dike, and its sharp boundaries against the dolerite 
prove that it was intruded subsequently to the solidification of the latter. 
Most probably it represents an original soda-granophyre and in this case 
it might perhaps be considered as an indication of the existence of a gra
nitic magma in the depth . We will shortly find that there are some other 
indications pointing in the same direction (see p .  22 r ) . 

The numerous oligoclase veins in their turn are quite as sharply 
bounded against the presurned granophyre and, consequently, they must 
have been formed after its solidification .  It seems rather reasonable to 
connect their period of formation with the intrusion of the central Hälle
fors rocks, especially as their c01nposition does not differ markedly from 
the plagioclase composition of the latter. We would suppose, then, that, 
during intrusion,  the central magma was responsible for a certain amount 
of pneumatolytic action outwards and that the agencies cancerned preferred 
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to follow the dike-horizon which was presurnably more permeable than the 
main dolerite. 

Thus this rock, too, seems to indicate an hiatus between the intrusions 
of the marginal and the central rocks, just as was concluded from other 
observations. 

c .  Granophyric veins. 

At several localities near the outer dike-boundary m the district south 
of Lake Holmsjön the mottled dolerite is intersected by numerous veins 
of granitic composition. The rock of these veins is fine-grained and, mega
scopically, of a whitish gray colour. Microscopically it  is found to consist 
mainly of microperthite and quartz tagether with some independent ortho
elase and albite. The texture is granophyric and numerous very beautiful 
micropegmatitic patches are found. Further, there is some epidote and a 
little ragged biotite. 

The boundary against the dolerite is knife-edged even in thin section, 
hut the adj acent dolerite shows some of the usual contact phenomena 
previously described (p .  I 38 ff.) .  

It cannot be denied that this rock shows certain similarities to the 
Breven granophyre, hut in spite of that I am not inclined to interpret it 
as belonging to the main series of dike intrusions. Its rather restricted 
occurrence and its localisation in the vicinity of the outer contact seem 
to speak in favour of another explanation ,  viz. that the veins are emana
tions from the wall rock activated by the dolerite intrusion . It is not 
possible, however, to form a definite opinion on this question . 

D .  Lo c al rock modifications. 

a .  The helsinkitic rocks at As. 

In three small outcrops immediately N. W. of the rnanor of Äs, N.  E. 
of Lake Ölj aren , a peculiar rock association is met with . The main rock 
megascopically reminds one very much of a rather basic syenite with nume· 
rous small rounded patches of amphibole set in a medium-grained mass of 
red feJdspar [z 3 8  a ,  240 a] . Microscopically, however, the rock is found to 
be considerably more acid and should more properly be classed as a gra
nophyre. As a matter of fact i t is almost identical with some of the more 
basic granophyres of the Breven dike (KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  a) . 

The rock is dominated by an evengrained, hypidiomorphic mass of 
albitic feldspar, more or less perth itic orthoclase and quartz. Further, there 
are found fair quantities of common green hornblende, forming ragged pat
ches and being evidently secondary after pyroxene. Rather !arge amounts of 
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iron ore are observed, often associated with irregular patches of deep-green 
cJzlorite and sometimes with leucoxene. The apalite content is considerable, 
and, finally, all over the rock are scattered numerous aggregates of small 
epzdote grains .  

Whereas the ortbodase is always completely allotriomorphic ,  the albite 
shows a tendency to develop lath-shaped crystals, and sometimes it exhibits 
rather well-developed twin structure. Quartz and ortbodase form numerous 
very beautiful micropegmatitic intergrowths. 

Locally the rock becomes a little finer grained, the hornblende in
creases in amount and the micropegmatite becomes very scant .  In these 
types the place of albite is taken by andesine with about 40 % of anor
tltite, and it is very interesting to find that the epidote aggregates have 
almost completely disappeared. Even in the predominantly albite-bearing 
types some of the feJdspar laths may be close to andesine in composition , 
as inferred from their refraction relatively to quartz . An exact determina
tion is not possible, however, owing to the very strong clouding of the 
crystals by secondary products, mainly zoiszte. N everthel ess , i t would ap
pear as if there were a continuous transition from more basic plagioclase 
varieties to pure or almost pure albite. From this fact, as weil as from 
the reciprocal relations between albite and epidote, it seems very probable 
that the albite is of secondary origin , and was formed at the expense of 
andesin e. 

By an increase of the epidote content this rock grades continuously 
into a variety of helsinkitic affinities [2 39] .  This type of rock carries prac
tically only albite and epzdote together with a little quartz. The albite is 
developed in small laths with a tendency to a divergent radiating arrange
ment. The epidote is mostly found in poecilitic intergrowth with the al
bite, hut sometimes it is more individualised in its development, forming 
!arge sectors of a beautiful fan-strueture (Fig. 24). Besides there are found 
small quantities of allotriomorphic orthoclase, as a rule rather strongly 
perthitic, some amphibole prisms with pyroxene relics and a few patches 
of green chlorite. 

The enrichment of epidote may, however, also lead to quite another 
type of rock, viz. an epidosite [240 c] . This variety is composed to about 
90 % of epidote and quartz, partly occurring as an allotriomorphic medium
grairred aggregate, part! y forming micropegmatitic intergrowths (Fig. 2 5 ) .  
Very small quantities o f  a feldspar that cannot be determined occur a s  a 
sort of mesostasis and further there are found some amounts of iron ore 
and green hornblende, the latter in prisms that are to a great extent chlo
ritized. In the larger quartz grains one may observe numerous hair-fine 
needles of a colourless mineral with high refraction, straight extinction and 
negative elongation . Probably i t represents sillimanit e. 

The epidote is optically negative with an axial angle of about 70° . 
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The bire fringence N1 - Na was found to be o . oso . According to MALM

QVIST ( 1 929 ,  p. 2 5 7) these data place it among the extremely iron-rich 
members of the series . 

The rocks just described are found i n  two of the three outcrops men
tioned, bot h lying on the same E.-W. I ine. The third outcrop is situated 
some r oo m .  farther northwards and represents the northernmost exposure 
of the dike in this n eighbourhood. Here the relations  are samewhat 
different. 

Fig. 24. Fan-shaped epidote in  the helsinkiti c rock at Äs. Specimen 239, one nicol .  
Magnification 40 diameters. 

The main rock of this outcrop [24 1 a] is a rather coarse, black-and
red-mottled type (Fig. 26) which is seen megascopically to consist almost 
solely of pyroxene and a reddish feldspar. Microscopically the rock is 
found to be dominated by a very coarse lath-shaped feJdspar that is so 
strongly zoisitized as to make any attempt at determination impossible. 
Further there is some pyroxene in  rather !arge grains, the form of which 
is entirely determined by the feJdspar laths .  Finally, one finds some iron 
ore with leucoxene, a little epidote, some quartz, and pertidtic orthoclase. 
By its general texture this rock differs markedly from those of the two 
other outcrops, and it is almost certain that it represents an original do
lerite of the marginal type, which has been subj ected to ·alteration . 

Even in this outcrop ,  however, the variation is rather great. The rock 
j ust described is seen to grade into abundantly epidote-bearing types which 
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are often of still coarser grain .  Microscopically their texture may be 
traced into that of the main rock, and they are distinguished only because 
their state of alteration is far more advanced . Their coarse plagioclase 
laths , however, are not so abundant ;  they were determined as almost pure 
albite. Moreover, there have come in great quautities of perthitic orthoclase 
in !arge allotriomorphic grains. Pyroxene has evidently been an important 
constituent, hut is now almost completely replaced by green hornblende. 

Fig. 2 5 . Micropegmatitic intergrowth of epidote (black) and quartz (white). Specimen 
240 c ,  one nicol .  M agnification 40 diameters. 

A little apatile and very little quartz is observed. Epidote occurs abund
antly and generally forms !arge sectors with a beautiful fan-structure. 

Between the two varieties j ust described there seem to be all kinds 
of transitional types. A common feature in them all is a rather strong 
deformation of the feldspar laths , resulting in a wavy extinction and a 
distortion of the twin lamellae or even m transverse fractures or flexures . 
(Fig. 27 ) .  

In the last outcrop a band or  dike i s  seen to  traverse the main rocks 
and is found to consist of a rock type that differs but slightly from the 
latter. Megascopically i t  is rather fine-grained and pale reddish in colour, 
sprinkled with green epidote patches. Microscopically i t  is seen to consist 
of a hypidiomorphic aggregate dominated by albite together with small 
quantities of perthite, fairly !arge amounts of pyroxene, more or less 
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amphibolized , and a good deal of epidote. The pyroxene forms indepen
dent rounded grains, and in  this respect reminds one of the dolerit'ic tex
ture found in the contact modifi:cations of the marginal rocks . The epidote 
i s  to some extent poecilitically intergrown with the albite, hut mostly it is 
Concentrated in fai rly !arge , irregular areas consisting entirely of this mineral. 
Quartz is practically wanting. 

Locally this type is seen to grade into an almost monamineralic epi
dote rock. Except for a nurnber of elongated darker patches that represent 
relics of amphibole or pyroxene prisms the rock is cornposed exclusively 
of a rather fine·grained mass of hypidiornorphic epidote. 

Fig. 26. H and specimen of altered marginal dolerite at Äs. See text p. 2 r 6 . 

When encountering the above-described rocks in the field one is not 
at all certain whether they really belong to the Hällefors dike or to the 
surmunding country rocks . The microscopical investigation , however, brings 
out clearly their intimate relations to the dolerites, and the question next 
arises as to what was their origin .  As they are found only in three small 
outcrops which are entirely isolated from the nearest dolerite exposures , 
no indication can be gained as to their field relations to the other rocks 
of the dike. The difference between the development in the northernmost 
outcrop on the one hand and the two southern ones on the other is how
ever of great interest. It has already been pointed out that at the former 
locality the rocks must evidently be considered as derivatives of the mar
ginal series , an opinion that is further supported by their topographical 
position .  At the two southern localities, on the contrary, no such text
ural evidence is found .  As a matter of fact these rocks are more similar 
to the Hällefors dolerites, especially when attention is directed towards the 
andesine-hearing types. Moreover, the rich development of apatite and the 
prisrnatic form of the hornblende, suggesting an original idiornorphic pyro-
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xene., seem to indicate that these rocks have in some way or other origin
ated from a rock or a magma of the central series. The outcome of 
these considerations would be to conclude that the three outcrops are situ
ated on either side of the boundary between the marginal and the central 
rocks, and that they owe their peculiar development to some process ope
rating or some condition prevailing within a restricted area of the dike 
only. lt is quite evident from the above description that the rocks in 
question are closely related to the so-called helsinkites (LAITAKARI I 9 I 8 ) 

Fig. 27 .  Distorted feldspar lath. Specimen 24 1  c, nieals + .  Magnification 40 diameters .  

concerning the genesis of which there has been much discussion in more 
recent years . According to a great man y petrologists (LAIT A KAR I I 9 I 8 ,  
ESKOLA I 92 I  a and  b ,  AsKLUND I 92 5 ,  v .  ECKERMANN I 9 2 5 ,  BESKOW 

I 929 ,  and others) these rocks should have originated by primary crystalliza
tion from water-rich low-temperature magmas . Against this opinion SEDER
HOLM, HOLMQUIST and SUNDIUS (G. F. F. 47 ,  I 92 5 ,  p. 546) have argued 
that the helsinkites were to be interpreted as metasomatically altered rocks, 
and BACKLUND (ibidem) for at !east some of the occurrences claims a 
pneumatolytic-hydrothermal origin.  Recently, MELLIS ( I 9 32) has carri ed 
out a rather extensive investigation of mainly Lettic helsinkite boulders 
and, declirring to accept the theory of a primary origin ,  he conducles that 
the rocks in question are due to (auto-) metasomatic alterations effected in 
connection with mechanical deformations. 
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In the present case there seems to be little doubt that the interpreta
tion maintained by BACKLUND and MELLIS is the only one applicable .  
The texture of the rocks can easily be traced back to an original ophitic 
or doleritic one, and the continuous transition from andesine to albite as 
weil as the poecilitic intergrowths between epidote and albite seem to prove 
that the albite is not of primary origin. Further, the phenomena of flexure 
and fracture observed in the feJdspar laths are entirely restricted to the 
epidote-bearing rocks, and are thus most probably connected with their 
formation . Consequently , they prove that the feJdspar bad already crys
tallized when the epidote-forming processes began to operate. Certainly, 
i t  might be said in obj ection to this argument that the indications of de
formation may belong to a distinctly later period,  the deformation having 
affected the helsinkite after its formation . If this be so it is odd, however, 
that such phenomena should be observed only in the restricted areas of 
helsinkites and nowhere else in the whole dike . 

There is another aspect of some interest. I have already mentioned 
that the slightly epidotized and albitized rocks are very similar to the basic 
granophyres or the acid epidolerites of the Breven dike. Even in a micro
scopical examination one is struck by their very good agreement. Now, 
I have been able to show that in the case of the Breven dike the epi
dolerites have been formed by an intense pneumatolytic action effected by 
the acid granophyric magma upon the olivine-free dolerite subsequent to 
its solidification. It would be rather difficult, indeed, to maintain any other 
hypothesis for an almost identical rock found within a dike which is closely 
related to the Breven dike. It should be stressed, moreover, that even in 
the Breven dike concentrations of epidote are found at a few localities 
within the epidolerite area close to the boundary against the granophyre. 
I quote the interpretation offered by me for these peculiar rocks : 

» It is the author's opinion that the voJatile constituents migrating from 
the granophyre magma into its wall rock, viz. the doleri te ,  effected not 
only an alteration of ,the latter into » normal » epidolerite but also,  the con
ditians being opportune, might have converted part of the femic consti
tuents into compounds easy to remove, which then at some places might 
be deposited in the way already described. >> (KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  a, p. 3 10. 
The word » femic » is of course a mis-statement .  It should be >> iron- and 
lime-hearing » ) . 

Now, as the evidence obtained from the Hällefors helsinkites and 
epidote rocks in general seems to force us to assume a subsequent 
alteration of rocks previously solidified , the explanation closely follows that 
the agencies operating were the same as in the Breven dike, viz. emana
tions from a granitic magma belonging to the intrusion-series of the dike 
rocks . It is true that no representative of such a magma is to be found 
within the Hällefors dike, but this absence of positive evidence is not a 
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conclusive obj ection .  As will be stressed later on,  the present section 
through the Hällefors dike is Iikely a higher-level one than that through 
the Breven dike and it is quite possible that further denudation would 
expose granitic members also in the former. As a matter of fact, I am 
inclined to regard the peculiar characters of the rocks j ust described (and 
those treated in the next chapter) as the only manifestations of such a 
magma in the Hällefors dike. 

The obj ection may be raised that if the effects of such emanations 
were to result in the formation of helsinkitic rocks, one would expect to 
find such types still more abundantly represented in the Breven dike, where 
the granophyre is exposed over !arge areas . On the contrary no such 
rocks a re found with the exception of the epidote concentrations just re
ferred to. This apparent inconsistency , however, may also be explained 
by the different depths of the present sections. The Breven section is 
more deeply situated, and represents a leve! of higher temperature and 
pressure, and so it is only natural that the effects of pneumatolytic action 
should; as a rule, have been different from those recorded in the probably 
rather shallow Hällefors section .  

As indicated by the microscopical observations this pneumatolytic 
action was probably connected with mechanical deformation. In the pre
sent outcrops, however, the deformation seems to have been rather slight, 
which does not of course exclude strong dynamic effects having been 
displayed in adjacent parts of the rock under-ground. Indeed , such an as
sumption seems rather probable, and it is of great interest to find at another 
locality a proof of its valid ity. W e will now proceed to giv e a description 
of th is locality, which presents rocks of only slightly different character, 
and afterwards an attempt will be made to follow in more detail the pro
cesses that have been operating at both places. 

b .  The epidote breccia at Källarboda. 

In a small outcrop S .W.  of Källarboda some effects are observed that 
must necessarily be ascribed to mechanical forces acting upon the rock. 
The outcrop is situated within the zone of mottled marginal dolerite 
and its main rock undoubtedly belongs to that type.  It is, however, 
markedly altered in appearance and even megascopically conveys the im
pression of being slightly crushed. Microscopically this surmise is con
firmed. The rock represents an ophitic dolerite with labradorite, Ab35 An65 
(extinction ..l M and P =  36°) and pyroxene as its main constituents. The 
plagioclase is rather strongly sericitized and to some extent dotted with 
.c:oisite. It is intersected by numerous narrow, chlorite-filled veins ,  and 
sometimes it shows indications of crushing, such as distorted twin lamellae, 
transverse fractures , etc. The pyroxene is generally fresh but sometimes 
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slight amphibolization may be observed. Further there is some iron ore 
- generally with ophitic relations to the plagioclase - a fair quantity of 
orthoclase and rather abundant secondary products of chloritic character. 
The rock is dissected by numerous narrow veins, filled by chlorite, epzdote 
and quartz. 

In the easternmost part of the exposure a zone of about two metres 
width runs in an N.N.E.  direction . This zone consists of strongly crushed 
rocks and in the field one is inclined to characterize it as a breccia formed 
in situ. In the immediate vicinity of this zone of  crushing the main rock 
becomes still more pronouncedly altered and vague in appearance, and 
even ·- megascopically some epzdote is seen to enter into it. Under the 
microscope it  is found to exhibit fairly marked indications of crushing and, 
moreover, its mineralogical composition has undergone remarkable changes . 
Almost all the pyroxene is replaced by light-green chlorite, forming rather 
!arge aggregates of small spherulites. The plagioclase displays still stronger 
phenomena of distortion and fracture, shows a markedly wavy extinction , 
etc. Further, it has changed its composition very materially, being now 
almost pure albite- (extinction ..l a =  I6°, N1 = Canada, Na < Canada) . As 
a matter of fact the albite laths and the spherulitic ch lorite aggregates are 
the only fairly weil developed constituents of the rock. The remaining 
portions are made up of a very intricate mixture of plagioclase and pyroxene 
relics together with some orthoclase, a few ragged patches of amphibole 
and a little chloritic material . Epidote is found rather abundantly in the 
rock, partly as an infilling of very numerous narrow veins, partly distri
buted in small rounded grains all over the slide, but especially Concentrated 
in the aggregates of spherulitic chlorite. 

The rock of the main zone of crushing displays a kind of banding, 
eaused by an alternation of almost aphanitic types and varieties of a distinct 
although still extremely fine grain .  The former are light-green in colour 
with occasional red dots, the latter are generally a darker shade of green . 
Under the microscope the difference is seen to be eaused by the more or 
less intense crushing, which is however very strong in both types . 

In the coarser variety there may still be found portions where a few 
feJdspar fragments of some size are so weil preserved as to be readily 
recognized. In the aphanitic types , on the other hand, the dominant part 
of the rock is represented by an extremely fine-grained , almost opaque 
mass which cannot, as a rule, be resolved by the microscope. Only oc
casionally a few patches may be observed, in which a strongly granulated 
fine-grained mixture of feldspar and quartz is detected. Otherwise the 
whole mass seems to consist mainly of epidote, very finely distributed. 
Besides , epidote in somewhat larger grains is abundantly scattered all 
over the mass. Finally, in both types of rock there are extremely abundant 
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narrow veins intersecting the slide in all directions and filled by epidote 
and quartz. 

Further, there are observed within the zon e of crushing a number of dike
like bands, sometimes attaining a width of 10 cm . They run conformably to 
the above-mentioned banding, which is in its turn approximately paraHel 
to the strike of the whole zone. The rock composing theffi is mega
scopically rather similar to the aphanitic one just described, and micro
scopically the only difference to be found is a higher content of quartz. 
Thus the rock is camposed of the usual almost opaque and non-resolvable 
material , which probably consists mainly of epidote and sometimes grades 
into areas of lighter colour, which are found to represent a finely granulated 
mixture of feldspar and quartz. The whole mass is intensely dissected 
by an irregular network of veins, containing rather !arge crystals of quartz. 
In these quartz grains there are rather abundant inclusions of chlorite, 
forming curved, worm-like aggregates exactly similar to those described by 
v. ECKERMANN ( 1 92 5 ,  p. 506 and Fig. 6 ,  PI. XX) from the Alfta helsinkite 
boulders under the term » coin-rouleau:P .  The general impression gained 
from the present rock is that of a brecciated mass - corresponding to the 
epidote-feldspar mass - which has been cemented by quartz, and this 
description may to some extent be applied also to the other rocks of the 
zone of crushing. 

Although there are some differences between the development of the 
rocks at this locality and at the Äs outcrops, i t  seems rather probable that the 
explanation of both occurrences must be essentially the same. The con
solidated dolerite has been affected by dynamic stresses that might have 
been of a tectonic character, but which might also have been eaused 
by the contraction that accompanied the cooling of the rock. MELLIS 

( 1 93 2 ,  p. 432 ,  foot-note) has pointed out that very probably such contrac
tional stresses ma y lead to a brecciatian :  

» Es ist j a  denkbar, dass lokale Breccienbildungen in der Weise ent
stehen konnten , dass bei der Kontraktion des sich abki.ihlenden Gesteins 
Spannungen auftraten und Spalten aufrissen, längs denen die einzelnen 
GesteinsschaHen sich infolge einer mit ihrer Volumenverminderung verbun
denen unbedeutenden Platzänderung verschieben und so die zur Breccien
bildung nötige Reibung hervorrufen kon n ten . » 

It is true that the zone of crushing just described is perhaps a little 
too strongly developed to be explained as a result of contraction only, 
but as there is no direct evidence on that point the question must be left 
open. (See, however, p .  2 5 5-25 6. )  A third possibility is that the breccia
tian was effected by the very emanations that are heJd responsible for 
the epidotization etc., or in other words that the zone of crushing should 
be interpreted as an intrusion- or explosion-breccia. This explanation, how
ever, seems to me less probable. 
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Anyhow, at the Källarboda locality the emanations from the supposed 
underlying granitic magma must have been rising mainly through the 
present breccia zone and there they have effected rather strong pneumato
lytic alteration of its rocks . The plagioclase was almost completely broken 
down , its lime entered into epidote, combining with iron from the mafic 
minerals . The emanations must have been of an acid and alkaline cha
racter and by the break-down of the plagioclase still more alkalies were 
set in circulation . Thus from the zone most immediately affected there 
must have been a migration of alkalies and silica into the adjacent parts 
of the rock body. This migration has led to the albitization of the an
desine, the amphibolization and chloritization of the pyroxene and the 
formation of some epidote from the lime liberated by albitization . In other 
words, the same processes as were operating in the zone of crushing may 
be traced also in the adj acent rock although they were there less accentu
ated . It is evident, moreover, that the epidote formed by the break-down 
of the plagioclase need not necessarily have been deposited at once but 
to some extent must have remained together with quartz in a rather mo
bile state capable of later » auto-intrusions » ,  as witnessed both at Källarboda 
and at Äs. 

As to the differences between the two localities they are probably to 
be referred to a different intensity of the mechanical deformation . At 
Källarboda the deformational forces were rather violently released within a 
restricted zone, in which the alteration attained its greatest intensity, whereas 
the adj acent rocks were comparatively little affected. At Äs there seems 
to have been a less intense but more wide-spread action,  the rock has 
been more uniformely permeated by the emanations, and the results were 
correspondingly more uniform. As to the occurrence of pure quartz-epi
dote rocks at Äs, the above considerations about the late mobility of the 
epidote material ought again to be valid. 

V. M utual fie ld re lations o f  the main rocks. Mode o f  
intrusion. 

In the previous pages all the principal rock vaneties of the !arge dike 
have been described. Although , occasionally, in this Connection some 
remarks were made concerning their field relations, it is improbable that 
the reader has been able to form any clear conception in this respect. 
The relations are, indeed, extremely complicated . As a matter of fact 
there is only one tolerably weil defined rock-boundary within the whole 
area, viz. between the mottled dolerite and the coarse-grained dolerite of 
the marginal series , as described on p .  1 44 .  When the mottled dolerite 
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borders immediately upon the central rocks without any interposed zone 
of the coarse-grained type - as for instance at same places in the area 
of gl assy Hällefors dolerites S. of Lake Skogssjön - the change also 
seems to be quite abrupt, although the actual boundary Iine was nowhere 
encountered. The same relation seems to hold when the coarse-grained 
dolerite borders upon the fine-grained porphyritic varieties of the central 
rocks as is the case S. of Hälleforsnäs (cf. p. 1 98) .  

In most cases, however, at the j unction the marginal and central rocks 
are represented by the coarse-grained marginal dolerite and the typical Hälle
fors dolerite respectively, and in all these cases there seerus to be a sort of 
continuous transition. This statement must not be interpreted in a petro
logical sense, as there are scarcely any rocks intermediate between the 
two types in question .  The j unction may better be described as a zone of 
mixing. These relations may be very weil studied in the neighbourhood E. 
of Lake Norrtorpsj ön .  The central parts of the rlike are occupied by a rather 
homogeneous Hällefors dolerite with occasional streaks of porphyritic cha
racter. On approaching the dike boundaries, however, one observes in this 
dolerite irregular portions of very coarse grain which are of exactly the same 
character as the coarse dolerite of marginal type.  These portions become 
more numerous  as one proceeds outwards and, finally, they become ehtirely 
dominant, forming a continuous zone of the usual type, which is soon 
replaced by the mottled dolerite. The relations between the Hällefors 
dolerite and the coarse marginal type are, consequently, in some respects 
those of a breccia, but there are no sharp boundaries. The field examina
tion has led me to the opinion that the central rock has intruded itself 
slightly later than the marginal one and has brecciated it  at a stage when 
it bad not yet completely solidified. Instead of a real breccia the result 
was a zone of imperfect mixing, where, because of high viseosity and low 
temperature, assimilation and chemical centamination have played hut a 
very small role. 

Turning now to the relations between the Hällefors dolerite and the 
porphyrites, i t  has been pointed out previously that even petrologically 
all transitions between these rock-types are found. In the field their 
mutual distribution is quite an irregular one. It is true that, generally 
speaking, th e typical dolerite occupies a position bordering upon the 
marginal rocks, whereas the porphyrites are most abundant in the very 
centre of the dike, but not even this rule always holds good. At many 
localities the two types alternate in a very intricate fashion , as for instance 
S.  of  Hälleforsnäs and at Ölmstorp . At the last-mentioned place, as also 
in the Fredriksberg area , the porphyrites form Iong streaks in the dolerite , 
giving rise to a more or less pronounced banded structure. Now, the 
most prominent difference between the two rock types lies in the relative 
abundance of the groundmass, and in a later chapter (p .  228  ff. ) i t  will be 

15 - 35366. Bull. o f  Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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shown that, from a chemical point of view, they are very closely related . 
It appears , then , that their intricate field relations may probably be 
explained in the following way. 

A magma, at some depth, deposited a rather !arge amount of crystals 
and the resulting crystal porridge was afterwards forced upwards. During 
this movement there was effected not only a fluida! arrangement of the 
separate crystals hut also a streaky distribution of the residua! me! t ,  leading 
to alternating bands of phenocryst-rich and phenocryst-poor portions. Such 
an arrangement might in all prohability be attained even if the intrusion 
is assumed to be the result of one single paroxysm. In the present case, 
however, considering the great width of the fissure to be filled , such an 
assumption is hardly possible. On the contrary, we must suppose that the 
filling of the fissure, i. e.  the formation of the dike, was effected successively 
in several » pulsations >, ,  and i t is quite evident that in this case the pos
sibilities of a streaky distribution are still more enhanced. 

There is yet another feature in favour of the conception j ust outlined. 
It is evident that a fissure of the width occupied even by the central rocks 
could not very well have been formed suddenly hut must have develqped 
gradually in response to tensional forces . Most probably this gradual 
widening of the fissure was effected simultaneously with the process of 
intrusion , and so it is quite natural that the porphyritic rocks should be 
more abundantly represented in the central (i. e .  the late-formed) parts of 
the fissure, as these rocks must have retained th eir fluidity until the very 
last stages of intrusion . 

From the above considerations the main features of the intrusion of 
the dike may be pictured as follows. First of all the opening fissure was 
filled by a magma, consolidating rather quietly (see p .  I 59) as the mottled 
dolerite . Some time afterwards, hut most probably before this rock had 
completely cooled down (see p .  1 44) , the fissure was again torn open and 
was now intruded by another portion of the same magma, which bad ,  
however, crystallized to  a great extent before intrusion . I n  this case the 
intrusion was rather rapid ,  as is evident from the occurrence of the glassy 
rocks with coarse phenocrysts , described on p. 1 4 5  ff. and the fluida! texture 
observed at several localit ies (see p. 1 44) . This intrusion , too , was followed 
by a period of quiescence hut one of no Iong duration , for in the next 
stage of evolution, when the Hällefors magma was rather violently intruded, 
the coarse-grained dolerite in most places could stil l react in a plastic 
manner with the new-comer. From this stage on, the intrusive forces seem 
to have gained their greatest strength , and moreover, there are no  indica
tions of intervening periods of repose. During this period it seems very 
likely that the magma actually reached the surface, and as the fissure was 
widened it was Successively filled by new supplies of the underlying crystal 
porridge. The dying out of magmatic activity was most probably ac-
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companied by the albitization processes , which must be referred to the 
late-magmatic stage. 

It should be stressed, moreover, that the mutual age-relations of the 
dike rocks, thus deduced, tally weil with the conclusions made from the 
minor intrusions of adamellitic character (see p .  208 ff. ) ,  which show a close 
relation to the central rocks and intersect the mottled dolerite. 

On p .  1 7  4 attention was directed to the possibi l ity of locating the 
focus or foci o[ intrusion from the position of the coarse glassy rocks . It 
is very interesting in  this connection to find that the glassy marginal 
dolerite and the glassy Hällefors dolerite are situated in  close vicinity of 
each other. This would imply that the site of the strongest intrusive 
forces was about the same throughout the period of successive intrusions. 



VI.  C hemical variation and differentiation of the roc ks.  

In  order to  get  a clear view of the  chemical variations within the 
area and to form a conception of the nature of the differentiation , a number 
of diagrams (Figs. 28-3 1 )  have been constructed. As the similarity of 
geological position and the marked petrological analogies seem to place 
beyond doubt the close relationship between the Breven and the Hällefors 
dikes , it was thought appropriate to plot in these diagrams some of the 
Breven analyses also . For this purpose three analyses were selected which , 
according to my earlier paper on the Breven dike (KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  a), 
are of undoubtedly primary magmatic origin. These rocks are the olivine 
dolerites, and the olivine-free dolerite. The granophyre was omitted for 
reasons that will be clear later on and likewise the �) intermediate rock )) 
of WINGE because there is some doubt as to its petrological character (if 
loc. cit. p .  3 I J) .  For convenience all analyses are repeated in table XXIV. 

In the diagrams one Hällefors analysis is omitted , viz. the rock 3 r 5 
(analysis 9 on p .  20 I ) ,  w h ich conforms in most respects with specimen 3 I 6 
(analysis 6 on p .  I 88) and was found to be the res u l t of albitization pro
cesses of a late date. For the present purpose - the investigation of the 
primary magmatic evolution - it may, consequently, be represented by 
its non-albitized equivalent, no. 3 I 6 .  

In Fig .  2 8  a l l  other available analyses are plotted in a variation 
diagram , the abscissa representing the silica content in weight-% and the 
ordinate the weight-percentages of the other oxides. A great number of 
such variation diagrams from different petrographical provinces has shown 
that the proj ected points for the constituents of rocks belonging to the 
same differentiation-series fall along rather smooth curves, and general varia
tion diagrams for the rock-forming oxides have been constructed by HARKER, 
BOWEN and others . BOWEN especially has emphasized the fact that the 
exact coincidence of the proj ected points with such curves is to be expected 
only in the case of rocks , the composition of which earresponds closely to 
that of a melt belonging to the differentiation-series. In nature this condi
tian is only rarely realized, as a difference bctween melt and rock is often 
brought about, e. g. by the loss of material of early crystallization .  Conse
quently, the proj ected points in most cases show a certain amount of 
scattering around the theoretical curves, and it must be considered quite 
j ustifiable to apply som e smoothing to the curves actually formed by the 
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2. Glassy, coarse-grained marginal dolerite, S .E. of Jacobsberg. (p. I 47) . 
3 ·  Hällefors dolerite, Ölmstorp. (p. I 69). 
4 · Glass y Hällefors dolerite, S. of Lake Skogssjön. (p . I 74). 
5· Hällefors porphyrite, E. of Lake Holmsjön. (p. I 8 7). 
6 .  Hällefors porphyrite, S. of Hälleforsnäs. (p. r 88). 
7 · Albitized Hällefors dolerite, S .  of Svalbo. (p. 1 94). 
8. Albitic Hällefors porphyrite, S. of Hälleforsnäs. (p. 200). 
9 ·  Albitic Hällefors porphyrite, S. of Hälleforsnäs . (p. 20 I ) . 

I O .  Adamellitic dike, S. of Lake Tallsjön. (p. 209). 
B I .  Olivine dolerite, Krus torp, Bre:ven dike. 
B 2 .  Oliv ine dolerite, Johannisberg, Breven dike. 
B 3· Olivine-free dolerite, Högsäter, Breven dike. 
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points. As long as this scattering remains within reasonable limits, the 
variation curve may be considered to depict fairly weil the evolution of 
the residua! melt during the course of crystallization . A very great devia
tion , on the other hand, must indicate that the rock in question could not 
have formed from a melt belonging to the curve by normal crystallization 
only. It may belong to another magmatic series or be the result of 
assimilation, or crystal fractionation, etc. 
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Fig. 28 .  Variation diagram of the H ällefors rocks and some of the Breven rocks. 
The points within the encircled areas represent the Breven olivine dolerites and the 

H ällefors marginal dolerites. (See p .  232.) 
O = Ti02 8 = Fe203 + FeO 

� = MgO � = CaO 
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A glance at the diagram of Fig. 28 is sufficient to show that, with 
the possible exception of alkalies and lime - none of the oxides pennits 
the tracing of a smooth curve which, even remotely, satisfies all the pro
j ected points. Consequently, we must assume that some of the rocks 
analysed do not belong . to the same liquid line of descent as the remaining 
ones. Now, a study of the diagram reveals that smooth curves may be 

0.7 mg 

o . 6 

o . 5 

0 . 4 
0 

• •  • 

0. 3 

• 
0 . 2 

o 0 0  
o 

O .  l 

k 
0 . 1  0 � 2 0 . 4  

Fig. 30. k-mg-·relations of the rocks. Open circles within the encircled area represent 
the marginal H ällefors rocks and the olivine-dolerites of  the Breven dike. Open circles 
outside the area = Hällefors porphyrites .  Fi lled circles = Hällefors dolerites. Circle with 

a dot = adamellitic dike -rock. 

traced which satisfy fairly well all the analyses except four, and those four 
analyses (encircled in the diagram) represen t the following rocks : 

I .  The mottled dolerite of the Hällefors dike. 
2. The ophitic olivine-dolerite of the Breven dike (The main type) . 
3 .  The coarse-grained, partly glass y marginal dolerite of the Hälle

fors dike. 
4 · The marginal olivine dolerite of the Breven dike (KROKSTRÖM 

1 93 2  a ,  p .  289) .  
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Consequently, the points that show talerably good coincidence with 
the curves in the more basic part of the diagram all represent rocks of 
typical doleritic texture and without any olivine preserved. Moreover, as 
cancerns the Hällefors dike, all the central rocks, which have been treated 
as a special group ,  conform with the curves , whereas the marginal types 
show a distinct deviation from them . It is also worth nating that the 
deviating analyses all tend in the same directions and that those from 
Breven fall rather close to those from Hällefors. 

In order to elucidate still further the rock variations the analyses are 
also plotted on a NIGGLI diagram (Fig. 29) and from this proj ection also 
it is quite evident that the rocks of the marginal type fall distinctly out
side the Iines of evolution connecting the other rocks . Only the c- and 
alk-lines are to some extent common to the two groups, but as regards 
the other oxides the marginal rocks seem to differentiate along quite another 
direction, as indicated by the broken lines in the diagram. 

Generally the k-mg-relation is very useful for deciding the mutual 
relations of different rocks and in fig. 30 such a diagram is given . It 
brings out at once that the marginal rocks fall well tagether also in this 
respect and differ markedly from the other types. In this case the cen
tral dolerites seem to occupy an intermediate position between the marginal 
rocks and the Hällefors porphyrites . It is surprising to find that the 
adamellitic dike-rock falls almost closer to the marginal rocks than to the 
central types , although the microscopical examination undoubtedly shows 
its very close relation to the latter. It is, however, the value mg which 
is the deciding factor in  this case and it must be considered that this 
value, as the absolute amounts of mafic oxides decreases, is like! y to become 
a more or less unreliable indicator. 

Finally, the analyses were plotted in the OsANN triangle A- C-F 
(Fig. 3 I )  in which the relations are again very distinctly depicted. In this 
diagram the marginal rocks are clearly distinguished from the Hällefors 
dolerites and the main Iine of evolution,  tending from them through the 
porphyrites towards the alkali earner of the triangle. Here the olivine-free 
Breven dolerite seems to occupy an intermediate position , a feature that 
may be traced also in some of the previous diagrams. As a matter of 
fact it coincides fairly weil with the marginal rocks, but in view o f  the 
diagrams of Figs. 28 and 29 there seems to be no doubt as to its closer 
relationship to the central series. 

All the diagrams j ust discussed seem to lead us to the following con
clusions : 

I .  The Breven rocks and the Hällefors rocks show such a high de
gree of correspondence and in all diagrams fall so closely tagether that 
there seems to be no doubt - as far as chemical and petrological experi
ence goes - of their actual consanguinity. 
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2. Within the petrographical province formed by the Breven and 
Hällefors rocks, two principal rock series are represented, which differ 
chemically as well as petrologically. It does not seem improbable that 
these two series represent different lines of evolution, proceeding from a 
common parental magma. 

The authors of the Mull Memoir (BAILEY 1 924, p. 1 3 ) have introduced 

J 
J 

F 

o 

A L____ ______________________ ___, c 
Fig. 3 1 .  The analyses plotted in the OsANN triangle A-C-F 

e = H ällefors dolerites. @ = Adamellitic dike. 0 = H ällefors porphyrites. 
O = Marginal H ällefors rocks and olivine-dolerites of the Breven dike. 
() = Olivine-free dolerite of the Breven dike. 

a very useful term in speaking of magma-types. This term is best defined 
by a quotation from the paper in question : 

))The conception of magma-type is based upon composttlon alone. 
In this i t differs from the conception of rock-type, which takes into account 
texture as well as composition. Thus a basalt and a gabbro may belong 
to the same magma-type though admittedly representatives of different 
rock-types . » 
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In our present case it can hardly be doubted that the two Enes of 
differentiation ,  referred to above, represent two different magma-types, and 
as a matter of fact I have already been using this conception in speaking 
of the marginal series and the central series. It is true that the differences 
between these groups lie both in composition and in mineralogical develop
ment, hut the chemical analyses show clearly that in their evolution they 
follow two distinctly different lines, and their contrasted characters must 
be due to differences inherent in the magmas themselves. In this connec
tion attention should be called to a proposal of BowEN's  ( 1 928 ,  p .  1 39) 
that under the term magma-type should be understood not only completely 
molten rock material hut also liquid with some crystals. 

The question that next arises concerns the mutual relations of the 
two initial magmas, and in  order to answer it we shall have to consicler 
comprehensively the characteristic differences between the representatives 
of the two magma-typ e s :  

The marginal type 

Typically ophitic texture with py
roxene of late crystallization . 

Plagioclase with 6o-65 % ano1'thite. 

Hardly any early ,  idiomorphic iron 
o re, hut practically all of i t developed 
in large individuals of late crystal
l ization, ophitically enclosing the 
plagioclase laths. 

Olivine abundant. 

Interstitially a scant development of 
orthoclase and quartz. 

Apatite very sparse . 
Al203 IS--20 % 
Fe0 + Fe203 IO-I5 % 
Ti02 about 2 % or less 
MgO S-Io % 
P205 0.4 % or less. 

The central type 

Doleritic or porphyritic texture with 
pyroxene of fairly good idiomor 
ph ism . 

Plagioclase with about 40 % anorthite. 

Iron ore of fairly good idiomorphism 
hut generally rather strongly cor
roded. 

Fresh olivine completely wanting, 
hut numerous olivine pseudomorphs. 

A more or less abundant interstitial 
material, consisting mainly of alkali
feJdspar and chloritic matter and 
with little or no quartz. 

Apatite abundant. 
Al203 9-I3 % 
Fe0 + Fez03 I7-2I % 
TiO" 2s-5 % or more 
MgO 2-5 % 
P205 0 . 6-IS %. 
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Considering the data given above, one is immediately struck by the 

fact that a magma of the central type would , no doubt, result if the mar
ginal magma were to be enriched in the molecules of apatite and titani
ferous iron ore, i. e. the mineral components that would be expected to 
form in the first stages of crystall ization of a basaltic magma. In order 
to show that this relation really exists table XXV below has been com
puted. 

Table XX V. 

2 

SiO, 46. 1 9  ;38 . 8 1  

TiO z 2 .o r 5 ·47 
Al,03 I 5 . 76 1 3 . 24  

Fe,03 3 · 3 7 7 ·03 

FeO + MnO I I . 6 1 I 6 .o6 
Ca O I O.o7 9· 30 

M gO 7 ·4 8  6 . 2 8  

Na20 2 . 45 2 .o6 
K z O 0.97 0 . 8 2  

P,05 O. I I 0.93 

I OO.oz TOO.oo 

3 

40· 33  

5 ·3 7 
I 2 . s s  
7 , I I  

I 6. 1 3  

8 . 9 2  

5 · 38 
2 . 3 6  

0 . 83 
l .o4 

[OO.oz 

4 

4 · 5  

5 .o 
7 · 5  
l .  o 

l .  o 
I g.o 

In  the first column the analysis I (Marginal dolerite, specimen I I 3 )  
1 s  recalculated a s  water-free and in column 3 the same calculation is made 
for the Hällefors dolerite specimen 205  (analysis 7 on p. I 94) . In column 
2 the composition is given which results when the material of column 4 
is added to analysis I .  I t is immediately seen that there is very close 
correspondence between the numbers of the columns 2 and 3 · Indeed , it 
is hardly to be expected that a better agrcement can be obtained, in view 
of the many and complex processes which may influence the result. The 
normative composition of the material added comes out as follows : 

37·4 % nwgnetite + 44.2 % i!menite + I2.2 % apatile + 6.2 % FeO. 

The slight excess of FeO hardly implies any difficulty, as the stage of 
oxidation of the iron may very well have undergqne some change during 
later periods. 

The obj ection may be raised that the rock 205 is not quite a 
typical Hällefors dolerite as it belongs to the albitic types. It has been 
pointed out, however, that it  does not quite agree with the prevalent 
albitic rocks, and from the chemical analysis the conclusion was arrived 
at that it owed its special character to interna! processes eaused by de-
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creasing temperature only (see p .  1 9 5 ) .  Consequently, its present com
positon is not Iikely to differ very much from the primary one, and as it 
happens to be the most basic rock of those analysed it is most Iikely to 
give the best approximation to the original central magma. 

Now, the two magma-types, because of their closely related geolo
gical positon,  must necessarily be considered as genetically connected , 
either as different off-shoots from a single parental magma or as successive 
representatives of a differentiation-series. As the differences can hardly 
be explained by any hypothesis of assimilation of extraneous material, 
t here seem to be only two alternatives - liquid immiscibility or differentiation 
by crystallization. It must be considered highly improbable, however, that 
immiscibility relations would exist between two magmas both of which , 
notwithstanding certain differences, belong to the basaltic group .  Con
sequently, the only hypothesis left seems to be that of crystallization dif
ferentiation . From the diagrams of Figs. 28-29 it is quite evident that 
the two magmas do not belong to the same liquid Iine of descent, and 
thus we are almost forced to conclude that the compositional differences 
are due to the concentration of same of the early-formed crystals in one 
part of the magma chamber. We have also seen that such an enrichment 
in the minerals apatite and titaniferous iron ore would, as a matter of fact, 
transform a magma of the marginal type into one of the central type .  
As the rocks of the marginal series are rather wei l  defined and, moreover, 
representatives of this petrological type are found to occupy vast and 
homogeneous areas not only in the Breven and Hällefors dikes but also 
in several other districts in Fennoscandia, it is very tempting to assume 
that the marginal magma represents the parental one, from which the cen
tral magma was derived by crystal accumulation . Such an assumption , 
however, is contradicted by the textural relations of the marginal dolerites 
of the Hällefors dike. I have previously emphasized that in these rocks 
the iron ore is of very late crystallization, and, consequently, a sub
traction of this mineral in the early stages would not be possible, if the 
original magma was of the composition indicated by the present rock. 
Thus there must have been a third magma, which has been the common 
parent of the marginal and the central magmas. This magma must have 
occupied a position intermediate between the two and must have precipit
ated apatite and ti tan iferous iron ore among its earliest products of crystal
lization. Most probably its composition was more closely related to that 
of the marginal type than to that of the central type, and it is by no 
means improbable that some of the Swedish rocks classed as Åsby doler
ites may represent a magma of this type.  

As to the way in which the crystals were removed from this parental 
magma there are no indications. It seems reasonable, however, to assume 
that gravity has been the main factor in this process. The sinking down 
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of the heavy crystals proceecled until hampered by the growing plagioclase 
laths and then the remaining part of the potential iron ore would fill the 
interstices between them as previously described. Some olivine must also 
have sunk, as its specific gravity is slightly h igher than that of apatite, 
but this fact is not at all inconsistent with my hypothesis, for most of 
the apatite must have crystallized and been abstracted before olivine pre
cipitation had begun,  and therearter the iron ore with its higher specific 
gravity was far more apt to overcome the obstruction of the plagioclase 
laths .  Thus the amount of olivine, transported downwards, must have been 
rather insignificant. 

It is true that the compositional differences between the two magma
types are rather satisfactorily accounted for by this hypothesis, but, as we 
know, the central and the marginal rocks do not differ in chemical com
position only. There are also great mineralogical and, above all, textural 
differences , and these cannot be explained simply by assuming a me
chanical enrichment in certain crystals . They are rather easily accounted 
for ,  however, if we assume that assimilation of the sunken material has 
been effected at deeper levels, and this assumption is indeed very strongly 
supported by the markedly corroded contours of the iron-ore grains of the 
Hällefors dolerite. 

The pros and eons of such a remelting have received much discussion 
of  late years . BOWEN, in his detailed work on the theory of crystalliza
tion differentiation , is decidedly unfavourable to the conception of the 
resorption of the accumulated crystals . He bases his views in this respect 
mainly on the non-existence of glassy rocks of a composition corresponding 
to rocks formed by crystal accumulation. In the Mull memoir (BAILEY 
1 924, p. 3 3 )  BAILEY accepts the theory of crystallization differentiation,  but 
maintains that, at !east in some instances, a remelting must have occurred . 
Further, in his extensive treatise of the differentiation of igneous rocks , 
J. H .  L. VOGT ( 1 924, p .  6) stresses emphatically the possibility and the 
necessity of such a resorption .  One of his conclusions is of special in
terest in  the present case, viz. his views concerning the origin of some 
peculiar apatite-magnetite, apatite·ilmenite, and apatite-perowskite rocks . 
He has been able to show » that all these segregations may have been 
formed by a subsidence of the first crystallizing minerals, which have been 
entirely resorbed in the d eepe r and hotter zones of the magma. » (Loc. 
cit. p. 5 2) .  

I take the liberty of continuing the  quotation from this passage of  
VOGT's : 

>> The subsiding minerals, principally apati te, magnetite-ilmenite and 
Fe-Mg-silicates , depending on the different density and the different size 
of the individuals , probably in connection with other factors , may have 
been resorbed in different stages or etappes . . . And the new magmas , 
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resulting from the resorption of the downwards sinking minerals, owing to 
the change of equilibrium, may give rise to the formation of new minerals 
completely missing in the mother rock. » (Loc. cit. p .  5 2) .  

Since the appearance of VoGT's paper above-mentioned BOWEN has 
stated his reasons for denying the effects of resorption (BOWEN 1 928 ,  pp .  
1 3 2 - I 7 4)  and has brought forward a great man y im portant arguments . 
Still, I must confess that I am unable to find that the hypothesis of re
fusion is disproved. The non-existence of glassy or very fine-grained 
rocks of an extreme composition is evidence only of a negative kind, and, 
moreover, i t  may be doubted, whether such rocks have not really been 
observed ( Cf. VOGT loc. cit. p .  97) .  Another argument of BOWEN's  cancerns 
the high temperatures required for the resorption (loc cit. p. 1 66) , but even 
this reasoning does not seem quite convincing. Taking, for instance, the 
case of iron ore and apatite it  seems rather reasonable to assume that 
their relations to the melt are purely eutectic ones. As in a eutectic 
system melting is the reverse of solidification , even a slight rise of tem
perature must cause a resorption of a component j ust deposited from the 
melt. Now, it will be agreed that in a magma reservair the temperature 
must increase downwards and, as in a basic melt the viseosity is not 
extremely high , the sinking crystal quite soon after its precipitation will 
reach a leve! where its re-solution can be effected. In the case of isomor
phous compounds the relations are, of course,  not quite so simple, but even 
in this case the possibilities of resorption ought to exist. 

The above considerations are not intended to be arguments in favour 
of the existence of ultra-hasic melts in nature , but they are made in order 
to stress the prohability of resorption being effected at !east to same ex
tent in the deeper parts of a magma-chamber. 

It is of same interest that by complete resorption two entirely liquid 
portions of a magma would be formed, although their formation would 
have been controlled by crystallization. In a way such processes may be 
considered to constitute a kind of » missing link» between the theory of 
liquation and that of differentiation by crystallization , and it may be ques
tioned , whether there is really any necessity to build such an unsurmount
able wall between these two conceptions. 

As a matter of fact the two contrasted magma-types of the Hällefors 
dike, according to the deductions on p. 2 37 ,  must have been generated 
by crystal sorting, and as their different petrological characters cannot be 
explained by a mechanical agglomeration o f  crystals only, their relations 
seem to speak strongly " in favour of the resorption hypothesis. Thus far 
I have attempted to show that this hypothesis is by no means theoretically 
disproved . It remains now to consicler what would be the probable effect 
of resorption in the present case and to ascertain whether the known facts 
are in accordance with those theoretically required or not. 
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Disregarding the chemical differences, which are, of course, not in
fluenced by the question of resorption, the most conspicuous difference 
between the two rock suites is the textmal one. In the marginal dolerite 
plagioclase was of very early crystallization and pyroxene was not deposited 
until a rather late stage, thus giving rise to the typical ophitic texture . 
In the Hällefors dolerite, on the contrary, pyroxene began its crystallization 
at !east at the same time as and probably even before the plagioclase, as 
witnessed by the doleritic texture. This must imply that the composition 
of the generating magma was situated rather far within the field of mafic 
crystallization, so as to reach the individualization curve of the plagioclase 
only when considerable quantities of ferm-magnesian minerals bad been 
precipitated. lt is true that in another connection (KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  b, 
p. 209) I have entertained certain doubts as to the strict validity of the 
deductions that are made by BOWEN from the tetrahedron Ab-An-Di-FeSi03 , 
as the probable appearance within the system of the olivine components 
is not taken inta consideration. For a more general treatment, however, 
it might be j ustifiable to assume that there exists an individualization 
boundary between the mafic minerals and plagioclase , although in such a 
very camplex system all theoretical deductions must necessarily become 
more or less a matter of conj ecture. Under such circumstances , however, 
it seems reasonable to expect that an enrichment in iron would tend to 
bring about an earlier crystal lization of the mafic minerals and postpone 
the precipitation of plagioclase until later stages , j ust as is seen to be the case 
in the Hällefors dolerites . It should be stressed that the crystallization of the 
mafic minerals is only relatively early campared with that of the plagioclase. 
Of course an enrichment in iron most tend to lower the absolute tempera
ture of precipitation and,  consequently, crystallization in general would 
be deferred. 

lt may be obj ected that if titaniferous iron are and apatite had 
been resorbed by the magma, the same minerals would also be the first 
ones to crystallize in response to decreasing temperature . Such a con
clusion, however, is not a priori necessary. I have already quoted the 
statement of VoGT according to which altogether new minerals should be 
able to form, owing to the change of equilibrium eaused by resorption. 
In our present case there is ,  moreover, yet another fact that deserves 
attention,  viz. the simultaneous enrichment in iron and phosphorus. In his 
treatise on the apatite-rich Kiruna ores GEIJER states that iron are and 
apatite were among the very last components precipitated from the gener
ating magma (GEIJER 1 9 1 0, p. 267) .  lt is true that the h igh titanium 
content of the central Hällefors rocks may to same extent change the 
conditions, but there seems to exist a certain tendency in magmas rich in 
iron and phosphorus not to deposit iron are and apatite until th e later 
stages of their crystallization . 
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Considering now the curves o f  Figs . 28  and 29 w e  may fairly safely 
conclude that the Hällefors dolerites and porphyrites belong to the same 
liquid Iine of descent, the latter representing melts generated by partial 
crystallization of the common parental central magma. It is very interest
ing, then , to find considerable amounts of iron ore and very !arge amounts 
of apatite in the groundmass of the porphyrites. As a matter of fact the 
percentages of P205 are practically as high in the porphyrites as in  the 
dolerites and this fact seems to prove that almost no apatite was deposited 
in the earlier stages of crystallization . Its perfeet idiomorphism in all the 
rocks is most probably to be ascribed to its high power of crystallization . 
The considerable iron-orc content of the groundmass seems to ind icate 
similar relations for the iron ore, but in this case no absolute evidence 
may be gained from the chemical analyses, as the iron oxides enter into 
several of the minerals of these rocks. The apatite relation ,  however, 
proves that a rise of temperature, after resorption has been effected, 
need not necessarily lead to a reestablishment of the original composition 
of the melt. Certainly the textural relations of the Hällefors dolerites 
seem to prove that at !east some of the !arge iron-ore grains are of early 
formation ,  but in view of their strongly corroded contours [ am inclined 
to regard them as representing for the most part non-resorbed relics of the 
accumulated ore. 

Yet another feature supporting the hypothesis j ust advanced is to be 
found from a comparison of  the plagioclase composition of the two rock 
groups .  Whereas the marginal dolerite carries a labradorite with about 
6o % An the most basic plagioclase of the central rocks is an andesine 
with only 40 % An. This fact agrees quite weil with the relations pictured 
above. By a relatively early crystallization of pyroxene the melt must 
evidently become impoverished not only in iron and magnesia but also in 
l ime. Consequently, when at a later stage the precipitation of plagioclase 
begins, the quotient CaO : NazO must have a lower value than in the 
original melt, and a correspondingly less anorthite-rich plagioclase must 
be deposited . 

The above considerations imply rather peculiar consequences. We have 
seen that an enrichment in iron will tend to bring about a doleritic texture, 
instead of the ophitic one which would have been displayed on crystalliza
tion of the original magma. On p. I 40- I 4  I I have argued t hat the  doleritic 
texture of the contact rocks was a result of an enrichment in silica. Thus, 
starting from a magma that would normally solidify as an ophitic rock, an 
enrichment in silica will, curiously enough , lead to the same result as an en
richment in iron , viz. to quite another order of crystallization, resulting in the 
development of doleri tic texture. In a previous paper (KROKSTRÖM 1 93 2  b) 
I have stated as my opinion that the oph itic texture is met with only in 
undersaturated rocks and NORIN ( I 934, pp .  I 36- 1 44) from a study of the 

1 6 - 35366. Bull. of  Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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Sean ian basalts arrived at much the same result. A quotation from my 
paper above-mentioned will show on what grounds my opin ion was formed : 

>> The d ifficulty is avoided i f  we assume the original magma to have 
been undersaturated. The plagioclase and ol ivine crystallized almost si
multaneously and not before the saturation point was reached, pyroxene 
began to separate. At this time the very greatest part of the plagioclase 
had already consolidated and the residua! l iquid of a pyroxenie compositzon 
when congealing could embed the plagioclase laths ophitically or sub
ophit ical ly. >> (Loc. cit. p .  2 r o . )  

It is quite clear that an enrichment i n  s i l ica will tend to prevent the 
cryshtllization of olivine or at any rate shorten its durati on . Consequently, 
pyroxene will get the opportun ity of crystall izi ng rather early and the  
conditions leading to an ophitic texture are no more exist ing.  As a matter 
of fact, the development of the latter is entirely dependent on whether at 
an early stage olivine is precipitated in considerable amounts or not. 
Turn ing now to · the doleri t ic texture d isplayed by the iron-rich central 
Hällefors rocks, we find that j ust the same interpretation is valid here. 
Recently BowEN and SeRAIRER ( 1 93 5 ,  p. 2 1 2) have emph asized that when 
olivi ne  and pyroxene have a h igh iron content, pyroxene will separate in 
advance of olivine. lndeed , in some Green land basalts BA CKLUND and 
MALMQVIST ( I 93 2 ,  p .  45) found this order of crystall ization el ear ly indicated. 
In the present case the place of olivine in the sequence of crystal l ization 
could not be d iredly established, as the mineral in question is nowhere 
preserved and the secondary products give no unambiguous evidence. It 
is · very interesting to find, however, t hat the general textural relations of 
the rock clearly lead us to assume the very order of deposition that is 
theoreti cally to be expected in  these extremely iron-ri ch magmas . 

It wil l appear, then , that the development of the typical ophitic texture 
is confined to rocks of rather limited chemical composition , viz. to rocks 
undersaturated in  si l ica and not extremely rich in iron .  The word >> extrem
ely » is ehosen on purpose, for even the marginal rocks of the Hällefors 
dike are fai rly rich in iron ,  but still exh ibit a beautiful ophit ic texture> 
Only when the iron content atta ins  the very h igh values of the cen tral 
types can this texture no lon ger be developed .  Consequently, the ophitic 
texture, in its original conception as given by R OSEN BUSCH ( 1 887 , p. 1 9 1 )  is 
not on ly  of importance as a descr i ptional textural term, but may also give 
certain rather d istinct indications as to the chemical composition of the 
rock in  quest ion .  For that reason I wish to emphasize once more that a 
d iscrimination should certainly be made between this texture and the doleritic 
one. In  this respect another v iew is held by most British petrologists, 
w h ich ,  accord ing to A. G .  MACGkEGOR ( 1 928 ,  p. 3 29) have found i t 
undesirable to base a d istinction on th ese differences. Thus BAT LEY ( 1 9 1  r ,  
pp .  r 3 7- r  39) found i t convenient to include under the term »Jedburgh 
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basalt >> rocks of both textural types and even to rej ect the discrim ination 
made by WATTS (GEIKIE 1 897 , p .  4 1 7) between ophitic Kilsyth dolerite and 
» microl iti c »  Markle dolerite. I t  may be true that someti mes, especially in 
fine-grained rocks , it may be rather difficult to carry through such a d iscri
m ination , but, nevertheless , in  view of the above considerations i t  seerus to 
be h ighly desirable that due attention should be given to its s ignificance. 

In this connection a few words should be added concerning the nomen
ciature that was proposed by me for basaltic and doleritic rocks (KROK
STRÖM 1 93 2  b, p. 1 99) and wh ich has been used throughout this paper. 
In a personal communication in 1 934 Mr. W. l-AMPDELL SMITH of the 
British Museum called my atten tion to the fact that the term » doleritic »  
a s  proposed by  me  would be very difficult t o  accept in Britain a s  the 
oph itic texture is ,  indeed, considered as a characteristic of dolerites. 
I frankly admit that in such a case the term i s  not altogether appropriate 
and I am quite willing to rej ect it for a better one. Instead of my » dole
ritic » British petrologi sts seem to use the term » intergranular » .  It is true 
that this term can be used internationally, but it becomes very cumber
sorue if the prefix » sub- » is added and it is my opinion that there is cer
tainly a need for such a d istinction as impl ied in my » sub-doleriti c » . In 
any case I maintain that the four-fold division proposed by me is necessary 
in  order to bring any cl earness in the jungle of textural terms concerning 
basalt ic rocks. I am not able myself to find any good substitute for my 
» doleriti c » , but will welcome one with satisfaction.  Until then , however, 
I feel compelled to use the term in the sense previously proposed by me .  

Before concluding th i s  chapter on magmatic evolution , attention should 
be called to some features of the variation diagram (Fig. 28 on p .  2 30) . The 
curves have been traced so as to satisfy as weil as possible all the analyses 
of the central series . As some of the iron recorded by analysis most 
probably belongs to accumulated crystals not completely resorbed , the 
curve FeO + Fe203 is Iikely to be a l i ttle too high in the basic part of the 
diagram , but this fact is of no vital importance in  the interpretation of 
the curve. starting  from the left side of the diagram we find that i n  the 
first stages there is a slight . decrease in  Ti02 , FeO -r Fe203 and MgO whereas 
CaO and Al,03 are almost eonstant or show very little decrease. Finally, 
alkalies and P205 are increasing markedly .  This part probably earresponds 
to the period of early pyroxene crystall izat ion . Although the P,05-curve 
shows a rather strong scattering of i ts points, its general tendency is 
evident and i t  seerus to support the assumption that in the early stages 
no apatite was deposited .  

At about 50 % of silica the decrease of the iron curve becomes 
rapidly more prominent, the magnesia-curve flattens out ,  the l ime-curve 
begins to fall a little steeper and the alumina-curve passes a minimum and 
begins to rise. This interval earresponds to the stage when olivine begins 
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to separate, accompanied by iron ore. Probably some plagioclase was also 
separating, hut in comparison with the mafic minerals its amount was 
insignificant and thus the alumina was , in  point of fact, concentrating i n  
the melt, a s  were also the alkalies .  The P.05-curve a t  th is stage passes 
a maximum and begins  to fall ,  indicating the beginning of the apatite 
deposition .  

From this stage on ,  the curves in general retain the same tenden� 
cies, with the exception of the alumina-curve which in the acid part of 
the diagram passes a maximum and begins to fall - owing to the in
creasing role played by feldspar among the minerals deposited . The con
trasted shape of the iron- and magnesia-curves is of great interest, s ignifying 
the successive change to more iron-rich compounds among the crystals. 

As to the marginal rocks, with the exception of lime and alkalies, 
their analyses do not fit the curves. The fairly good agreement concerning 
the oxides mentioned is easily understood. The alkali content of the melt 
is hardly influenced at all by the different order of crystall ization in the 
early period , for under all conditions alkalies must tend to increase during 
the mafic crystallization .  As to lime, one might possibly expect a steeper 
initi al fall of the marginal curve,  owing to the early precipitation of rather 
basic plagioclase. Such a tendency, however, is counterbalanced by the 
separation of olivine, and thus the l ime-curve must assume about the same 
shape as that of the central rocks which is controlied by the lime-content 
of the separating augite . 



VII. The Breven and Hällefors dikes - a comparis on. 

In the preceding pages an attempt has been made to follow the 
magmatic evolution within the Hällefors dike. The field and laboratory 
data have shown that in the formation of the dike two different magma
types were concerned, and it has been concluded that they were formed 
from a common parental magma by crystal sorting and subsequent remel
ting. Moreover, the field relations indicate that at !east two distinctly 
different intrusions have taken place - an earlier of the marginal type 
and a later of the central type. This order of intrusion was supported 
by the chemical data and the hypothesis of differentiation accepted . 
Further there are some indications that a granitic magma may have played 
some role, although there are no definite proofs of its existence. The 
sequence of intrusion, consequently, should be represented by the following 
phases : 

I .  Marginal dolerite magma. Probably two manifestations with a very 
slight hiatus. 

2 .  Central dolerite magma. Intruded in several paroxysms of rapid 
succession and differentiating during intrusion in the direction from dolerite 
to porphyrite. 

3· Gramtic magma(?) The existence of this magma is indicated by 
circumstantial evidence on! y. (See pp. 2 I 3 and 22 I ) .  

Turning now t o  the Breven dike the follO\,ving intrusion-series was de-
duced (KROKSTRÖM I 93 2  a, p .  3 23) : 

I .  Olivine dolerite 
2. Olivine-free dolerite 
3 ·  Granophyre 
4· Olivine dolerite. 

It is at once evident that there exists a marked agreement between 
the two sequences. The marginal dolerite of the Hällefors dike is practi
cally identical with the olivine dolerite of the Breven dike and the varia
tion diagram of Fig. 28 shows that the olivine-free dolerite of the latter 
fits the curves of the central series rather weil . There is also a marked 
mineralogical agreement between the two types of rock. In the Hällefors 
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dike there has been found no rock corresponding to the late olivine dole
rite of the Breven dike, hut it must be borne in mind that even in the 
Breven dike this rock is very restricted in its occurrence. Moreover, its 
position in the sequence is by no rueans reliably established , although a 
great deal of circumstantial evidence speaks in favour of its late magmatic 
manifestation . 

It seerus necessary, then , that any hypothesis of differentiation deduced 
for one of the dikes must apply as well to the other. In neither case, 
however, has it  been possible to form a definite opinion as to the position 
of the granophyre magma in the differentiation-series. It is true that in 
the Breven paper I have been able to show that the granophyre analysis 
conforms rather well with the curves of the variation diagram, but I have 
also stressed, firstly, the difficulty of making definite conclusions from such 
a l imited number of analyses and, secondly, the fact that a great many 
granite analyses would most probably fit the curves quite as well . 

The rather common association of sharply contrasted acid and basic 
rocks has of late years been the obj ect of much discussion . The extreme 
adherents of the theory of differentiation by crystallization claim that gra
nitic magmas are generated from basaltic ones by crystallization only. The 
process is, however, a rather camplex one. Normally the residua! melt of 
a basaltic magma tends in a trachytic rather than a granitic direction 
(BOWEN 1 928 ,  p. 2 3 6 ;  HOLJ\1ES 1 93 1 ,  p. 2 5 0) .  The condition for the ge
neration of a granitic residua] is that olivine is precipitated in  excess of 
its stoichiometrical amount and afterwards for some reason or another fails 
to react with the melt. In a previous paper (KROKSTRÖM 1 932  b) I have 
stressed the great difficulties that this theory has to meet when the quanti· 
tative relations between dolerite and granophyre in the Breven dike are 
taken into consideration , and these arguments need not be repeated here. 
It is my opinion that although the theory may explain the micropeg
matJtic interstitial material found in  many dolerites it is hardly suffici
ent to account for such great granophyre masses, as for instance the 
Breven one. 

As to the hypothesis of liquid immiscibility, I have previously (loc. cit. 
p p .  2 I 2-2 I 3 )  pointed out that i t would provide a rather good explanation 
of the rock association in question . I do not claim, however, that such 
processes have actually been in operation, for in view of the strong la
boratory evidence against the existence of immiscibility relations in sil icate 
melts it seerus essential that more weighty arguments should be offered 
before such an hypothesis is accepted. 

A few years ago KENNEDY ( 1 93 3) advanced a theory concerning the 
trends of differentiation in basaltic magmas and his views in this connec
tion are of great interest. He claims the existence of two parental basal
tic magmas , the olivine-basalt magma-type and the tholeiitic magma-type. 
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Starting from the former, differentiation should proceed in an alkalin e  di
rection, whereas from the latter acid differentiates should result. KENNEDY 
has compiled a fairly exhaustive amount of analytical data concerning the 
late segregation veins in basaltic rocks of different types , and the result 
seems to confirm his views strongly. 

Mineralogically the rock representatives of the two contrasted magma
types are quite d istinct. The olivine-basalt magma-type gives rise to rocks 
with abundant olivine and a diopsidic, often titaniferous pyroxene. Their 
texture is typically ophitic and the residua! interstitial base is alkaline. 
The tholeiitic magma-type on the other hand gives rocks with little or no 
olivine and a pyroxene of the pigeonite series . The texture is doleritic 
and the interstitial residuum is of an acid, quartzo-feldspath ic composition . 
(KENNEDY 1 93 1 ,  p .  63 ; 1 93 3 ,  p .  24 I ) .  

When this distinction i s  applied t o  the Breven-Hällefors rocks i t  i s  at 
once evident that they must be incorporated in the olivine-basalt magma
type. It is true that the optical determinations seem to indi cate that the 
pyroxene tends slightly towards a pigeonitic composition , but it has already 
been stressed that the chemical data do not seem to support this opinion 
and it  may be questioned whether the optical properties determined are 
quite conclusive on that point (see p .  I 3 7 ) . Further, there are certainly 
interstitial infill ings of an acid character in the marginal rocks , but they 
are most probably to be ascribed to the above-mentioned effect of excess 
olivine precipitation ,  and consequently, do not give an indication of the 
normal development. Thus i t  may be quite safely conducled that the rocks 
in question are fairly good representatives of KENNEDY's  olivine-basalt 
magma-type 

According to KENNEDY this magma-type should normally give alka
line differentiates and he states that not a single case is known to him in 
which olivine-basalt magma has produced a quartzose differentiate. As 
regards the Hällefors dike the observations tend to support this opinion. 
W e have seen that the porphyritic types show a groundmass of mainly 
feldspath ic composition whereas quartz is seldom present and then in very 
small amounts. As this groundmass very often exhibits a texture indi
cating very rapid cooling, sometimes even a de\' i trification from an origin
ally glassy state, it probably represents rather closely the composition of 
the residua! melt and, consequently, i ts character ought to bear witness to 
the direction of differentiation in the magma. Under such circumstances 
it is very peculiar indeed to find in the Breven granopilyre such a con
spicuous exception to a rule that seems to be rather convincingly esta
blished. This inconsistency has led me to the opin ion that the granopilyre 
is not directly consanguineous with the doleritic rocks. An attempt to 
explain rock associations of the kind j ust treated without involving differen
tiation was made by HOLMES ( I  93 I )  who ass u mes the gran i tic ph ase 
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to have been generated by a remelting of the country rocks. Disenssing 
the results of recent petrological work in N. W. Scotland , especially in the 
Ardnamurchan peninsula (RICHEY and THOMAS 1 930) HOLMEs conducles 
that the cone-sheets and ring-dikes of that region have emanated from 
cupola-shaped magma reservairs rising from the upper parts of a regional 
magma layer within the earth ' s  crust. By means of convection currents 
even the uppermost parts of these magma cupoJas may always maintain 
a temperature sufficiently high to permit a remelting of their roof, and 
» the  ultimate result provides the required conditions - co-existence of  
acid and basic magmas in a cupola-shaped reservoir » (loc. cit. p .  249) . 

There are a great many facts speaking in favour of this hypothesis 
and in the present case it gives a very simple explanation of the apparent 
inconsistency just referred to . It may be obj ected that in such a case the 
acid magma must have occupied the upper part of the reservair and thus 
it  would Iikely form the earliest phase of intrusion, whereas in the Breven 
d ike as in many other composite intrusions it  is found to represent a rather 
late phase. It seems, however, by no means necessary to suppose that 
the intrusions were always fed from the uppermost part of the cupola, and, 
moreover, we must take into consideration the prohability that such an 
acid magma had far greater v iseosity than the basic one and, consequently, 
was less apt to be immediately raised in response to a release of the in
trusive forces. Indeed, some observations within the Breven dike of diffuse 
granophyric inclusions in the distinctly older dolerite (KROKSTRÖM 1932  a, 
p. 300 and 3 1 0) seem to indicate that the two magmas at some time or 
other coexisted at deeper levels . 

In view of the above considerations I am inclined to accept for the 
Breven granophyre and its possible Hällefors equivalent the theory ad
vanced by HOLMES. It should be stressed, however, that it is hardly 
possible to give a definite solution of this problem , as the evidence that 
bas so far been gained cannot be considered as conclusive. For th is reason 
a scheme of evolution including all the different phases of the Breven
Hällefors rock association cannot be given . The mutual genetic relations 
of the doleritic rocks, however, may be illustrated as follows 

f Parental magma f 
[Olivine-free

_ 
dolerite 

_
of Breven] ! [Olivi�e dolerite 

_
(Breve�) ] 

Central senes of H allefors j Margmal dolente (Hallefors) 

t r?-1 
Fine-grained olivine dolerite (Breven) 

We have found that the analogies between the Breven and the Hälle
fors dikes are very conspicuous, hut although their magmatic history must 
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have been much the same there are certain differences which must not be 
overlooked . These differences are presented mainly by the structural de
velopment of the rocks. Whereas in the Breven dike all rocks - except 
the picritic type which is very restricted in occurrence - are coarse
grained, evengrained, and always holo-crystalline, we have met among the 
Hällefors rocks strongly porphyritic types. The groundmass of these 
porphyrites most probably represents a devitrified glass or at !east a pro
duct of very rapid crystallization. In some of  them indubitable glass por
tions are even still preserved. Another feature of interest is presented 
by the structure of the outcrops. In the Breven dike a few exposures 
of picrite and fine-grained olivine dolerite exhibit a lzabitus that was con
sidered as indicative of solidification under effusive conditions, but other
wise no such structures are observed. In the Hällefors dike, on the con
trary, a great part of the porphyrite outcrops show rugged and almost 
scoriaceous surfaces strongly reminiscent of those found in lava exposures . 
Of course, these surface phenomena are due mainly to processes of 
weathering, but at  the same time it would appear that  the rock is not  
very compact. 

Thus both microscopical and megascopical structures seem to suggest 
that the rocks now exposed in this dike represent a rather shallow section 
through the intrusive body, or might even in some cases be considered as 
effusives . 

There is ,  further, a mineralogical difference between the marginal 
Hällefors dolerite and the Breven olivine dolerite which might perhaps be 
connected with the different depths of the two sections. In the Breven 
olivine dolerite two kinds of pyroxene are found - monaelinie and ortho
rhombic - whereas in the closely related marginal dolerite of the Hälle
fors dike only monaelinie pyroxene is represented. Of course,  this dif
ference may depend on a slightly different in itial composition of the magmas 
of the two areas , bu t a comparison between the analyses I I 3 and B I of 
table XXIV will show that in the Hällefors rock the content of MgO + 
FeO is even greater than in the Breven one and, consequently, there ought 
to have been sti l l better apportunities for the formation of ortho-rhombic 
pyroxene. Now it is quite possible that the h igher quotient FeO :  MgO 
of the Hällefors rock may account for the difference, for even in the 
Breven rock, which is much poorer in iron, the ortho-rhombic pyroxene 
was found to contain no less than 43 % FeSi03 and an increase of the 
above-mentioned ratio may very weil have brought the melt out of the 
stability area of the ortho-rhombic series. 

There is ,  however, another possibility that deserves attention,  although 
it must be considered as purely conj ectural . TSUBOI ( I 932 )  has advanced 
a theory concerning the crystallization of pyroxenes from rock-magmas, 
according to which >> the pyroxenie components are only partially miscible 
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in the intratelluric stage wh ile they are completely miscible in the effusive 
stage >> (loc. cit. p. 8 r ) . Concern ing the cause of this difference . h e offers 
no explanation, but it seems rather rep,sonable to suppose that temperature 
and - perhaps above all - pressure should be the controlling factors . 
Under such circumstances the result would be that a deeper level of cry
stallization would tend to promote the deposition of two pyroxenes, whereas 
in a more shallow position only one kind would be expected. Consequently, 
if this theory of TSUBOI 's  is to hold good, we might find in the 
mineralogical difference, j ust referred to, another indication of the higher 
position of the Hällefors section .  It is . frankly admitted , however, that this 
argument is of no great weight. 



VIII . Faulting. Dip and form of the dike. 

A. The Norrkärr fault. 

At the southern shore of Lake Örhammaren, j ust N. of the farmhouse 
of Norrkärr, two dolerite outcrops are sepiuated by a rather conspicuous 
valley which continues from the shore in a southerly direction, becom ing 
rapidly less weil marked towards the south . In the eastern wall of  the 
valley a normal mottled dolerite is exposed, whereas the western slope 
is occupied by a strongly brecciated rock. Almost the whole outcrop at 
this side of the valley consists of a coarse breccia formed in situ, and is 
abundantly littered with angular rock fragments of varying size. This 
breccia zone may be followed for some distance towards the south. A 
specimen of the breccia [83 ]  was subj ected to a microscopical examination 
wh ich brought out the fol lowing results . 

The original rock most certainly represented a mottled marginal dole
rite . The minerals present are plagioclase, pyro.xene, iron ore, and some 
chloritic material, and they are all strongly affected by mechanical deforma
tion. The plagioclase is clouded and fractured , and the pyroxene l ikewise. 
The iron ore occurs in rather large individuals which are, however, inter
sected by numerous irregular veins, filled by secondary products, mainly 
epzdote. To some extent the iron ore is · also drawn out so as to form 
long streaks . 

These parts of the rock must, however, be considered as relict por
tions that have been only slightly affected by the crush ing. Other parts 
are developed as fairly wide zones with a prominently streaky structure 
and of slightly irregular shape. They consist of an extremely fine-grained 
isotropic base that cannot be resolved by the microscope and all over this 
mass numerous small angular fragments of all the minerals of the rock are 
scattered . These zones seem to be quite identical with those described 
by BEARTH ( r 93 2 ,  p .  r 64) from the dolerites of the Silvretta mountain 
chain and must be considered as the extreme · results of shearing. 

The existence of the breccia is in itself a strong indication that the 
dike has been affected by a fault at this locality. There are, however, 
several other facts confirming this conclusion and they will be briefly men
tioned below. 
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I .  A glance at the map of p late I or, still better, at the geological 
map-sheet Hällefors (KUGELBERG I 864) reveals t hat at this place the width 
of the dike undergoes a very abrupt change. Moreover, on the little penin
sula immediately east of the islet in Lake Örhammaren, dolerite is exposed, 
whereas the islet itself shows only gneiss. This would imply a sudden 
deviation of the northern boundary of the dike from an east-westerly to an 
almost north-southerly direction. At the southern boundary the relations 
are still more conspicuous. Indeed, E. of the presurned fault the dike 
boundary is located no less than Soo m. north of the corresponding I ine 
W. of it .  

2. In all prohability a continuation of the valley referred to above 
may be traced northwards, as indicated by the rectilinear western shore 
of the li ttl e inlet at the opposite side of Lake Örhammaren. Farther north
wards in the same direction a small depression is again encountered which 
is filled by a small elongate lake (see map) . 

3 ·  On the islet in Lake Örhammaren the gneiss strikes N .  5 0° W. 
At a small isolated rock immediately N.E. of the islet, however, the strike 
is seen to become very irregular hut is mainly directed N. I 0° E. Such 
a change of direction may possibly be explained as a distortion along a 
more or less transcurrent fault. 

4· To the east of the presurned fault no porphyritic rocks are ob
served . A little westwards, however, they immediately make their appear
ance. This seems to indicate a samewhat different position of the present 
seetian at different sides of the critical zon e. 

The observations Iisted above, tagether with the actual occurrence of 
a breccia ,  must be considered to prove irrefutably that at this  locality the 
dike has been subj ected to faulting.  The fault I ine must have had a 
roughly north-southerly direction and the movement of the western parts 
should have been southwards (points I and 3 above) and downwards 
. (point 4 above) . 

B .  Indications of faulting at Lake Norrtorpsj ön and S. 

of Svalbo. 

There are a few indications of faulting at two other places hut it must 
be admitted that the evidence is too scarce to be fully conclusive. 

Lake Norrtorpsjön is situated in a narrow valley of N.N.W. direction 
which is well marked in the topography and most probably lies along one 
of the system of fissures that intersect this region (ej. AsKLUND I 923 ) .  It 
may be traced for a distance of about 10 km. and is occupied by several 
elongate small l akes . At the eastern shore of Lake Norrtorpsjön a number 
of rather high dolerite exposures are seen to plunge steeply down inta 
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the lake. At this shore the boundary between the marginal and the cen
tral rocks ma y be exactly located about 1 00 m. south of the northern end 
of the lake. About 2 50 m .  westwards, west of the lake, the dike is aga in 
exposed, hut here the boundary in question is found no less than 300 m. 
farther to the north . It is of course possible that the boundary may be 
rather irregular, hut certainly this would imply a very surprising change in 
i ts  general east-westerly direction. I am inclined to think that the obser
vations tend to favour the conception of a slight fault also at this locality. 

S. E. of the Svalbo inlet a very conspicuous change in the direction 
<>f the dike is observed. In the eastern parts i t  runs east-west or nearly 
so, hut in this neighbourhood it curves gently round to a north-westerly 
direction and then very abruptly changes back to the former east-westerly 
<>ne again . The general impression is that the dike has been faulted and 
the parts immediately east of the fault have been distorted . It is very 
interesting, then , to find that at the very locality where the dike takes up 
again its east-west direction it  is bounded eastwards by a rather steep 
escarpment, running N. W. or N.  N. W. In all prohability this escarp
ment is a direct continuation of the Svalbo inlet which is undoubtedly 
bounded by faults. 

As additional evidence i t  may be mentioned that at the northern dike 
boundary, immediately west of the presurned fault I ine, a rather strong 
jointing is observed in the mottled marginal dolerite, a feature which is 
otherwise never observed in this rock. 

West of the presurned fault no porphyrites are found. As a matter 
<>f fact they are entirely restricted to the area between it  and the fault 
at Lake Örhammaren. This would indicate that the relative movement of 
this part of the dike has been downwards also at the locality last treated. 

C.  Concluding remarks. 

In this connection a few words should be added concerning the dip 
and the form of the dike. At the localities where the contact Iine between 
the dike and the country rock is exposed no sections of great vertical ex
tension are found and ,  consequently, the dip cannot be ascertain ed from 
direct observation . Nor is it possible - owing to the small differences 
<>f leve! within the area - to draw any definite conclusions from the 
relations between the position of the dike boundaries and the topogra
phy. The fairly regular strike of the dike seems to indicate, however, 
that the deviation from a vertical dip cannot be very great in either 
direct.ion.  

The above considerations concerning the faults seem , however, to pro
vide samewhat more conclusive evidence. We have found that for petro-
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logical and topographical reasons the part of the dike which is situated 
between the Örhammaren fault and the presurned Svalbo fault must be 
assumed to have moved downwards . If the faulting implied a vertical 
movement only - which is perhaps most probable - this would indicate 
a dip towards the north , since the boundaries of this part of the d ike are 
in both cases replaced southwards. However, i t  cannot be entirely ruled 
out that a horizontal movement has also been effected and ,  consequently, 
the conclusion is by no means irrefutable. 

At both the above-mentioned fault-lines a marked change in the width 
. of the dike is observed ,  and in both cases the s unken part is w i der than 
the adj acent ones. This would indicate that at least at higher levels the 
intrusion has the form of a wedge widen ing upwards. Such a form seems 
indeed quite probable as the dike was no doubt inj ected along a Succes
sively widening fissure. 

IX.  Age relations of the great dikes. 

As is weil known, the main strike of the gneiss region into which 
the Breven and Hällefors dikes are intruded is an east-westerly one,  and 
thus the dikes run roughly paral lel to the strike d irection .  If the relations 
are studied in more detail ,  however, it will be found that at several loca
lities the dolerite cuts across the structures of the gneiss. 

I have given some attention to the intemal contact phenomena 
displayed by the dolerite and found that assimilation of the wall rock must 
to some extent have taken place. At several Iocalities , moreover, the 
gneiss is seen to have been strongly affected by the dolerite, developing 
contact modifications of varying types, very often » baked»  in appearance 
and reminding one slightly of the Swedish hälleflintas. Of course a closer 
study of these rocks would be of great interest, but owing to the great 
extension of the dike and the rather heterogeneous character of the coun
try rock such an i nvestigation must necessarily turn out to be a very far
reaching one,  and must be considered to fall beyond the scope of this paper. 

We have found that at some places the dike has been subj ected to 
mechanical deformation ,  but only of a very local kind and always due to 
faulting. With the exception of these local phenomena the rocks are quite 
unaffected by any tectonic processes such as those intensely displayed by 
th e country rocks. 

The above-mentioned data all prove that the d ikes are younger than 
the Archaean , a fact that has Iong since been recognized by Swedish gen
logists and which is stated here only for the sake of completeness . If 
there is th us no great d i fficulty in fixing the lower l imit ,  i t  is not so with 
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the upper one .  In the most recent comprchensive treatise of Fennoscan
dian geology (RAMSAY 1 9 3  r ) AsKLUND concluded that the Breven and Hälle
fors dikes are of post-Jatnian age. His reasons for this opin ion have been 
previously stated (AsKLUND 1 9 2 3 )  and in  my Breven paper I ventured to 
express some doubt as to thei r definite validity. It is hardly necessary to 
repeat my arguments here, but I will stress one point only .  

I have shown above that the Hällefors dike is traversed by at !east 
one and probably three faults striking in a N .N.W. or N. direction. The 
same applies to the Breven dike where the fault is . even sti l l  better in
dicated. Consequently, there seems to be no  possibility of maintain ing 
the opinion announced by AsKLUND ( 1 92 3 ,  p .  2 78) that the Hällefors 
dike probably cuts the N.W. system of fissures. On the other hand 
there is the well-known observation at St .  Sidus where an oliv ine doler i te 
of the Hällefors system cuts some bronzite dolerites of the N.N.W. 
system (STOLPE 1 879 ,  p .  1 6 ;  AsKLUND 1 9 2 3 ,  p .  2 79) . If the con
clusions based on petrological agrcement and fissure systems should both 
be valid , there seems to be no possible explanation of this inconsistency. 
Consequently, either o f  the two methods of earrelat ion must be considered 
as unreliable and I have previously pointed out that, indeed, grave ob
j ections may be raised against both (KROKSTRÖM 1 9 3 2  a, p. 3 2 5 ) .  

Two matters are settled, however. Firstly, th ere is no doubt that 
two different types of dolerite - bronzite-dolerite and olivine-dolerite -
were intruded in  post-Archaean but pre-Cambrian time. As a matter of 
fact they earrespond rather closely to the two magma-types cla imed by 
KENNEDY (see p. 246) . Secondly, ASKLUND's  investigations (loc. cit. ) prove 
beyond doubt that in the region now in question the former are found to 
occupy preferably the north-west system of fissures whereas the latter are 
generally found to strike east west. The observations referred to above, 
however, seem to prove that fissures of a certain direction may have 
originated at d ifferent t imes, or at !east that movements along them may 
have taken place at Iong i ntervals. As cancerns the great fault I ines of 
the Lake district of Middle Sweden this fact has already been emphasized 
by A. G. HöGBOM ( 1 9 1 3 ,  p. 4) . Consequently, it is also to be expected 
that dikes belonging to the same system of fissures may have been in
truded at different periods. Thus the connection between intrusives and 
fissure directions i n  this region poin ted out  by AsKLUND may generally 
hold good, but must not be considered conclusive in such a manner that 
the age of a dike might be i n ferred from its direction only. 

It is of some interest in this connection to find that one of the !arge 
fault I ines which are heJd responsible for the formation of the basins of 
Lake Hj älmaren and Lake Mälaren intersects the Hällefors dike in close 
vicin ity of the epidote rocks at Äs and the breccia at Källarboda (see 
S. DE GEER 1 9  r o, map, and map PI . I). As, according to DE GEER, the 
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Silurian of Närke is faulted along this Iine, post-Silurian movements should 
have occurred along it. Now it is by no means proved that the Källar
bada breccia is a result of real tectonic movements , but if that be so it 
must most probably be connected with the fault Iine in question.  In such 
a case i t  seems necessary to assume movements along it having been 
effected already in pre-Cambrian time, as the rock development at Källar
bada clearly indicates that the mechanical deformation took place at a time 
when the magmatic activity leading to the formation of the dike bad not 
yet died out. 

As the Brevert and Hällefors dikes are altogether isolated from any 
sediments or eruptives of known age, the only other hint as to the prob
able age of the intrusions might be given by their petrological character. 
Previously I have emphasized that while the olivine dolerites are of Åsby 
type,  and for that reason are considered Iikely to be of post-Jotnian age, 
the character of the Breven granophyre seems to be more compatible with 
a sub-Jotnian age, a fact which bad been already pointed out by GEIJER 
( 1 92 2 ,  p. 4 1 7) .  In  my present investigation , however, I have reached the 
conclusion that the granophyre is not actually consanguineous with the 
doleri tes (see p. 248) and ,  consequently, this argument is not valid. For 
this reason I have no longer any obj ections to offer against assuming the 
dikes to be of post-Jotnian age. It should be borne in mind, however, 
that their posthon is by no means reliably established as it is inferred 
only from analogies with other districts (Åsby, Nordingrå) . 

X. Summary of contents. 

The Hällefors dolerite dike is situated in the southern part of Middle 
Sweden, about 30 km. N .E. of the Breven dike (KROKSTRÖM 1 9 3 2  a) .  It 
has a length of about 40 km . ,  an average width of 1 km. , and strikes ap
proximately E.-W. 

Within the dike two different rock series are represented . Almost 
the whole western half of the dike, and the marginal portions of the 
eastern part are occupied by types which are referred to as the marginal 
serzes. Its main representative is a medium-grained olivine dolerite of 
Åsby type with excellent ophitic texture. A somewhat coarser variety of 
essentially the same type and clearly also belonging to the marginal series 
is believed to represent a slightly later intrusion inside the medium-grained 
one. This coarse-grained type at some localities shows a glassy develop
ment of its interstitial material. The plagioclase of the marginal rocks 
is a labradorile Ab35 An6s · 
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In the central parts of the eastern half of the dike another rock series 
is represented which is referred to as the central series. This suite dis
plays a marked and apparently continuous variation from coarse-grained , 
evengrained types , the Hällefors dolerites, to markedly porhyritic types, 
the Hällefors porphyrites , with very fine-grained groundmass of about 
trachytic composition , which represents in many cases the result of devi
trification .  Fresh olivine is never present, but numerous pseudomorps 
after this mineral are found.  The plagioclase of the central rocks is an 
ande sine, Ab60An40 , and this mineral also constitutes the commonest phe
nocryst of the porphyrites , olivine pseudomorphs and pyroxene being as a 
rule restricted to the groundmass. 

Especially the porphyrites , but to some extent also the Hällefors 
dolerites , have locally been subj ected to marked albitization ,  which is 
interpreted as a result of late magmatic processes. The distribution of 
the albitic rocks is considered to indicate a streaky distribution of the 
material of the magma (especially the volatiles) during intrusion .  

A few small dikes of adamellitic affinities which intersect the marginal 
dolerite are interpreted as consanguineous with the central series, and, 
most probably, point at a hiatus in the intrusive activity .  

The chemical and petrological data seem to bring out that the two 
magmas responsible for the marginal and central rock series respectively 
have been generated from a common parental magma by gravitative sett
Jing and subsequent remelting of mainly titaniferous iron ore and apatite. 
The Breven and Hällefors dikes are found to be consanguineous, but the 
granophyre of the latter is concluded to have been generated by re
melting of the country rocks in accordance with the hypothesis advanced 
by HOLMES ( I 93 I ) . The present section through the Breven dike is con
sidered to be a deeper one as compared with that through the Hälle
fors dike. 

In the western part of the dike a few exposures of helsinkitic rocks 
and an epidote breccia are found . They are interpreted as results of 
pneumatolytic action in Connection with mechanital deformation . 

The dike is traversed by at !east one and most probably by three faults 
w hi ch see m to belong to the N .N. W. system of fissures of the region . 
The field relations in the vicinity of these faults may possibly indicate a 
steep northerly clip of the dike. 

The age-relations o f  the dike cannot be irrefutably established, but 
there seems to be no reasonable obj ection to the prevailing opinion that 
it is of post-Jotnian age. 

1 7 - 35366.  Bull. of  Geol. Vol. XXVI. 
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Horizontal brokm Iines Gneiss. 

----c:-;älleforsnäs ---

Oblique hatching Hällefors marginal series. 
Cross-hatching Hällefors central series.  
Dots indicate the position of the epidotized rocks at Äs and the epidote 

b reccia at Källarboda. 
Small hurizontal Iines w i thin the cross hatching indi cate the main areas 

of albitic rocks described in the text on p.  1 9 1  ff. 

PETROLOGICAL MAP OF THE HÄLLEFORS DOLERITE DIKE. 

Small vertical Iines i n  th e vicin ity o f  Lake Tallsjön a n d  S.  of L a k e  Ör· 
h ammaren represent dikes of adamelli t ic  or quartz-albite composi tion . 
See text pp. 208 ff. and 2 1 2  ff. The dimensions of the d ikes are n eces
sarily somewhat exaggerated. 

Ftt/1-draum straight Iines i n d i c� te fa ults. 
The dotted Iine represenrs one o f  the great fault - l ines of Middle Sweden 

according to S.  DE GEER ( 1 9 1 0). 

-- . --

PI. I .  

-- -- --. . . . � ·  --.-. . ___,_ 

Scale 1 : s o  ooo 

The small cross-hatched areas with i n  t h e  western part o f  t h e  dike (upper 
part of  the map) a re possibly sernewhat exaggerated in their extension, 
as rocks of the central seri es are at  these localities encountered in one 
or t\\·o outcrops only. 

The numbers rtfer to the numbers of the analyses i n  the text and are in
serted approxi mately at  the locality of the specimen analysed. 
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